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Entrepreneurs are consumed by business
opportunities.
Entrepreneurs create ventures they intend
to grow. They don’t manage businesses, they
develop them.
Most entrepreneurs experience business
setbacks and failures. They accept that success is
not guaranteed.
Entrepreneurs are passionate, tenacious,
persuasive, optimistic, networkers and risk
managers.
Entrepreneurs often feel isolated and lonely,
surrounded by people who don’t understand
them or what they do.
Balancing work and family is a significant
challenge.
Personal relationships are hard on
entrepreneurs. Few partners are able to
tolerate their fixation with business or the
obligations and pressures they deal with to
survive and succeed.
The author hereby gives permission for any recipient of this publication to
reproduce, store in a retrieval system, transmit in any form or distribute by any
means for personal use of any recipient. This publication may not be sold or resold
for any fee, price or charge without the permission of the copyright owner.
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The purpose of this book is tell the story of the ordinary entrepreneur, not the
famous or mega successful ones. In every country some 5% of the population
are active entrepreneurs, many of them experiencing their first (and sometimes
only) venture. I was interested in telling their stories. It is an impossible task to
track down a random sample of such entrepreneurs and since this is intended
to be more popular than academic, I did not think tat a necessity. Furthermore,
there was no guarantee that they would provide me with the content I needed
or that it would not become exhausting to track them down, persuade them and
follow up the contact.
Instead, I contacted people I knew who were active entrepreneurs. Some of
these are graduates of the Master of entrepreneurship and Innovation program
at the Australian Graduate School of Entrepreneurship. Others have attended
one of my workshops on selling a business, raising venture capital or growing
a business. Most of them are members of the Entrepreneurs organization.
My request for information was passed on by my contacts thus enlarging the
population of those who responded. Overall, I made contact with about 200
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to the themes I have constructed in the book. I have attempted to leave their
own words as contributed, although I have corrected some of the grammar and
typing mistakes.
Each contributor has nominated how they wish to be identified. A few have
asked not to be named but most have indicated their preference. Thus you will
see some first names, some full names and some with company names and or
cities and countries.
It has been a challenge to link the stories together and keep a sensible flow.
I hope you will forgive some disruptions to a smooth explanation. I felt it was
important to provide their original stories rather than edit them.
I hope you enjoy the final result.

PS: The original version of this book was published in 2006, entitled: Get
A Life! An inside view of the lives of entrepreneurs - from around the world
(Wilkinson Publishing, Melbourne).
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Preface

For over 6 years while I was Professor of entrepreneurship at the Australian
Graduate School of Entrepreneurship at Swinburne University of Technology in
Melbourne, I had the task every semester of talking to a room full of potential
students for the Master of Entrepreneurship and Innovation program. It is an
amazing program in that it had been designed just for entrepreneurs, not an
entrepreneurship program sandwiched somewhere in an MBA program, this is
right at the coal face. A program for entrepreneurs designed by entrepreneurs and
taught by entrepreneurs. However it is still a Master’s level program and therefore
the students are expected to absorb a good bit of theoretical knowledge about
business processes, especially those that pertain to new venture creation and the
management of venture growth. But for all that it is a highly pragmatic program.
So there I was out front with 30 to 40 eager faces waiting for me to tell them
about their journey within AGSE over the next few years. They were mostly mature
adults, generally in their 30s and 40s, many had existing businesses, some had
one or two which had failed, but all were open to learning more about how to
be more successful as entrepreneurs.
However they were in for a shock. I would start by picking out a couple of
individuals that were in suits – since most of them would be dressed casually.
“Aren’t you in the wrong room” I say staring right at them. “No – why do you say
that?” they reply. “Because you are wearing a suit and tie – shouldn’t you be in
the room for potential MBA students” I ask. They of course say that they had to
hurry from work to get to the information session.
xiv
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I look at the whole room and state forcibly “Entrepreneurs don’t wear ties!”
The change was remarkable. They have arrived!! This is their home. This
is who they are and this is how they identify themselves. They know they are
different but they can’t put their finger on it. But when they look around the
room and feel the energy and see others like themselves, they feel a sense of
belonging. Being an entrepreneur is not an easy existence. If only they could be
like everyone else and settle for a comfortable corporate executive job – but
that is not who they are! An so for many the journey within AGSE begins in that
moment of awakening.
For me this experience, which I repeated several times a year, was a
confirmation of what I am and how I see myself. It took me a long time before
I recognized that I was first an entrepreneur and then secondly an academic,
author, father, partner and work colleague. It was only when I started to work
with large numbers of entrepreneurs that I saw in myself so many of the attributes
of those I interacted with. When I had the opportunity of teaching groups of
corporate executives, particularly those working on their corporate careers, it
became obvious to me just how different the entrepreneur is.
I took up the chair in entrepreneurship education at AGSE in June 2001.
Before that I spent a year as a Visiting professor of Entrepreneurship at Georgia
State University in the USA. I had moved to Atlanta in June 1992 after selling
out my first business, Pioneer computer Group, to Ross Systems Inc. In 1999 a
second business I started in 1994, Distinction Software, was successfully sold to
Peoplesoft for six times revenue and I decided to retire. However, I had failed to
take into account the fact that I would get bored after six months and be looking
around for something interesting to do – hence my new life back in teaching which
I had left at age 30 after completing my Doctorate at London Business School.
I really was convinced I was an academic. Although not that you would have
thought this if you had seen my High School results. I only managed to pass two
of the five exams in my final year of High School. But by the time I had worked my
way back into the system, completed a bachelor’s degree and Master’s degree
and qualified as a CPA, I thought my life would be in research and teaching.
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However, life does not always turn out as it is planned. I ran out of money to
compete my Doctorate and had to go to work. Then my wife decided to start a
software businesses and I joined her to help out. As they say – the rest is history.
PCG was the classic start up. Three people in a dining room in North London
working silly hours trying to work out how to build a product that someone
might want to buy. However, thirteen years later we had 160 staff, had acquired
a business in San Diego, merged with a small distributor in England, raised
venture capital, acquired over 4,500 customer and signed up 16 distributors in
12 countries. While it certainly was not smooth sailing and there were some very
large icebergs that we scrapped along the way, the business grew at a cumulative
rate of 36% per annum, certainly sufficient to qualify as a Gazelle.
During that time I hired a lot of people, fired some, retrenched some, hired
some back, ended up in the US federal court system for 5 years suing our auditors,
saw a lot of the world, had three children, was near bankrupt three times and
ended up with enough money to retire. I was also burned out and more than
happy for someone else to take over finding the business to support the payroll.
I went to work for the acquirer, Ross Systems, and discovered that entrepreneurs
make dreadful employees. If you have been your own boss for a dozen years,
you don’t take kindly to being told what to do.
Three years later I started a consulting business in Kansas with two work
colleagues from a former distributor. We secured the rights to some manufacturing
software from a company in NZ. However, the NZ firm was acquired 6 months
later and, before we had even got ourselves organized, we sold the business for
50 times our investment to the same buyer. No doubt the sort of deal everyone
would love to have.
In 1995 several of the former PCG staff started a software business in Atlanta
developing supply chain optimization software. Our timing was perfect. We found
ourselves in a hot market and grew from 7 to 30 employees over a three year
period with the help of $2 million in venture capital. But the gorilla, in the form of
SAP came into our space quickly followed by some others, Oracle, Peoplesoft and
JD Edwards and our market collapsed. We subsequently sold out to Peoplesoft
for $12 million and I retired.
xvi
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However, my desire for retirement only lasted 6 months, divorced and bored,
I found myself back in academic life after an absence of 20 years.
After 5 years in academic life I found that I was spending more and more time
with practicing entrepreneurs. Based on my experience of selling my businesses,
I developed a breakthrough process for selling a privately held business to a
strategic buyer. This was turned into a one day workshop. With the help of KPMG
in Melbourne, I was able to deliver this to members of the Young Entrepreneur’s
Organization (YEO) around Australia and New Zealand. Through my connection
in YEO I was then able to run a series of workshops in the USA.
What I have found through my own classes at AGSE, through YEO and in
meeting hundreds of entrepreneurs over the years, is that they have many things
in common. Many of them have similar experiences in business and in life. They
have great stories to tell of their successes and their failures. Like any select group,
they have can tell wicked jokes about themselves as individuals and of themselves
as a group. However they are poorly understood as class of individuals.
What I have tried to do in this book is to tell the story of the entrepreneur –
not of one entrepreneur, although my story will be used to illustrate many of the
aspects I deal with. This is not a story of great entrepreneurs or only of highly
successful ones. It is the story of the everyday entrepreneur. It is about the person
who gives up the comfortable corporate job to start their own business because
they are driven to do so.
The book is about entrepreneurs, for entrepreneurs, for those close to them
trying to understand them, for those that work with them and for those who
wonder what they are all about. When you finish I suspect you will also conclude
that all these entrepreneurs should ‘Get a life!!’

Tom McKaskill
Gold Coast, Australia
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chapter one:

we all start
somewhere
When I was about 16 I did a paper round on a push
bike. In the window of the local real estate office was
a small framed “Words of Wisdom” titled “Life’s a
Gamble” and I have never been able to forget the words.
It goes as follows:
Life’s a Gamble
God gave us two ends
One to sit on
The other to think with
Our success depends on which we use most
Heads you win
Tails you lose
Peter Terrett
RapidMap
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we all start
somewhere
I was close to bankruptcy at least four times in the early years of
my first business. In hindsight I have to admit the fault was mine. At
the time we started the business, Pioneer Computer Group (PCG), I
was working for the software consulting division of a large computer
manufacturer. My then wife was providing consulting services for
small firms around London. She thought there was an opportunity
for business software on the recently released IBM PC. I had lost
interest in working for a large corporation and was also interested
in pursuing something where I had a greater influence over the
outcome.
For ten years I had been in the university system, studying and
then teaching and finally completing a Ph.D. I liked the freedom of
academic life and I think I believed that being in our own business
would give me back some of that independence. We decided to
create a business around financial, distribution and manufacturing
management application software as we saw there was a gap in the
software available to the smaller firm.
After working on my doctorate for three years, my scholarship
expired, so I took a management consulting position with ICL, a
large UK based computer manufacturer. By the time I completed my
Ph.D. six months later, we had worldly possessions of 500 pounds
sterling, an old car and some camping equipment. Soon after I
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started working we bought a house in northern London that had a 98% mortgage.
Fortunately, the house doubled in value in 18 months and we were able to sell
it and put all the capital gain into the business. The business was established
in Northampton, England with twenty thousand pounds sterling. My wife and
I owned 66%, another founding partner owned 20% and there were eight other
investors who we refer to in academic literature as ‘family, friends and fools’.
We went into business completely unprepared, even though at the time I
was a Certified Practicing Accountant (CPA), had an undergraduate degree in
Economics, a Masters degree in Commerce and a Ph.D. from London Business
School. My wife, Anne, had degrees in accounting and mathematics. But our
business studies were all geared to large corporations and I had failed to recognise
that a start-up venture needed very different skills. There I was in 1979, a newlyminted Doctor at the age of 30 with a spreadsheet that showed we could sell
thousands of personal computers (PCs) in the first few years of our new business.
Not only had I failed to find out whether anyone wanted to buy them, I had also
somehow failed to see that my projections were greater than the likely sales of PCs
across the entire UK at the time.
I knew all about the theory of marketing, but, in truth, I did not have any
idea how to sell a product or to how close a deal. I was a CPA and could easily
construct a profit-and-loss statement and a balance sheet. I knew about cash flows;
but I had never had to manage cash. What I did not appreciate is that the cash
inflow column only happened when you went out and extracted the cash from
your customers. In my undergraduate years I had studied organisational behaviour
and industrial relations, however, I had no training in how to hire, motivate and
terminate staff. I was clearly a fish out of water.
I can recall numerous times in those first few years lying awake at night
wondering whether I could make payroll the next day, only to have a purchase
order turn up just in time. It was like walking along a cliff edge and wondering
whether you would fall off. The only reason we survived in the first two years was
because I had a very lucrative consulting contract in the City of London, which
covered the payroll for all five of the employees. All of us were on a fast learning
curve. It was a precarious juggle between consulting for cash and developing
software for the future.
Then, of course, there were the days when we would sign a deal and would be
flush with success and ready to go for ‘worldwide domination’. I often refer to
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those years as ‘feast or famine’. We either had too much work and could not cope,
or we had too little and worried about how we were going to pay our bills.
At the time I thought this was a business for life. We had taken a lease on a
Victorian house in central Northampton which had been converted into offices.
The lease was for 21 years and was the only form of rental that we could obtain.
Little did I appreciate that we would outgrow that building in four years and end
up with several other subleased offices around Northampton. I became wary of
long leases after that and henceforth tried to avoid them. Our major problem
was that we could not predict our growth. We would forecast an additional five
staff and end up hiring 20, or perhaps cut back five if it had been a bad year.
Nonetheless, gradually the business grew. In 1985 we had 34 employees and
acquired a business in San Diego with 54 employees. To finance the purchase,
we raised US$1.5 million. A few years later we acquired a distributor in London
that had 30 employees. By 1990 the business had grown to 160 employees, 4,500
customers and 16 distributors around the globe.

The nature of entrepreneurship has always been
to gather resources and put these to work
in pursuit of a commercial opportunity.

I now meet many entrepreneurs and frequently hear about how they got started.
I have found that they all have their own unique stories and each one is interesting.
After I had heard hundreds of these stories, I started to see patterns that gave
me insights into their beginnings as entrepreneurs and the ways in which their
entrepreneurial careers unfolded. There seem to be two types of entrepreneurs,
where all the members of each group have similar histories and similar experiences.
I found the same themes emerging out of the many contributions I received from
entrepreneurs for this book. Even though this classification is something I have
not attempted to scientifically validate, my belief is that entrepreneurs can be
classified into these two types and that this helps us to better understand who
they are and what motivates them.
In this chapter I am going to call them ‘traders’ and ‘executives’. These
labels provide the means by which I can structure my explanation as to how
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some entrepreneurs start in business. For each, I am going to provide a general
description of the type of entrepreneur who fits that classification. I am then
going to illustrate my description of each group through the use of some of the
contributions I have received from entrepreneurs from around the globe.

The trader entrepreneur
A very high proportion of the entrepreneurs I teach are young people who have
great ideas, passion, energy and determination to make something work. They are
highly motivating to the people who join them as they go on the grand adventure.
They like the chase and closing the deal, but not the execution. Once something
becomes operational they find it boring and want to move on to the next venture.
They play a very useful role in our economy as they are often the innovators, the
risk-takers and certainly, the business creators.
Many of these young entrepreneurs seem to go through a learning journey
during which they undertake a series of trading activities or small ventures. They
often jump in the deep end with no business training and with nothing to guide
them other than an instinct for a good deal. Some are lucky and succeed with the
first venture. Most have a series of successes and failures while they learn how to
do business. If they are lucky and can keep their head above water, they work out
how to survive and prosper. For many, these early years develop their respect for
the fundamentals of business: looking after customers and employees, watching
cash and managing risk. They seem to go through life doing what they do best—
trading. Often they will have several small trading businesses operating at the same
time. Few break out of this mode of behaviour either because they always have a
new idea, lack the confidence to manage a larger business or simply don’t know
how to grow the venture beyond a certain point.
These are individuals who seem to have been active in business forever, even
as children. They display trading behaviour as children and simply grow into an
adult entrepreneur. Domenic is a classic example of this, as is my friend Max. But
first, Domenic.
AS A CHILD, I was fascinated with buying and selling things.
When I was five years old, I was selling postcards out the front
of my parents’ home in the back streets of Richmond,Victoria. I’d
get the postcards from friends and family and would sell them
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for one cent each or three for two cents. My motivation was
to earn money so that I could buy lollies (candy) at the local
corner store. Even back then I understood the value of buying
well, marking up the price to what the market will tolerate and
enjoying the profits. From lollies, I soon moved on to trading
train sets and eventually video games.
After high school, I enrolled in university but dropped out after
just six weeks. The lure of the business world was just too great
and I felt deep down inside that it was the right path for me.
Domenic Carosa
Domenic is now the CEO of a listed company. He is always impeccably dressed,
well presented and well spoken. He thinks carefully about what he says and presents
his comments in a well-ordered manner.
By contrast, my friend Max is a gifted street trader. Full of energy, a fast talker,
highly passionate and able to come up with a new business idea while you are in
mid-sentence, Max had numerous businesses by the time he was 21.
I STARTED AROUND the age of five scamming my mother
who was a nurse. I would say that I felt sick, I couldn’t go to
school and so I would get to watch the TV kiddies’ shows that
would finish around 10 am. Suddenly I would experience a
miracle cure and I was then ready for the day’s adventure.
By skipping school, I was able to go shopping with my mother
to assist her with major decisions, such as which shoes
complemented which dress. I would ask for a consultation fee
which I would then be able to invest in new toys or spend at
the video arcade games. With this money I would buy marbles. I
would play marbles with the other kids in the street. Eventually I
had one of the best collections of cat’s eyes in the street.
Fast forward ten years, I would be around 15 to 16 and still
missing school with that magical illness known as ‘10am’. As soon
as it was around 10am, it would be gone and I would be in fine
health.
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When I no longer had the privilege of shopping with my mother,
I would go to a construction site with my father and dig trenches.
You may ask, ‘Don’t they have machines to do that?’ Well, at my
wage at the time, it was just cheaper to get me and my tag team
member, Alex Tsiokos, to do the hard work.
It was while I was knee high in mud and had just completed
another useless trench for the amusement of my father and his
friends that I looked at young Alex and said, ‘There must be an
easier way to make money!’ and an entrepreneur was born.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
Max would find a way of making money out of thin air. Max has continued to
do so even as an adult. He has owned nightclubs, a cigar business, a construction
company and a recycling operation. He is now in New York setting up a fashion
label.
Christine started life as an entrepreneur and has lived as one almost continuously
ever since. She is a mother and a grandmother and one of the most entertaining
and engaging people you could ever meet. She is full of energy, has endless ideas
and would willingly agree that she does not fit into any conventional organization.
Whenever I meet with her she is always positive and about to embark on her next
venture. Her life has been full of great experiences and she is one of those people
who will always step forward if you need help.
MELBOURNE IN THE 1950s was truly Victorian. Like many poor

kids at the time, I survived childhood by living on my wits, e.g.
people commissioned me to make up personalised limericks,
ditties (clean and smutty versions), text for greeting cards, verse,
tall stories, excuses, etc. I took only what people offered, then
traded the items. I also ran errands for the local pub and on
race days acted as lookout for the local SP bookies, keeping
watch for cops not on the take. I ditched school to beg bags of
broken meringues from the local factory, went around selling
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the meringues individually and even flogged off the near-empty
bags to those only able to afford crumbs.
Christine Badawy						
Victoria, Australia
Many entrepreneurs don’t demonstrate entrepreneurial talent until their
teenage years. I have met numerous entrepreneurs who had trading activities
after hours and on the weekends while still attending school. Some drop out of
high school to pursue their ventures, however, most seem to scrape through high
school and start trading without ever experiencing a corporate job. They seem to
be naturally drawn to doing their own thing. Adam and Chris are typical teenage
trader entrepreneurs.
CHRIS AND I, at the age of 19, had started our own business

distributing wine from the Barossa and South Africa.The business
could be described as shaky at best as we were both lacking the
acumen and funds to do it correctly. One of the clients we were
buying from in South Africa asked if we were able to supply
them with telecommunications equipment. We sourced some
stock from Hong Kong and sold it to South Africa. This was our
first deal. We quickly dropped the wine distribution business and
began to wholesale telecommunications equipment. Chris and I
were then contracted by a company in Hong Kong to set up their
international wholesaling department. We lived and worked in
Hong Kong for six months. After that we returned home with a
lot more confidence and knowledge and started Strike Group
Australia. We now wholesale to 72 countries worldwide and are
one of two authorised LG distributors in Australia. We are also
the sole LG distributor for the Pacific Islands. In December 2005
LG ranked second in mobile handset sales.
Adam Rockett and Chris Ryan				
Strike Group Australia Pty Ltd
Trader entrepreneurs will often have several ventures throughout their
entrepreneurial careers. Some are lucky and achieve success in their first or second
venture and never look back. Others bounce around from venture to venture.
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They go into a business based on pure gut instinct, passion and energy. Some
ventures may work for a while and often they will sell it and move on to their
next big idea. Other ventures fail, but they simply put failure behind them and
look around for the next idea. Some never do find a long-term venture and keep
moving from business to business. Others finally do find what suits them and
settle down just in time for the long haul.
Some trader entrepreneurs find their feet only after a period of exploration.
Often they are inspired by their early commercial experiences and recognise
something in themselves they have to satisfy; perhaps a need to have a go at their
own venture. Gavin is a good example of an entrepreneur who found his niche
early on in his entrepreneurial career.
WHEN I FINISHED high school at 16 all I wanted to do was sell

heavy earthmoving equipment to mines. As I wasn’t old enough
to have a car licence, this wasn’t going to happen in a hurry
and so I decided to do a four-year apprenticeship as a diesel
mechanic to understand more about what I would be selling.
After completing the apprenticeship I was lucky to get a sales
job doing exactly what I wanted to do, selling mining equipment.
Not too long into this journey I met a Canadian called Davie
Ritchie and I went to work for him. He and his company shaped
my life. It was only a small company but he was extremely
successful. His company taught me a lot.
Still young and uneducated in business, I decided to move back
to Brisbane to start my own development company. Don’t
forget, I knew it all!! How stupidly wrong I was. I knew nothing.
I found a developable parcel of land just north of Brisbane that
could be subdivided into small lots. This development would
allow me to produce 120 lots of land. How hard could it be?
So, off to the bank I went. I borrowed several million dollars
and I found that at the end of every month I had to pay the
bank something called interest and the government also wanted
something called Goods and Services Tax. Try finding these
monies at the end of every month when you have been in
business for five minutes. Impossible, but I managed.
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Things got very tight. I was working seven days a week and
learning as much as I could to pull this project off. Failure was
not an option as I would have lost everything. After eighteen
months, 120 lots were sold and I was ready to do it all over
again.
I now look back and believe the bank was crazy to lend me the
money, and I was even crazier to do it.
Now, at the age of 33, I have developed hundreds of blocks
of land and also have an industrial division in the company. I
wouldn’t swap anything.
Gavin Jones							
Director							
RCL Developments Pty Ltd
One of the dominant characteristics of the trader entrepreneur is that they don’t
fit well into a corporate organisation as an employee. Like Gavin Jones, many such
entrepreneurs never join the corporate world. Others have a short exposure to a
large organisation and decide that it is not for them. It is not unusual for such an
individual to be working on their first venture by the time they have finished their
university studies. Some start off part-time during their university years and drop
out to pursue their dream and never finish their studies. Many of our most famous
global entrepreneurs started their first venture while they were at university and
never completed their studies. Others finish off an undergraduate degree and
then drift around for a while working in several jobs until they find something
they really want to do. Most of this group have never worked in a position that
would be regarded as part of a corporate career and probably never will. If you ask
them why, they would tell you that they couldn’t work in a corporate environment.
Dawid is a good example of a trader. He has great energy and his enthusiasm
is infectious and conversation full of new ideas and potential big deals. It is very
difficult not to be caught up in the flow. Like many Traders he started in his
student years.
I SET UP a company, with a fellow student, called Melbourne

Surprise, a design-focused high-end furniture manufacturing and
distributing company. We had great pieces of vogue furniture,
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really borderline art. We sold Australian designs and designers to
the world. At our peak, we had up to 20 designers lined up to sign
over their pieces in conjunction with a local furniture innovation
group. One of these pieces was published in Wallpaper which in
the industry is somewhat of a big deal.
Dawid Ostrowski						
Melbourne, Australia
I meet a large number of entrepreneurs who are natural traders. It reminds
me of a common understanding of the concept of the entrepreneur being ‘the
person in between’. More correctly this comes from ‘entre’ meaning ‘between’
and ‘prendre’ meaning ‘to take’. The nature of entrepreneurship has always been
to gather resources and put these to work in pursuit of a commercial opportunity.
Opportunity recognition and exploitation are always present in an entrepreneurial
activity. The trader entrepreneur seems to have a greater ability to recognise
opportunities than other types of entrepreneurs. They have an ability to see where
a margin can be made in almost anything and seem to have an uncanny ability to
see opportunities, often simply by putting buyers and sellers together.

I rarely ever hear an entrepreneur say they chose their path because
they wanted an easier life or wanted to work fewer hours.

Both David and Rob are what I would call trader entrepreneurs. You can tell
just by their comments that they have this uncanny ability to spot an opportunity
in everyday situations.
IT ALL STARTED when I recognised an opportunity to provide

natural cosmetics to the mass market. In 1992 Body Shop and
Red Earth existed as the only products sold through their own
specialised stores. If you wanted to purchase natural cosmetics
you had to visit these stores. I approached Kmart with an idea of
supplying a mini concept store of natural products.
My first meeting was with a buyer who had 15 years’ experience
in the industry and I was a 20-year-old in my first year out of
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school. I decided to approach the meeting differently, seeking the
buyer’s advice, rather than telling the buyer what she needed. I
carefully listened to her and kept returning with each of her
ideas conceptualised. After the fourth meeting the buyer handed
me an order to the value of $140,000 to supply 100 stores and
from there The Body Collection was born.
The secret I found to doing business was to involve your
customer in the process and give them some ownership of the
deal.
David Southwick
David is involved in a number of different ventures, teaches part-time in an
entrepreneurship program and acts as mentor to a number of start-up ventures.
David has participated in the entrepreneurship program at one of our local
universities acting as mentor to young entrepreneurs. Like many entrepreneurs I
meet he has great stories of his wins and losses and is more than willing to laugh
at his own experiences.
David is somewhat similar to Rob. Rob is a person with lots of ideas and as
you will see, he would never have suited a corporate existence. He is a person who
initiates things. Perhaps his destiny was always to be an entrepreneur.
I HAD AN idea. I’ve always had lots of ideas. Now I was older and

I really liked this idea. So did some other people I shared it with.
It had legs (well, it must have; they liked it and they were smart).
The Internet boom was under way. I was going to change the
world as we know it. I was going to be bigger, richer and more
powerful than Bill Gates and I believed it.
At the time, I took the idea to the tech company that I was
working for in Sydney. The MD seemed all for growing people
and entrepreneurial attitudes and they had a team of software
developers. I thought, Perfect! I took him the idea, he loved it and
said, ‘Let’s do it.’ So I asked about the equity deal for me. He said,
‘No! You get to manage it and become part of a bigger company.’
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My next immediate thought was, ‘I’m out of here.’
I thank him for starting me on my journey.
Rob
Rob’s comment provides an interesting insight into how many entrepreneurs
see their role in commercial activity; ‘If I share the idea with you, I should also
share the rewards.’ Perhaps the reason why so many executives leave corporate life
and take their ideas to a start-up is for this reason. Corporations are not very good
at providing a reward system which encourages individuals to ‘have a go’ with an
innovative business idea.

The executive entrepreneur
These are individuals who start their first venture as an older person. They
have experience as a corporate executive, usually have a university education and
often start a business by supplying goods and services into the same industry in
which they were previously employed. Their motivation to go out on their own
usually comes from seeing the opportunity to provide a higher quality product or
service to customers. Sometimes they undertake a venture with others from the
same industry and so start a business as a team. Some get the opportunity to buy
into the business they are in, while others buy into an existing business within
their industry. The older starters are more sophisticated when it comes to business
processes, have good industry networks and are more cautious about the move
into their own venture.
There have always been what I call, late-stage entrepreneurs, or you might use
the terms ‘late bloomers’ or ‘corporate escapees’. Perhaps I was one since I spent my
first few years working in the university. There are many companies that are started
by corporate executives who just get tired of being in corporate life and yearn to
do their own thing or to have more control over their lives. Often they begin their
entrepreneurial career through chance or because they see an opportunity and
decide to jump out of their safe and secure job and have a go. You often hear of
middle-aged executives who have been retrenched and given a hefty termination
payment who start their own business. While many of these are simply lifestyle
businesses, there are some who find that they have the opportunity, desire and
talent to grow a business; these are our late-stage entrepreneurs. Like Justin, many
struggle in the early years to get traction.
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I STARTED IN a tiny one-bedroom flat with my partner at the
time. I worked a full-time job, came home and slept for three
hours, woke up, had dinner and wrote software for six hours,
slept another four hours then went to work again—for at least
14 months straight. I had a unique proposition, like no other.
Funny thing was I rewrote the software at least three more
times over the next few years because nobody would buy it. I
was always the best in school in computing, I wanted to be the
best.
Justin							
Australia

Victoria,

David is an example of a corporate escapee who brings to his venture the
experience and discipline he learned inside the large corporation.
I DECIDED TO get out of the recruitment sector and buy into
a business while I was still young enough to put the time and
energy into building a business to provide myself with a decent
retirement nest egg. I looked for an established business that
had a good reputation that was profitable, had good internal
systems with a stable workforce, products that weren’t seasonal
and in a sector that I could understand and be passionate about.
I ended up buying a business that operated as a wholesaler
in stationery and office products—a big difference from the
recruitment business and it hasn’t been without its problems.
The business looks very different from the inside when you
have to run it yourself. What seemed OK at the initial evaluation
has proved inadequate to provide a platform for growth. I have
made changes in staff, implemented a new IT system and the
logistics side of the business needed a major overhaul. Life is not
always better on the outside!
David Dick
Even though the development of the business has taken long hours and has
been somewhat stressful, David says that he would not return to corporate life.
David, like many others, now believes that corporate jobs are not as safe and
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secure as they were 20 years ago. Like many former corporate executives, his move
into his own business was partly motivated by his desire to protect his future.
Not every executive entrepreneur finds their way into business ownership
through such deliberations. Some just fall into it. Perhaps they have a chance to
work for a spin-out or have the opportunity to take part in a management buyout.
Sometimes it happens by accident and they are asked if they wish to join a startup venture. Others took an early retirement package and had the funds to start
a business or to buy into one. There are many entrepreneurs who are suddenly
brought to life through such circumstances and find they are actually very good at
leading and growing a business. Such is the case with Tony Falkenstein:
I WAS A corporate guy, became the youngest CEO of any
subsidiary in the Polaroid Corporation at 29, and remained a
CEO in mainly public companies until the age of 40. I considered
myself an ‘intrapreneur’ and was highly paid. I only became an
entrepreneur by chance when the holding company for which
I was working went into receivership and I ended up as owner
of a fax rental company. Now my group has a turnover of over
NZ$200 million with Just Water, a publicly listed company, and
Bartercard New Zealand, the most well-known companies.
Tony Falkenstein						
Red Eagle Group						
New Zealand
Tony freely acknowledges that he is an entrepreneur and that his life is now
more enjoyable and has more meaning for him with what he is now doing than his
prior corporate career. Tony helped start the local chapter of the Entrepreneurs
Organization in Auckland, New Zealand, and is a willing mentor to many of its
younger members.
For other corporate escapees it is that they see a business opportunity and wish
to pursue it. Maybe the job they are in is not very exciting or has little short term
prospects. Or perhaps they are at a stage in life where they have little to lose and
are willing to give it a go.
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THE IMPETUS FOR starting a business was realising that I was
getting burnt-out in my old job and that I thought that if I was
running the place I would do it completely differently. By that
time I had had enough and was ready to take on the challenge
of starting my own business.
I was looking around for a business to start, but my only training
was as an intensive care nurse. I did have friends who worked
in the IT industry. They would often come over on Friday nights
and tell me about how badly their employers ran the companies
and what bad service they gave their customers. I thought that
there might be a niche for small businesses. I did a bit of reading
and sat a few exams and then started the business.
I had never worked in the IT industry, had never seen a server,
switch or router, but luckily, I was stupid enough not to let that
stop me. I focused on providing outstanding customer service,
because that was pretty much all I could focus on. I certainly
didn’t have any technical skill. Luckily, it was enough to get past
the early months and as my experience grew, so did the business.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
Some executive entrepreneurs leave their corporate jobs to take on a new
business because they can see they can do it better than those companies already
in the industry. They often set up a business in the same industry in which they
were previously employed. Often they are frustrated with how badly their current
employer has been operating and they believe they can do it better, cheaper or
faster. Sometimes they have a great idea that is rejected by their employer and they
take off to do it themselves. The advantage for many of these entrepreneurs is
that they know their industry, have contacts with customers, suppliers and fellow
executives. If they identify a need, they can normally validate it with potential
customers before they start their business. Andy Hegedus is a good example. His
experience was in engineering and sales before he stepped out into the cold.
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I STARTED SOUTHERN Cross Computer Systems because I
had always wanted to do my own thing and I figured I could do
things better than some of the larger companies.
Andy Hegedus						
Melbourne, Australia
Andy and his wife Joan have built a very successful computer networking and
support company. Now well past the normal retirement age, they both admit
that they are finding it difficult to move out of the business because they are
entrepreneurs and their love of deal making never quite goes away. However, they
have both developed external interests which will eventually help them to finally
retire from business.
Others just get fed up with corporate politics or with working with people who
occupy an office, look after themselves and are really not interested in anything
more than taking home a wage. Had my job with the computer manufacturer
in London been an exciting, interesting job with a good team around me, I may
never have decided to leave corporate life. Many entrepreneurs I know have left
good executive careers out of similar frustration. These are the corporate escapees.
Irene has a great story about her experiences with a dot matrix printer which
I won’t repeat here. Suffice to say, she decided that the petty bickering over the
printer was the last straw. So she resigned to start her own business. She explains
this event with some passion.
IN 2002, ALL of a sudden, after a squabble about a dot printer
(which I hate so much!!!!!), I decided to leave my pleasant work
conditions, my high salary, the big car, all the benefits, for freedom,
liberty, to do the things the way I want them to be (the ‘what’
was no longer important …)
Irene Morena Barsky
Longterm Latin Productions					
Israel
Other executive entrepreneurs transition gradually into their own business.
Some drift into business from a hobby or a part-time activity and end up full-time
in the business when it needs more attention than they can give it part-time. The
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individual also recognises that they prefer to work in their business full time rather
than continue with their normal job. David Robinson went from a very good
corporate position into his own business once it had gained some momentum.
IN THE BEGINNING four intrepid entrepreneurs, Robinson,
Panscott, Nettles and Jepsen (RPNJ)—we thought clients might
relate us to the multi-national, KPMG—had started a lifestyle
business on the side. I was on the board of a multinational
pharmaceutical manufacturing group and chose my co-directors
at RPNJ for their complementary thinking skills. I suppose none
of us actually intended giving up our day job, but then one day
I did. The work was in abundance and the lure of freedom too
enticing.
David Robinson
Like me, Dave is now an established academic and has been teaching at
Queensland University of Technology for several years. But like a lot of us he can’t
entirely deny his entrepreneurial talent and has started a surfing school on the
Gold Coast.
Some corporate executives come to the realisation that they would prefer to
have their own business but are not sure what to do. Often they bide their time
and wait until the right opportunity presents itself. When the right situation
occurs, they launch themselves into the world of entrepreneurship. Jim is a good
example of such an opportunity entrepreneur.
IT ALL STARTED on a beach holiday in the summer of ‘82. Interest

rates had just passed 20% and corporate Australia was in a
panic—what a wonderful time to be a start-up when anyone
big enough to hurt you is spending all their time navel-gazing.
During that first year I would get up each morning, load the
boot of my car with software packages and visit cowboys who
were pretending to be PC dealers reselling the first IBM PCs
and Apple Macintoshes in Oz.
Jim Landau							
Victoria, Australia
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I have met up with Jim on several occasions over the last few years and have
always enjoyed hearing of his latest activities. He has been actively involved in TEC
acting as a facilitator to groups of entrepreneurs who meet on a monthly basis
to share their experiences and learn from each other. Like many entrepreneurs,
Jim enjoys sharing his experience and wisdom with others who are on a similar
journey.

A world of entrepreneurs
All these entrepreneurs, the traders and the executive entrepreneurs, have
remarkable stories about their start in business. If you travel the world, you would
hear similar stories countless times. What is very interesting from these verbal
pictures is that, while they all ended up running their own business, they came at
it from a wide variety of backgrounds, started at different times in their lives and
had a wide spectrum of motivations.

Entrepreneurs come in all shapes and sizes, religions,
backgrounds, skills and qualifications.

There are some common themes however. You can see in these comments a
desire for independence, a love of trading, a need to have some degree of control
over their own lives and a dislike of corporate life. I rarely ever hear an entrepreneur
say they chose their path because they wanted an easier life or wanted to work
fewer hours. I almost never hear them talking about doing it because they can earn
a higher salary or become wealthy.
Traders are often involved in several, if not many, ventures throughout their
careers. Some businesses will be successful and others not. These individuals
are often referred to as serial entrepreneurs. This is in marked contrast to most
executive entrepreneurs who normally build a business over a long period of time.
Many entrepreneurs have businesses that are acquired or undertake a public listing
and in these situations the entrepreneur will often move on to another venture.
If they are very successful with an exit, they become Business Angels and become
active in multiple ventures.
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Entrepreneurs come in all shapes and sizes, religions, backgrounds, skills
and qualifications. They are represented in every commercial and not-for-profit
sector. They are basically innovators but in a business sense. They are inspired
and nimble thinkers, resourceful, quick to analyse, resilient, highly individual and
willing to work hard to bring about their dreams. They are persistent, persuasive,
innovative and, above all, courageous. They build organisations to create value for
the consumer by doing things differently. Thus, individuals who copy others, who
imitate a business model and do the same as someone else, are, in my personal
view, not entrepreneurs.
Not all business owners are entrepreneurs. The person who buys a franchise, the
local shopkeeper, the owner of a small professional practice, the sole consultant,
are all business owners but they don’t have the desire to grow a substantial business
beyond their personal capabilities or resources. Many are in business for lifestyle
reasons or because their craft is practiced in a small business setting.
As you read the stories of entrepreneurs in this book, you will clearly see just
how unique and special entrepreneurs are.
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why do it?

Entrepreneurship as a continuous state
of terror is a declaration by economic
professors, but they miss the point that we like it that
way.
Al Ganier

My main motive for starting and building
a business is to have the personal
satisfaction of achieving something
extraordinary.
Glen Rabie
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Our first business was certainly successful. By 1990 we had 160
employees and offices in Northampton, London and San Diego,
4,500 customers and we were about halfway to completing a worldfirst product for process manufacturing management. No doubt you
are thinking at this point that Tom has made it. There he is with a
nice solid business, plenty of recurring revenue to survive the ups
and downs, a good salary and a couple of company cars. Just keep
turning the wheel Tom and you will be fine for a long time!
I think it was about then that I realised that this was what I was
good at. I never thought of the label ‘entrepreneur’, because only
people like Bill Gates were called entrepreneurs. The rest of us were
referred to as small business owners. I can see now that I loved to
do deals, I was excited by starting a new product development and
I really liked the freedom of deciding what I would do each day.
Although, the truth is that you do work long hours, the business
actually decides what you do 99% of the time and there is endless
pressure to close sales to generate revenue to cover payroll.
The salaries my wife and I were making were reasonable but we
probably could have earned more in a large corporation. We were
building a business and never gave much thought to selling it. Our
business was our life, the products our babies and the employees our
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friends. We had good relationships with our customers, our strategic partners
and our distributors. In our minds we were making a difference. Our customers
appreciated the benefits they derived from our products and were willing to
recommend us to prospects, and our employees enjoyed working for us and
were excited by what we were creating. Although there was always the risk that
something could go wrong and we did have ups and downs, we were content and
saw this as a long-term commitment.
Many entrepreneurs are fortunate in that they are able to take their ventures to
a long-term sustainable level. For some, that is enough. Others need the constant
stimulation of doing something new. In my case, there were always plenty of new
things to do, new products to build, new markets to open and new deals to close.
Maybe that would have been sufficient to give me a long-term career, but life does
not always turn out the way you expect.
Unfortunately for us, the UK went into a recession in 1990 making sales very
difficult. At that point we knew we would have to scale back, stop most of the
development funding and retrench about 25% of the employees. We ended up
selling the business in late 1991 to Ross Systems Inc., an Atlanta based corporation
which had recently listed on NASDAQ. We relocated to Atlanta in the middle of
1992 and I joined Ross Systems as Vice President of Marketing.
Of course, I could have stayed in a corporate executive job, but I really wanted
to take back control of my life and not have to put up with the office politics and
senior executives who were more interested in personal gain than doing what was
right for the customer or their employer. Quite a few of my former employees felt
the same way and just needed an excuse to leave, so in 1995 we all left Ross Systems
and formed a new software and consulting business called Distinction Software.
We started out in a small office with just a couple of rooms and a large space
we converted into cubicles. We quickly found ourselves on the payroll treadmill;
every month we needed to invoice enough hours to cover the payroll. Most of
the employees did not have the savings to invest in the new venture and needed a
regular salary to pay mortgages and school fees, thus there was constant pressure
to succeed. However, we felt a great sense of freedom away from the corporate
culture. Even if we had to work longer hours and carry the risk of possible failure,
we at least had a sense of adventure and felt in control of our own destiny. If we
failed, it would be our fault and we would not be able to blame anyone else.
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Gradually we built up a list of clients. Within a year, we had a steady income
from about 20 customers and could predict strong revenue for about three months
in advance. Not being content with that, we started software development of our
own products. Of the dozen people employed, we decided that three would be
dedicated to the development of our first product, a sales forecasting system for
high-volume, consumer-packaged-goods manufacturers.
In hindsight, I find it quite interesting that we were not content with simply
earning a good salary from the consulting. We were clearly intent on growing
another software products business. Several of the employees in this new business
had worked together for more than eight years, starting back at Pioneer Computer
Group. They had been through the Ross acquisition and then left to join our new
venture, Distinction Software. It was, therefore, a very experienced team. This
time around, however, they all started the new venture together and all had a stake
in the outcome.
All the founding employees would probably have earned more staying with
Ross Systems or seeking out a job with a large software company. One could
argue that they joined because they thought they could make more through the
ultimate success of the new venture, perhaps an IPO or a trade sale. Since we had
all experienced the near failure of Pioneer Computer Group, I suspect they all
thought that such success was possible even if not probable. What they sought was
a sense of adventure, a challenge and the opportunity to work with a team that was
doing breakthrough innovation.
My experience of those early days in Distinction Software is the stuff that gets
entrepreneurs up in the morning. They set out to make something happen in the
marketplace through their businesses. They are motivated by the challenge, the
sense of adventure and the opportunity to be at the helm of an emerging business.
They love the chase, the unfolding of the possibilities and they are energised by the
dream of what they might create.
I spend much of my time teaching entrepreneurs or meeting with them over
coffee or at conferences. I constantly hear similar views as to why they are in
business for themselves and why they avoid life in the corporate organisation. For
this book I asked many of the entrepreneurs I know to tell me why they pursue an
entrepreneurial career. Many of their comments contain similar themes.
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Being in control
In a modern western economy, most people have a choice of career. Certainly
anyone with intelligence, drive and an interest in business can carve out a
corporate career. Choosing the life of the active entrepreneur is therefore a very
deliberate choice and says a lot about their desire for independence. The desire to
be in control is a common theme that you hear all the time when you work with
entrepreneurs. A passive person and a non-entrepreneur might speak about being
an entrepreneur as a type of career; not so the entrepreneur. When entrepreneurs
talk about their choice of occupation, they do it with gusto and passion and they
often talk about the freedom to follow their dreams or about having the choice as
to what they do with their lives. Gavin expresses it well in this statement:
WHAT PEOPLE MUST understand is that, if you wish to become

an entrepreneur and leave that secure full-time job, life will never
be the same again.You will have one of the greatest roller-coaster
rides of your life. Owning my company has allowed me to have
the life that I want for me and my family. I wouldn’t change it for
the world, but just think before you leap. It can be a scary and
lonely road at the start and, depending on your level of success,
will determine your length of loneliness. It may never end!
Gavin Jones						
Director							
RCL Developments Pty Ltd
Most entrepreneurs I know talk about creating their own future. Max discovered
that he could take control of his own destiny simply by finding opportunities to
trade. While he could readily make a career in several different industries, his
talent is that he can create a business out of the most mundane activities. I recently
watched him create an Internet business selling classic ties. He sourced large
quantities of second-hand ties from the rag trade, sorted out the classic brands
which he sold over the Internet and then sold the rest to a recycling company. The
entire business was conceived and operational within a few weeks. Max likes the
freedom to choose his own path.
I REALISED THAT it was not for the money, because if it was, I

would still be in real estate or working for someone else making
money for them and getting paid a salary. I learned a very
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valuable lesson which I see every day: You can make money out
of anything if you just look around. So if you can make money
out of anything, why don’t you do what you love?
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
The desire to take control or to have the independence to choose how to
spend your life can come from any number of sources, but for children born into
poverty that desire can be a very strong catalyst. Seeing how hard their employed
parents worked, largely in menial jobs, they are often very determined to carve out
a better life for themselves. While this may lead many into advanced education
and a professional career or simply a well-paid job, others will take the path of
self-employment. Some of the latter discover they have a talent for starting and
growing a business and end up as successful entrepreneurs. Take the case of Maria
as an example.
MY PARENTS CAME to Australia as immigrants at the age of 25,

speaking no English and with just $400. It took them 15 years to
get ahead. I dreamt of doing what I wanted, when I wanted and
with whom I wanted. By the time I reached 30, the opportunity
presented itself and I never looked back. I had no idea what I
was doing but always learned on the way.
Maria

Even if we had to work longer hours and carry the risk of possible
failure, we at least had a sense of adventure and felt in control of our
destiny.
Most entrepreneurs will tell you about the situation or event, their defining
moment, that made them realise that independence, freedom and being in
control of their own destiny was the most important thing. Sometimes it
is as simple as being denied a promotion in their corporate job. Others
discovered a missing part of themselves through talking to entrepreneurs
and recognising a need in themselves. Scott saw it and recognised a truth
about what he wanted from his life.
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I WAS AN employee before I jumped over. The biggest, hardest

thinking was taking the jump because, once I had done it, all
manner of unforeseen things took me on my entrepreneurial
ride. I would never have got to where I am now without that
jump. In retrospect, it was that jump from being an employee
to being a business owner which was the hardest and most
defining.
I was living in the UK and a documentary on TV was profiling
some of Britain’s wealthiest people. At the end of the program,
the commentator asked one of the millionaires if he could offer
some advice to the viewers on how to get to where he was.
The millionaire paused and considered and then said, ‘Paddle
your own canoe.’
That was it for me!
Scott Mathieson
Most entrepreneurs recognise that their independence comes at a price. While
they make the choice, that choice creates an environment where other people are
dependent on them for their livelihood. Since you can achieve independence just
by being self-employed, the path of the entrepreneur is therefore more than just
personal freedom. If you can have all the benefits of choice, independence and
the freedom from corporate life by being self-employed, why would you want the
burden of employees? After all, you certainly don’t have to drag a lot of people into
the pond with you. However, the nature of entrepreneurship is that, in pursuit of
the opportunity, the entrepreneur creates an organisation. Thus, by definition,
you might argue, entrepreneurs create dependent environments.
This is a critical distinction. Entrepreneurs are not self-employed individuals;
they are, in fact, employers. They set out with the intention to grow an organisation.
They are people who have a vision of an enterprise which is larger than themselves
and it is this vision that normally persuades others to join them. They achieve
their own objectives through other people. While they have the independence
of not working for someone else, they are locked into a situation where they are
responsible for others—an interesting application of independence. Nicholas
expresses this role very well.
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LIFE AS AN entrepreneur is like a roller-coaster for me. High highs

and low lows. Knowing this allows me to be calm and focused.
The independence is great. We are on the bleeding edge. Always
taking risks and challenges that others would eschew. One of
my favourite sayings is: Lead, follow or get out of the way. I have
learned to trust and be comfortable delegating. It is important
for me to be fired up about the business and inspire our team
and the world. The chemistry of the people who help me make
my visions become realities is extremely important. It’s all about
the people. So many people and families depend upon me, us.
It’s an awesome responsibility and I have tremendous gratitude.
It’s all about delight!
Nicholas Harmon						
Verilux Inc., The Healthy Lighting Company

Entrepreneurs see themselves as creative individuals
who make a difference to the world around them.
You will recall from Chapter One stories from entrepreneurs who left
corporations to start their own businesses. A common theme underlying their
motivations is the desire to take control of their destiny. A common frustration
for many people working in large organisations is the feeling of being a very small
fish in a very large pond. Those who break out and are successful at building a
business often refer back to the ‘dark’ days of their corporate life. Ian Ritchie is
another example of a corporate escapee.
I HAVE TO say I get most pleasure out of getting something

done, you know, when something is actually built, something is
achieved, people buy something. I was getting less and less able
to do that as I rose higher and higher in a big company, so I
thought the solution to that was to leave and start a company.
That turned out to be quite a good approach, in fact, because
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instead of spending endless meetings talking about things, you
can decide to do something and then that afternoon you do it.
That’s the great benefit of a start-up company.
Ian Ritchie						
Coppertop							
Scotland

Making it happen
There can be no question that independence is important to entrepreneurs, but
it may not be the most important motivator. Many entrepreneurs define themselves
by what they do that separates them from others. They see themselves as creative
individuals who make a difference to the world around them. Entrepreneurs are
people who have a great passion for making something happen, especially creating
a new business to bring something different to the marketplace. They delight in
seeing their products being used or their advice helping to make a difference to
a customer’s business. Their satisfaction comes from the fact that they created
something that made a difference, employed people and made customers happy.
This next comment comes from a person who I have great respect for because
even though he has yet to achieve significant success, he is still at it. He has had
numerous ventures, some successful and others not, but he constantly comes up
with really interesting and creative ideas. You just know that one day he will hit the
big time and will truly deserve the rewards that come from it. He is a lot of fun to
be with, full of energy, very positive and ready to take on the world.
I CAN SAY, however, that if it is in your blood, then it’s your

duty to become good at it so you can take care of your friends,
family and those who work with you because you can create
great things. I’ve had the excitement of sitting in a room and
shaking hands on starting a business and, through that one
decision, create a string of events that led me to meet hundreds
of wonderful people, create many millions of dollars of industry
value and experience the joy of simply ‘making it happen’.
AJP
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An entrepreneur will rarely say that what he or she does is an occupation.
Instead, entrepreneurs see it as a way of life. Not only do they use this description
for themselves, but they use it to describe others like themselves. They especially
dislike the term ‘small business owner’. Theirs is not a lifestyle of containment,
it is a path of expansion, growth, pushing the boundaries, stretching the limits
and being different. They see themselves as ‘making things happen’, taking
initiative and doing things ‘out of the box’. My friend, Greg, is forever pushing
the boundaries to build a better business.
Greg had a computer business for many years which was the leader in networked
computer installations in its sector. Greg then shifted his energy to a training
business and today runs the most successful residential training program for
entrepreneurs in Australia. Greg works at 150% most of the time and never seems
to be without energy to go onto the next event. Like a lot of entrepreneurs I have
met around the world, he has another passion which allows him to unwind. Greg
loves his boat and, when he can afford the time, spends time on the water fishing
and relaxing off the coast near Brisbane.
MY ENTREPRENEURIAL EXPERIENCES were ignited by a

desire to challenge what others saw as impossible and I saw
as opportunity, the opportunity to challenge human potential
and create a product or service that demanded the courage to
explore the future. In every case, this desire fueled my passion
and encouraged me, and the people who were inspired to join
in the challenge, to stay up late and get up early. We were hungry
to achieve success and create the future before others woke up
late to see it already done.
Greg Loudoun							
Founder and Managing Director				
Acumen International					
Brisbane, Australia
Many entrepreneurs see their lives in quite colourful terms. You can see from
their comments that they define themselves as entrepreneurs and not business
owners. They are employers and not employees, they develop businesses, they don’t
manage them, they pursue opportunities and they don’t wait for opportunities to
find them. Theirs is not a sterile view of entrepreneurship; it is deeply steeped in
their love of what they do and their determination to succeed.
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Because there is no established definition of what an entrepreneur is and what
an entrepreneur does, entrepreneurs are forever defining themselves in a manner
which separates them from small business owners or corporate executives. Unlike
individuals who buy a franchise or a corner shop, entrepreneurs set out to grow a
business and, in doing so, take on a much higher level of risk than an employee
or a lifestyle small business owner. They see their contribution in terms of job
creation, innovation and adding value to customers. They don’t define success
in terms of personal wealth, but see it in terms of how many jobs they create, the
number of customers they have and the new products and services they bring to
market. Their passion for making a difference and being different is present in
how they describe what they do.
Al Ganier is a very successful serial entrepreneur and now has time to reflect
over a lifetime of ventures. He expresses this sentiment very well.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IS A lifetime adventure and an incurable

situation. Many people ‘start’ businesses such as becoming a fast
food franchisee. These are jobs that are in a framework and in
my view are not entrepreneurial in nature. To these folks and
those who start a sandwich shop, there is hope of a cure after a
bad experience and a possible return to a ‘normal job’.
To me an entrepreneur is someone who tries to do something
that has not been done before or to do it differently or to
address a change in conditions that did not exist before in the
marketplace to turn it to their advantage. If that does or doesn’t
work, they look for the next window of opportunity but seldom
can they return to a ‘normal job’. We can’t help ourselves.
Al Ganier
Al and his daughter Alice attended one of my workshops in Washington D.C.
I could tell just by spending a few moments with him that he has a lifetime of
business experience and would be an asset in any venture.
Entrepreneurs work with ideas about how to do business. Their success comes
from finding a point of difference. We often talk about entrepreneurs putting
ends and means together, that is, finding new ways of doing things. This creative
side of the entrepreneur is very important, not only to their success, but also
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to how they see themselves. They often set out to create something which they
acknowledge is bigger than themselves, a business employing many people. They
usually start with a vision of what they want to create and work to make it happen.
In many ways they are like other creative people. Max sees the entrepreneur as a
business artist.
FOR ME PERSONALLY, entrepreneurship is about freedom and

expressing that freedom in a creative manner, as an art form;
like an artist using a brush to create a painting, an entrepreneur’s
paintbrush is his business. When I have a vision of a business, I
am like an artist with a brush. I turn my vision into a reality, a
business.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
Others recognise themselves through what they have achieved, the business they
have built, the customers they have helped and the employees they have provided
jobs for. Like many entrepreneurs, I always thought of our business in terms of the
innovative products we created. We built something new and different. Along the
way we provided a challenging and exciting environment for our employees, many
of whom shared in the rewards of our success when we finally sold the business.
Many entrepreneurs will define their lives by what they have created.
You might recall Domenic Carosa from Chapter One, an entrepreneur from
childhood. Today he is the chief executive of an ASX listed corporation.
SOMETIMES I THINK about what I have missed out on in life,

or should I say ‘sacrificed’, to be where I am today, but I have
realised that sacrifice is a part of life. We all have to do it. I would
have loved to do the backpacking thing when I was around 19 or
20. That would have been great. I also can’t deny that my social
life has suffered. But, when I weigh it all up, I feel fantastic. As the
great Sinatra would say, ‘I did it my way!’ To answer the question
another way, I have spent the last 25 years of my life in business
and I have enjoyed it every day. When I walk into the office, I still
pinch myself—it is all there because of my sister and me.
Domenic Carosa
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Chasing the dream
Entrepreneurs create visions in which they build a business that does amazing
things. They see possibilities where others see impossibilities. They live in a world
of uncertainty and ambiguity and enjoy it, whereas others demand answers and
certainty. They chase a dream. For many, it is simply about the dream, the journey,
the pursuit or chasing the deal. For others, it is the success at the end of the journey
when they have created something that others couldn’t. To start the journey, to
take on the unknown, they have to have a high level of self-confidence. You could
not possibly deal with the responsibilities of employees if you did not believe in
yourself and in the success of your venture.
Most entrepreneurs are aware that they give up a conventional corporate job to
pursue their own dreams. They give up the corporate life, the high salary and big
car to go into business on their own account. Most will tell you that their former
corporate life was very comfortable and very secure and as long as they did what
was expected of them, they really didn’t have to push themselves very hard. Many
will tell you that the expectations were often not very high. There was a sense of
relative security inside a large corporate organisation. Being an entrepreneur is
not a comfortable existence. In a large corporate organisation you are not putting
your career and fortune on the line and you are not personally responsible for the
livelihoods of those you employ. It is the responsibility of the ‘corporation’ but it
isn’t you. Corporations are faceless. They have no personality.
Entrepreneurs see themselves as the business and the business as part of
themselves. The business has the personality of the entrepreneur. When we talk
about entrepreneurial organisations, we almost always refer to the business as
an extension of the entrepreneur, even very large businesses. Entrepreneurs see
themselves at the coalface and they know that if they get it wrong, employees don’t
take home pay packets.
There comes a time in the life of every entrepreneur where they acknowledge
that the love of doing business defines them. Dawid sums it up in his comments.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IS A lifestyle. It is diseased with ideas and it

stinks of sweat. If you fall you simply get back up; if something fails
you, learn from it and you go on and try again. I love this game.
I am completely broke and have been for the past two years.
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However, I managed to fly around the world three times, wine
and dine wealthy, extravagant people and have a cow killed in
my honour, which might sound cruel, but it really was an honour.
However, the most beautiful thing about it all is the satisfaction
of knowing that you have the right opportunity in your hand
right now.
Dawid Ostrowski					
Melbourne, Australia
Once you have been in business for a while and have tasted the sweet nectar
of success—closing the big deal, satisfying a customer, bringing a new product to
market—it gets into your blood. That positive reinforcement then begins to define
you as an entrepreneur. The ups and downs become badges of rank. The successes
allow you to stand tall and the failures give you bragging rights among your peers.

You could not possibly deal with the responsibilities
of employees if you did not believe in yourself
and in the success of your venture.
ENTREPRENEURS ARE BASICALLY big kids who like to play,

dream, make lots of messes for others to clean up, and believe
that anything is possible. They live for the future, adrenalin,
adventure and passion. They believe in themselves and thrive
on overcoming challenges. They are frustrated by inaction and
procrastination and will put to the side anyone who either gets
in their way or does not share their path. They are the arrogant
pioneers who venture into the unknown and, occasionally, end
up with arrows in their backs.Their paths are littered with debris,
occasionally human, but they achieve what others believe is
unachievable. Superhuman? At least in their minds they are.
Ange Marinakis						
The Marinakis Group Pty Ltd				
Victoria,
Australia
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I have always thought that there was no going back. Once you have created a
business that has achieved some success, it is unlikely that you will be satisfied with
working for someone else. Peter expresses it well in this comment.
THE ENTREPRENEUR OF course needs an overarching view of

the end-point; he leaves the universe (or Providence) to supply
the pathway to the end-point, based on all the experience and
insight he has gained along the way. The greater the experience
and insight, the greater the likelihood of success.
This may be why entrepreneurs tend to be serial entrepreneurs.
Once they have experienced the rush of the seemingly
impossible falling into place or, to use a term from the 1970s,
heard the clicking of the cosmic tumblers falling into place, life
can be pretty bland.
Peter Taylor							
Director							
V-Patch Medical Systems P/L
Peter is what I would call larger than life and with a heart as big as they come.
Whenever I have needed an experienced entrepreneur to add color to my class
or to talk to young entrepreneurs, Peter is always willing to step up. He has had
such an interesting life composed of ups and downs and has such enthusiasm and
energy that young entrepreneurs hang off his every word. He freely admits that he
has made mistakes and that he could have done better. In his mid 40s he went
back to university to undertake a masters degree in entrepreneurship which he
says has greatly helped him in his most recent venture.
Success is not about the money; it is simply about making it happen. Andres
expresses it well.
SUCCESS FOR ME is having the opportunity to transform an

idea into reality, not necessarily economic reward. The feeling
of creating something from scratch is something that only the
people who have that possibility could feel, no one else, and it
cannot be described in words.
Andres Caffaro Rossi						
Argentina
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Andres is unassuming, quietly spoken and a perfect gentleman and yet a person
with great passion and enthusiasm for the numerous business activities he is engaged
in. He has spent his career working in architecture and is the most entrepreneurial
architect I have ever met. One of his most impressive skills is to be able to develop
international business. These days he is involved in putting together consortiums
of professional design firms to bid on large overseas construction projects. He is
also involved in a project to take entrepreneurial education to Argentina.

It is who I am
Entrepreneurs don’t see what they do as an occupation; they see it as a lifestyle.
Some people work to live and others live to work; entrepreneurs belong in the
latter group. They could choose to be a corporate executive but most of them
admit that they wouldn’t last at it. They could choose not to work so hard but
most of them would not be satisfied with not putting 110% effort into what they
do. Once they have had a taste of life as an entrepreneur, most of them would find
it hard to stop.
Some entrepreneurs define themselves by the number of ventures they have
had or by the ups and downs of life in the fast lane of serial entrepreneurship. By
defining themselves in this way, they wish to clearly separate themselves from the
non-entrepreneurs.
I HAVE ALWAYS said that if I knew then what I know now, I

never would have gone into my own business and, even though
I have been successful, there were several times where I could
have gone under. Why did I go from a highly paid executive role,
beautiful car, flying up front to seven years as a pauper where
everything was on the line and very close to the line? In saying
that, I don’t look back and I am proud of what has been achieved.
I love the game of business and wouldn’t know what to do if I
wasn’t continuing to grow my businesses. So retirement is out
for me!!!
Tony Falkenstein						
Red Eagle Group						
Auckland, New Zealand
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Most entrepreneurs will admit that being in business for themselves is not an
easy existence. While being in control, chasing their dream and creating their own
future are key factors which define them, having an easy life is not. Most work
long hours, stress over generating enough revenue to cover payroll and take the
responsibility of customer and employee satisfaction very seriously. My friend Jon
has spent his life in business, always open to a new venture and always taking care
of those around him.
WHY AM I an entrepreneur? Because I can’t be an employee.

I work harder physically than any other employee when I give
myself a task. I love working with my employees side by side and
set a pace that not many will keep up with. That’s how I find the
ones I want to keep.
I get bored easily and always need a challenge. I love solving
problems, particularly business ones. I love to work with people
that are adventurous and take risks and don’t conform to the
norm. If it’s impossible, I’ll attempt it.
Jon Caneva							
Managing Director						
Caneva Management Pty Ltd				
Melbourne, Australia
Jon is just an amazing person. When our local community lost its bank with the
big trading banks closing their last retail branches in our suburb, Jon assembled
a group of local business and professional people to establish a community bank.
He and the other directors volunteered their time and experience to make this
happen. The bank is now firmly established and contributes 80% of its profit to
local charities and schools. This of course was in addition to establishing a local
supermarket (as we did not have one within our neighborhood). He has recently
sold his pub and has established a wine bar.
If it was only about money, I doubt that many would last. Very few entrepreneurs
are highly successful in monetary terms and yet they keep at it. I know of many
entrepreneurs who have had numerous businesses that have survived for a while
and then failed. Sometimes it is their fault and other times events outside their
control have caused their businesses to fail. Yet they still have another go. They are
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normally very resilient. Hopefully, sooner or later, they will be wildly successful;
maybe that is what keeps them going. Many, like Ryan, just keep on creating new
businesses.
THE LAST SEVEN years of my life have been a roller-coaster

ride of highs and lows. The joys of starting successful businesses,
the lows of being let down by people I once trusted and stress
from the pressure you put yourself under every day to make it
all happen.
Will I do it all again? Of course! Being an entrepreneur is in
your blood. I have now built and sold three businesses and just
started my fourth. As I start each business, I make mistakes and
lots of them—I just make sure I don’t make the same ones. My
motto is ‘If you are not making mistakes, then you are not really
having a go.’
Ryan Trainor							
Director of Movers&Shapers
Brian has a very successful business now, but that wasn’t always the case,
although the dream was always there.
WHAT MAKES ME tick is growth. I’m always trying for growth.

Bigger, better, faster; nothing’s ever enough; sky’s the limit …
Friends and family are more accepting now of the idea (now
that it’s successful!).
Brian Scudamore 						
1-800-GOT-JUNK?						
Canada

I, the entrepreneur
In decades past, we only thought of entrepreneurs as industry moguls, those
elusive individuals with famous names who shaped nations and created dynasties.
They were Rockefeller, Rothschild, Hilton and dozens of others who carved out
giant-sized reputations as captains of industry. Today, we have their modern
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equivalents in Bill Gates, Richard Branson, Michael Dell, Richard Pratt, Rupert
Murdoch and Kerry Packer. It is only in the last decade that ordinary entrepreneurs
have been recognised for their contribution. No doubt the recent years of the
Internet boom coupled with the rise of the venture capital industry have helped.
There have always been entrepreneurs and always will be. However, unlike
the established professions of medicine, dentistry, law and science, the general
public really only recognises executive positions in large corporate organisations
as ‘legitimate’ professional occupations in business. Until recently, anyone going
into business on their own was seen as a corporate dropout, a failure or not bright
enough to hold down a real job.
Throughout the last century mainstream management education has always
focused on large corporate activities. When smaller businesses were considered,
if at all, the subject content was relegated to ‘small business’ or ‘family business’,
where students dealt with the problems of managing small lifestyle businesses
that gave self-employment to a limited number of employees. It was only in the
late 1970s that attention was given to high-growth ventures and only then did
entrepreneurship enter mainstream business education.
As you can see from the comments by the entrepreneurs in this chapter and
the previous one, entrepreneurs do not see themselves as corporate employees and
do not define themselves as self-employed or small business owners. They exist in
the gap between small business and corporate organisations. They move beyond
small businesses if they are successful, and become corporations if they are hugely
successful. But their culture will never be that of a small business not that of a
corporation. Because they are opportunity-seeking by nature, their culture will
always be different from those two other forms of business.
Entrepreneurs by their very nature are mavericks, they want to do their
own thing, they shy away from the conventional and they do things differently.
They typically don’t consider being trained to be an entrepreneur. Few active
entrepreneurs will accept that they could be educated to be more successful in
what they do in business, perhaps because so much of our management education
is not relevant to their circumstances. No doubt at some point in time we will
be willing to acknowledge them as a special group that needs education tailored
to their unique environment. Until the education system can treat them as
professionals in their own right, the rest of the population will continue to think
of them as a little strange.
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Don’t be afraid to think big (you are only limited by
your own vision)
Sharyn Grant
CEO, AAPB
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nobody
understands me
Entrepreneurs will tell you that they are different. They like to
think that they don’t see the world the same way that other people
do. As a group they share common experiences, good days and bad
days, successes and failures and this tends to bond them. In the same
way that an artist sees the world through shapes and colours, an
entrepreneur will see his world as a series of business opportunities.
Entrepreneurs will often spend their waking moments working
through how to close a deal or how to raise finance for a venture.
Where other people have hobbies outside of work, the entrepreneur
sees his business as his whole life and his hobbies are only a distraction
from that.
Entrepreneurs accept that others have difficulty with this focus
on business. It is not that we are disliked or that people are fearful of
what we do, but there is a feeling that most people do not understand
what we do or why we do it. If you are successful in an established
profession, people will put that down to years of advanced education.
If you are a great athlete or a great musician, they will put that down
to natural talent and dedicated training. But if you are a successful
entrepreneur, they have no idea how you did it and therefore you are
often regarded with suspicion.
There is a common feeling among entrepreneurs that they often
feel lonely. Many people simply do not know how to interact with
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them. Because they can’t be put in a nice convenient box where people can point to
them and say, ‘See! There is an entrepreneur. He must have been to entrepreneur
school and that’s why he is good at it.’ There is hesitation to engage. They are
simply not sure how to deal with them.
People have a sense of comfort when they can understand what you do and why
you do it within their own frame of reference. When you fail to conform to their
view of an orderly world, it disturbs them and many simply cannot deal with the
situation. So, if their dream is to work hard and become a doctor or dentist, they
find it difficult to accept that you, who already are one, would consider giving it
up to start your own business.

There is a common feeling among
entrepreneurs that they often feel lonely.

Why would you?
When I went into business the first time, I gave up a career in academic life. I
had just completed a doctorate at the London Business School that would have
put me on the fast track to a position as professor back in Australia. In the eyes of
most people, and certainly in the eyes of all my relatives, I had already achieved
more than they could dream of doing in their lives. Why would I give it up after all
the years I had studied to get there? I think most people were shaking their heads
and thinking I had lost the plot. Many people would see this as an indication that
I was not very stable or reliable.
The same reaction would often be displayed by people who see a promising
young person give up the opportunity to go to university to start a business. In an
age where university qualifications are now the norm for senior positions, the idea
that you would throw away the chance to become qualified and therefore ensure
a good standard of living is unfathomable to most people. So when you give up a
job or a career that most people would aspire to, you are going to raise eyebrows,
just like Rob did when he took off for Silicon Valley.
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I REALLY KNEW things were different when at a party. I’d meet

people and they’d ask me what I did. I enthusiastically told them
what I was doing, i.e. I’d resigned from my job to work full-time
on an Internet idea I had and that I was going to go to Silicon
Valley, raise money and start it. They looked at me like I was an
alien, smiled, said, ‘Oh’ and walked away. I was shocked. I still don’t
really understand why. Perhaps I am an alien.
Rob
Many entrepreneurs launch into their first venture without seriously assessing
the risk. They chase the dream. When this involves putting your savings at risk,
giving up a good job and all the perks of corporate life, you can be sure that a lot
of people are going to question your sanity. Just ask Adam!
I HAD A job that many people would consider a great job. I

enjoyed the work, the people and was well paid for my labour
with a clear fast-track career path. I was approached by a friend
who asked me to attend a meeting one Friday afternoon. They
had an idea, US$1,000,000 funding and wanted someone to
lead the organisation change and strategy part of the business.
This was an opportunity. After consideration, I resigned from
my employer. In the subsequent obligatory ‘talk you out of it’
sessions, it was clear most people thought I was crazy.
Adam Hodgson
Adam is one of those entrepreneurs who consider the world their marketplace.
Although now back in his birthplace of Australia, his first business was a
management consulting firm in Chicago. Over the last couple of years he has
started and sold several successful small businesses back in Australia and is now
on what is the grand adventure. His current venture has developed a computer
software product which is gaining traction around Australia and which he hopes
to export.
When I went into business the first time, we started in our dining room in north
London. We would spend all day programming our first software application. We
thought we knew what we were doing, but in hindsight, we had a long way to go.
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In the first year we did everything: bought second-hand furniture, rented an office,
made the coffee, licked the stamps, made the phone calls and anything else that
would get us our first customer. In doing so I gave up all the infrastructure of a
large corporation. There was no secretary, no IT support person, no subsidised
cafeteria and no let-up on the cash draining out of the savings account. Basically,
it was an act of faith. When you are in the middle of it you might question your
own sanity and you can be sure others are doing likewise.
Max moved to New York to start up a Latin fashion label. His was a pure act
of faith.
SO, WHEN YOU sleep on the floor you get crazy thoughts and

reflections. It’s a great time to look into the mirror of the soul. For
instance, around two weeks ago I left a motorcycle, apartment,
family, successful start-up business with an office in Melbourne’s
CBD, great staff and my long-term girlfriend and friends, to sleep
on the floor. I must be crazy, but internally you know that there is
more than the floor and you have a belief in what you are doing
beyond all forms of logic.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
People are comfortable with what they know and with their own personal
experience. When you do something very different, you set yourself apart and
others have difficulty understanding what you do and why you do it. This is
especially true if you give up the known for the unknown. But what if you are
not comfortable with the norm? If what drives you is something that others don’t
experience, then it is difficult for them to appreciate why you do what you do.
IN TERMS OF a guaranteed path through life I would have to say

the tortoises win the race hands down. But what if you weren’t
born a tortoise?
Everyone in my family has lived in the same city all their life,
usually stuck to one profession and steadily and conservatively
built a stronger base year upon year—all very predictable and
peaceful.
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Meanwhile I’ve lived in almost every city in Australia and a
number of overseas places too. I’ve owned and started probably
ten different businesses and created some spectacular successes
and equally spectacular duds. I’ve gone from travelling the world
first class to almost literally digging ditches on three different
occasions in my 30 years as an entrepreneur. I’ve felt the power
of working with 100 people who look to me each week for
their income and the humiliation of losing everything and being
talked to like a moron.
AJP

Can you see what I see?
One of the characteristics of entrepreneurs which separates them from others
is their ability to easily see business opportunities. Some entrepreneurs have an
uncanny ability to see a business opportunity in everything around them. It is
as if they have a special radar device built into their senses that hones in on a
situation where they can see a set of favourable circumstances. If you were also an
entrepreneur you might see the same opportunity given the same situation, but
often opportunities are context-based and depend very much on the knowledge
and skills of the person. This can make it even more difficult for another person
to see how you reached your decision.
You could put 100 people into a situation and several of them will come
away with a business opportunity and the others will be scratching their heads
wondering how. To give you an idea of the way I do this, I will demonstrate it with
this simple example.
My partner Katalin and I were driving to a city south of Sydney in a rental car
which had a GPS navigation system. I had never used one although I had been
in cars fitted with them. One of the things that fascinated me about navigation
systems was the voice prompts. As we neared our destination we decided to deviate
from our friend’s house to view the beach. Of course, I neglected to punch in
the change of address and so the voice kept telling me how to go to our friend’s
address. ‘Turn left at the next intersection. Now turn left. Make a left turn.’ Of
course, we kept going straight ahead. Within a few seconds it would locate where
we were and start the new instructions to go where we had no intention of going.
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I wanted it to lose its cool and say, ‘OK, if you’re going to ignore me, I quit.’
Anyway, after joking about some very colourful new prompts, I had an idea. What
if the voice was a famous personality? Maybe you could tie up an exclusive deal
with some famous people like rock stars and movie stars and have them record
the prompts and then sell them in download form. If that proved difficult, you
could always commission an actor to impersonate historical figures like Winston
Churchill, Richard Burton, John Wayne and so on. By the time we had reached
our friend’s house, I had a whole new business sorted out.
Of course we had a lot of fun working out how to do it and fortunately my
partner Katalin enjoys being part of the creative activity. But a lot of people find
this type of conversation difficult because they don’t see the opportunity in the
first place and can’t work out how you arrived at a possible business concept so
quickly.

Some entrepreneurs have an uncanny ability to see
a business opportunity in everything around them.

My life is a constant flow of such ideas. I have no idea why, but I know that
these ideas just pop into my head. What I know is that I am not alone. Most
entrepreneurs I know have the same ability. They never stop coming up with new
business ideas. If you are unfortunate enough, or lucky enough, depending on
your perspective, to get a whole group of them together, they can feed off each
other. The adrenalin comes from the creativity needed to figure out how to make
something work as a business, not that they would necessarily do it themselves. In
fact, often they do it simply to help another entrepreneur and freely give them the
ideas and suggestions they generate. Just like me, Sharyn has lots of ideas.
ENTREPRENEURS VIEW THE world differently. We are able

to identify opportunities quickly and have vision to see the
potential in the future. Opportunities are presented to us on a
daily basis because we understand how to take a raw diamond
and make it sparkle. This makes us want to chase opportunities.
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I call this the ‘entrepreneur disease’. The problem is which one
do you choose?
Sharyn Grant
Sharyn is a person of great energy and enthusiasm. She is strong, forthright
and determined. Her most recent venture brings together all the great aspects
of a successful venture; a compelling need, a tight customer definition, a host of
supporting strategic relationships, access to funding and high growth. When she
talks about it you know that you are watching a rocket take off.
Entrepreneurs seem to have an innate ability to process business propositions
quickly and to reject those that don’t have a favourable set of conditions. If they
find a situation that looks promising, they might start putting effort into it but will
take another path if it proves unworkable. One might say that entrepreneurs are
more pragmatists than perfectionists. They will often find a compromise solution
that works rather than persist with something that is not going to have a positive
outcome. I often think that entrepreneurs are really not tied to a specific outcome
at all, just to being successful. Being adaptable is therefore important, as this story
from David illustrates.
ANOTHER STORY I have is when I was purchasing liquidated

stock at auctions. One of the first products that I purchased was
200 windsurfing harnesses for $5 each which had a retail value
of $150. After purchasing them I visited many surf shops only to
find out that the reason these products were in an auction was
that the TPA (Trade Practice Association) had outlawed them as
they gave the rider back problems.
My nature of never giving up kicked in and I visited a number
of other retailers, trying to offload these products. My last stop
for the night was a yachting supplies store and my intention was
not to sell the whole harness but just the stainless steel buckles
connected to the harness. After a brief discussion the owner of
the shop agreed to purchase the buckles alone for $10 each,
doubling my money. I threw in the rest of the harness at no
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charge. What this taught me is that there are no such things as
problems in life, only opportunities.
David Southwick
Entrepreneurs always talk in terms of opportunities. It is a shared experience.
When an entrepreneur comes up with a new business idea, other entrepreneurs
take it for granted whereas the general population will find the process bewildering.
PEOPLE ASK WHERE do you get your ideas and how do you see

these opportunities? I say open your eyes as new opportunities
surround us wherever we look—my challenge is making sure I
choose the right ones!!
Ryan Trainor							
Director, Movers&Shapers

It is just business
Entrepreneurs talk about business. They see their business as their hobby and
they derive their pleasure from being in business just like others get pleasure from
sport or going to a movie. Thus, talking about business is just being normal for
them. However, the rest of the world doesn’t see this fascination for business the
same way. In fact, they can react quite negatively when the conversation always
comes back around to business. Part of that negative reaction is because they see
that what we do is about making money. Since money is not supposed to be an
end in itself, such enthusiasm for money is frowned upon, almost as if it is dirty.
After all, most people go to work to survive or to earn money so that they can
spend their leisure time doing what they enjoy. You are not supposed to enjoy
going to work!
I found I enjoyed being in business. I won’t say it was easy or that it was not
without its difficult moments, but overall it is what I enjoyed doing more than
anything else. I loved the creative part of it. Building an organisation to develop
a new product was, for me, highly satisfying and, to my mind, very creative. Until
I started teaching entrepreneurship, I had never thought of business activity as
being creative. However, as I worked with students on roadblocks to their business
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ideas, I discovered that I could find very good, but not obvious, solutions. I then
recognised that entrepreneurs were creative, but in a business context. We develop
new ways of doing things. This was the aspect of business that I enjoyed most—
developing creative solutions to get around problems.
Entrepreneurs basically never leave the office; there is always another problem
to solve, another opportunity to pursue and another deal to close. Of course it can
be tough on those around you.
FOR MY CHRISTMAS holidays I relaxed with a trip to Tasmania.

I read three business books, four issues of BRW and Financial
Review each day and various other business magazines. I
eventually squeezed in Harry Potter (cover to cover in less than
five hours) so I could talk to the wife about something other
than business. She was grateful I wasn’t talking business again!
David Dobson						
Victoria, Australia
David is a quiet achiever. He was fortunate to have been mentored in a
family business and could easily have settled for a comfortable existence earning
a reasonable salary in the family firm. However he had greater ambitions. He
undertook formal business study and since then has launched several ventures
which have slowly gained momentum. David still spends time in the family
business but combines that with working on his new businesses and will continue
in this manner until they are large enough to need his full time attention.
Entrepreneurs accept that their passion is their business and they can’t put it
away at the end of the day. Sometimes it is working out how to close a big deal;
other times it is working out who you have to terminate to survive.
ENTREPRENEURS DON’T GO to work and ‘come home and

unwind’. Their work is an extension of themselves, so the work
is never done and they never retire.
Anon
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For many entrepreneurs, business is an obsession. Perhaps it is chasing the
dream. As they work in situations of relatively high uncertainty, they spend a lot of
thinking time working out how to make a specific business venture work. Thus, it
is always present in their mind, even if they are not working physically on it. And
if it is in your head, you are going to be talking about it as Rob discovered.

Entrepreneurs never stop
coming up with business ideas.

WHEN MY FRIENDS started calling me ‘Rob.com’, I knew I had

problems and really needed to stop talking about the Internet.
Rob
Then there is the problem that you cannot put the idea down once you decide
it has got possibilities. It is with you always. It sits there in the back of your mind
teasing you, trying to trip you up. So you work at it night and day, maybe even in
the wee hours of the morning.
IF ONLY IT was as easy as counting sheep to get to sleep; in

reality you’re counting the dollars that will be brought in by the
latest idea ... and, along with that, thoughts on the sustainability,
scalability, competitive advantage, cash flow projections ... it goes
on. Sometimes it’s just better to jump on the computer at 3am
to get the thoughts out of your head.
J. Edwards						
Melbourne, Australia
Of course some entrepreneurs are not aware that they are fixated by their
business and this probably does annoy the normal people they come into contact
with. Others may have been told often enough so that they are aware of what they
are doing but still can’t stop themselves.
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I FEEL SORRY for my wife or even fellow staff who hear my

passionate story of Roses Only and how and why it ticks, over
and over again. It’s only after I tell the story that I realise that
there are people in my presence who have heard it again and
again. The broken record that just does not give up.
James Stevens						
Roses Only							
Sydney, Australia
Entrepreneurs are never unemployed; they are just between ventures! What
you find when you are part of their community is they will use every opportunity
to get feedback on their new venture. They love to network and use their contacts
to refine their business concept and to move it to the next stage. To give you an
example, the following comment was put at the end of an email to me.
I SHOULD HAVE my latest product up and running soon for

testing. The concept is sound and I would love to come in and
pitch it to you in the near future, I really would. I’ll send you a
one-pager in about a month and we can take it from there.
Dawid Ostrowski					
Melbourne, Australia
As an entrepreneur I would expect nothing less, but to a normal person this
must appear as an obsession. Conversations between entrepreneurs are more
often about business than anything else. Max sent me this note after meeting with
another graduate of mine from the Master of Entrepreneurship and Innovation
(MEI) program. They were both flying to New York and found themselves on the
same flight.
WE TALKED ABOUT everything from having Porsches to me not

having a Porsche ... from the MEI to life after the MEI ... we talked
business relationships and life in general. We pitched ideas to
each other, did opportunity-evaluations on each other’s ideas—
you know, the normal stuff entrepreneurs do when they get
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together on a plane ... They talk about entrepreneurship. The
more I search for more to life, the more I realise that chasing
opportunities is who I am and why I am still doing what I do,
why Donald Trump is still doing what he does; because he loves
what he does.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
The people who think being in business is about money really misunderstand
what drives entrepreneurs. I have often told my students that nearly all of them
could make more money by working for a large corporation; the chances of success
in terms of wealth accumulation are quite small. Given the sacrifices they will
make, the risks they will take and the careers they will give up, the returns are
not very good. Therefore, there has to be more to it than just money. There is
no question that they would like to be successful and most hope they will be.
Optimism is an important pre-condition for a life as an entrepreneur. Even so, on
a day-to-day basis, money is not the motivator as Domenic explains.
WHEN I WAKE up every day and go into the office, I am not

going to work. I am going to a place where I love doing what I
do. The money helps to pay for ‘things’, but that is all they are,
just ‘things’. I will never retire.
Domenic Carosa
For entrepreneurs business is consuming. It gets them up in the morning and it
is the last thing they think about at night. It is 24/7, not something you pick up in
a briefcase as you leave in the morning and something you leave behind you when
you close your office door. Most entrepreneurs wouldn’t have it any other way.
SOME PEOPLE UNDERSTAND that we live the kind of lives that

we do because we are entrepreneurs. Other people find it
difficult to understand that we spend so much time doing what
we do, and they think I have no life. They miss the key point that
what we do is our life. When I go on holidays, I spend much of
the time thinking about business opportunities or planning the
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year ahead. That is relaxing and fun for me. I can’t escape the
way I think, nor do I want to.There are always opportunities. Life
would be so boring if there weren’t!
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
Because business is your passion and your main focus, you tend to gravitate
to discussions around business even at parties for family gatherings. Max gives an
example from his new life in New York.
DOYOU ALWAYS end up talking about business or doing business

at any occasion, from family dinners to meeting a stranger at a
social gathering? I am serious. This happens to me all the time.
Even at a social function in New York I will chat away and always
seem to end up in the business corner where people talk shop.
For example, I recall an incident in New York at a party with
blaring music in the background where I ended up giving a
tattoo shop owner an entrepreneurial twist on his business to
the point where we were the only people talking at the end of
the night. I think we scared everyone away, after all this was one
of those trendy New York parties. Needless to say, we are still in
touch and I get wholesale tattoo rates if I ever need them.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
Many entrepreneurs feel isolated within their own family. If you come from
a family of public servants or professionals, they will often find it difficult to
understand why you do the things you do. I know of many entrepreneurs who
have dropped out of university to pursue a venture, much to the horror of their
parents. If you are in business and you are constantly dealing with issues that arise
in that context and you cannot put them away to relax in a normal nine-to-five
family setting, it can put a large strain on your wider family relationships. Many
entrepreneurs learn to hide their business activities from their families simply
because it creates too much tension. For example, if their world has always been
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that of an employee, they can become very upset when the discussion brings up
the topic of possible redundancies, something that entrepreneurs deal with as a
matter of course. This is perhaps why entrepreneurs find such comfort talking
with other entrepreneurs.
IN OUR JOINT family and circle of friends we have observed,

sometimes painfully, how talking abut new entrepreneurial
activities, whether syndicating magazine articles, developing
relationships globally, writing a new book or organising a new
consortium for research projects comes across to others as
egotistical. Some have said that Tom is only interested in talking
about himself and is therefore egotistical. What they don’t realise
is that, as an entrepreneur, these things are his passion or hobby,
not his work. We have learned to curtail our conversation
somewhat so as not to engender this form of criticism. Most
entrepreneurs find this to be a problem as their business is their
hobby and passion, just as football or cricket is someone else’s.
Katalin Johnson					
Melbourne, Australia

Been there, done that
NOBODY CAN CALL themselves an entrepreneur who hasn’t

lain awake staring at the ceiling wondering how to meet the
payroll or how to protect their assets against looming bankruptcy.
This has happened to me in both of my business lives and I guess
could happen again if I ever had to start out again.
Ken Fife							
Managing Director						
Auto-I.T. Pty Ltd
I have often used this phrase as an illustration of the defining moment in the
awakening of the entrepreneur. For me it means that you have to have been there
to appreciate what it is like to be an entrepreneur. I can think of many similar
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moments: signing your first big deal, taking on your first employee, losing your
largest customer, terminating your best friend, launching a new product, making
your first acquisition and, of course, selling your first business. These are the good
and bad experiences that are not forgotten but are difficult to put into words
because they are deeply emotional. How can you share something so personal?
What I found is that the only people who could really appreciate these situations
were other entrepreneurs who had been there as well.
I have often heard that individuals who have been through a very painful
personal experience, such as the death of a child or a near fatal accident, say that
only someone who has a similar experience can really, truly understand what they
went through. Can we really understand the thoughts of an athlete when they
stand on the dais receiving a gold medal or the thoughts of a mountain climber
when they reach the peak of a difficult climb? Shared experiences bring people
together but also isolate them from those who simply cannot possibly understand
what they have been through.
Entrepreneurs have many such experiences, as the following comments will
demonstrate. Imagine losing everything as Richard relates. Even his colleagues in
the Entrepreneurs’ Organization could not help him.
I WAS JUST entering my prime earning years and realised that

the capital I had amassed had become practically valueless ...
that’s a tough pill to swallow, but ignoring it would have created
greater hardship. Coming to terms with this and discussing it with
anyone was very difficult, even YEOers, because many of them
were in expanding/growth/tech businesses, not dying industries.
My only real peers were my competitors and my father.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
Or take Jim’s experience. Who could you have this conversation with who
wouldn’t think you were either crazy or so different that you belonged on another
planet?
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HAVING ALMOST LOST everything three times all I could feel

was, firstly, pain with myself for making decisions that got me
there and then, subsequently, a fierce desire to think about
the losses as simply another step along the way to the next
successful venture.
Jim Landau						
Australia

Victoria,

As an entrepreneur you face many difficult situations. Perhaps the worst is
when you have to put your business ahead of long-standing friendships. This
has happened to me on several occasions when I had to reduce the number of
employees to survive or had to terminate a friend because the business could
no longer condone poor quality work. I was reminded of these situations by the
following comments.
DON’T GO INTO business with a friend unless you are absolutely

prepared to forego that friendship. When you question a friend’s
money motives, it can bring into question everything else. Clearly
I’ve been burned!!
Anon 							
Victoria, Australia
I HAVE LOST friends over the years by learning the hard way that

you don’t lend money to friends. For some reason people think
that if you own your own company, then you have a ‘money
machine’ which is generally the furthest thing from the truth ...
what you have is an expense monster.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
If you know someone who is a doctor, dentist, teacher, lawyer or a sales manager,
you have a reasonable idea of what they do. They fit nicely into an ordered world.
The entrepreneur is the maverick; they don’t fit and basically don’t want to. They
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are not quite a salesperson, although they appear to be sometimes. They aren’t
really a corporate executive, although some of them look like one but most don’t
wear ties. They should all be making lots of money but somehow most of them
seem to be always short of cash. They come from all walks of life and a wide variety
of backgrounds and that makes it even more difficult to pin them down. Their
experiences are what brings them together and what separates them from others.
Gavin describes it very well.

I … recognised that entrepreneurs were
creative, but in a business context.

YOUR LIFE IS a blur as you attend a party. You are greeted

by old friends and family. It feels great to catch up with old
acquaintances. Then it starts.
While your family and friends are talking about their jobs and
saying that their next major purchase is a household item, they
ask me, ‘So what are you doing now?’ How do I explain that
I now have a closer relationship with my solicitor, accountant
and bank manager than they do? Instead of buying household
items, I am more worried about whether my next loan will be
approved to purchase a new project and that the payment is
unconditional and must be settled no matter what and that I
am the personal guarantor on all the documents, but I will be
bankrupt if I can’t make the payment.
How do I explain that my next GST and tax bill are due and that
I don’t know how I am going to pay it?
Gavin Jones						
Director							
RCL Developments Pty Ltd
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The vast majority of people around you have regular jobs and life experiences
that we can all share. They nearly all have kids, buy houses, play sport, watch
TV and have vacations. They don’t typically spend several million dollars buying
another business or employ 50 people. Nor do they lose several million dollars in
personal wealth when their business fails. Most entrepreneurs have come to realise
that you simply can’t have a conversation around these experiences, as Richard
puts it very well in the following comment.
IT HELPS IF the friends you do the most with also have their own

business; however, for most of my career I didn’t have peers who
had a manufacturing facility or friends who had businesses with
100 employees.
Discussing stressful situations with friends who own ‘mom-andpop’ businesses is a waste of time. And trying to discuss the
same issue with a corporate professional or government body
is really a waste of time. However, I did find peers to talk to
within YEO. Having peers who have similar businesses in terms
of revenue and/or employees, having peers who can share reallife experiences, and having their business networks has been
very helpful.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
When I first went into business with my wife and one partner, we put all our
savings into the business, cut back on our expenses, moved to a smaller house
and put our personal lives on hold. For the first three years we each received a
salary one-third of what we had been earning immediately before we started the
business and worked 15 hours a day, 364 days of the year. Even then we were close
to bankruptcy several times during that period. Hard work and personal sacrifices
are not, of themselves, enough to make a business successful. But long hours and
deferring a social life are a common experience among start-up entrepreneurs. It
is the type of experience that only another entrepreneur can really appreciate. The
success that comes from such an experience is deeply felt, but hard to describe.
Ken’s story is a familiar one to me.
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I LEFT SCHOOL and home at 15 years old and nobody ever

gave me a cent. By 1981, at the age of 42, I had made my first
million in cash after selling a rural property in NZ. I had bought
it for a song from my own resources and spent 20 hard years
developing it. In the early years nobody would lend me anything,
not even the Marginal Lands Board which was specifically set
up in those days in NZ to help young farmers with very lowinterest development loans. As they told me then, the personal
factor was fine but my chance of success was just too marginal
for them to consider. I was a pathetically bad risk! Several years
later I reapplied. Then I was told that I didn’t qualify because
my need wasn’t great enough. This was an early lesson in life.
Seldom is there a white knight lurking in the wings to help in
times of need or adversity. Ultimately, it is up to you.
I am where I am because I put myself there.
Ken Fife							
Managing Director						
Auto-I.T. Pty Ltd
Many entrepreneurs will tell you how lonely they feel. There are so few people
with similar life experiences that they have no one to share their experiences,
problems and dreams with. One of the reasons why the Entrepreneurs’
Organization is so popular among young entrepreneurs is because they can find
like-minded individuals to talk to. Maria was lucky in that her family came to
appreciate what she went through. Most entrepreneurs are marginalised, even
from their own families because of their unusual experiences.
THE FIRST EIGHT years were very lonely, working 14-hour days.

When I first started, my whole family worked nine to five and
so did my friends. Eight years later my mum, dad, sister and
her husband all started their own businesses. Our relationship
entered a whole new realm. We talked for hours on the couch
about ideas and challenges.
Maria Sipka							
NSW, Australia
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Part of the shared experience that many entrepreneurs have is that their ventures
are not always successful. Even if you have been successful in one venture, there is
no guarantee that you will be in your next. Once you have tasted failure, it is very
difficult to get going again. Your confidence is undermined, your faith in yourself
is at a low point and you lose the spark that drives your creativity and energy.
Perhaps the most used expression in entrepreneurship circles is ‘There, but for the
grace of God, go I!’ We all recognise the fine line between success and failure and
know that there is so much outside our control. Thus, there is great sympathy for
an entrepreneur who has had a business failure. This comment demonstrates the
low point. Fortunately they were able to find a way to cope and are now on the
road to a new venture.
I’M STRUGGLING TO prioritise some of the things I’ve been

through and to think about how much value they may/may not
have.
Anon

Hard work and personal sacrifices are not, of
themselves, enough to make a business successful.

Eventually, we accept that we are different and cannot share many of our
experiences with those around us. Many entrepreneurs deal with this situation by
accepting that they are different. They know that they will always live a different
life from the majority and that it won’t be a peaceful journey. There is now a
much greater acceptance of entrepreneurship as an occupation, even though few
understand what it means. Many entrepreneurs find colourful ways to explain
what they do. Ange puts it well.
ENTREPRENEURS ARE BASICALLY big kids who like to play,

dream, make lots of messes for others to clean up, and believe
that anything is possible. They live for the future, adrenalin,
adventure and passion. They believe in themselves and thrive
on overcoming challenges. They are frustrated by inaction and
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procrastination and will put to the side anyone who either gets
in their way or does not share their path. They are the pioneers
who venture into the unknown and occasionally end up with
arrows in their backs.
Men are from Mars, women are from Venus, but entrepreneurs
are from another universe (to hell with Mars & Venus!).
Ange Marinakis						
The Marinakis Group Pty Ltd				
Victoria,
Australia
Ange is a fascinating character. A Doctor by training, he has developed a system
for setting up and managing emergency care rooms in private hospitals which he
says is world first. When I asked him what was so good about them he replied
‘Well they make a profit for starters!’ which I thought was a great response. It just
shows you that entrepreneurial talent can occur anywhere.

To be (there is no ‘not to be’)
In the end it all comes down to the fact that you are who you were always
meant to be. No one volunteers to be an entrepreneur—they simply are. They
can, however, choose not to practise as one and some don’t. Smart people are
driven into the established professions, get buried under the weight of children,
mortgages and expensive lifestyles and choose to stay there. Maybe they will never
know what they missed out on. Others jump in the deep end without knowing
what they are getting into and find out the hard way.
For most practicing entrepreneurs, there is no other life. Even if one venture
fails, sooner or later they will be back in another. It is simply a way of life. But
it can be a lonely existence. Fortunately, most entrepreneurs develop personal
networks of other entrepreneurs to share their thoughts and aspirations with.
FEW PEOPLE ARE entrepreneurs. Many people aspire. The low

salaried executive hoping her options are well in the money
when a takeover happens is not an entrepreneur. The investor
who has put in cold hard cash but only a small percent of his
fortune is not an entrepreneur.
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The real entrepreneur is the person who has assessed the
opportunity and the risks and is committed enough that they
put it all on the line: home, savings, reputation and everything
else.
If such an entrepreneur has an eye for an opportunity, understands
the essence of cash flow, and can surround themselves with
talented people whose skills are complementary, then there
is a real chance that serious wealth can be created. Though
few and far between, these are the people I love to socialise
with, work with and financially back—they are the essence of
entrepreneurship.
Tim Moore						
Chairman
Surpac Minex Group

Entrepreneurs are never unemployed;
they are just between ventures!

Entrepreneurship is about passion. Passion for making something happen,
passion for the chase and the close, passion for building something out of nothing.
And it is all about business!
WHEN I THINK about it, you should make your next book I

Love My Life. It is only when you meet like-minded people that
you can see how far you have come. Then you can share in a
conversation about what it is to get something going.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
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It took leaving corporate life and starting my own
show to prove to them that I knew it would work,
that a company could be built on listening to customers and nurturing young people, allowing contributions from all. And, in hindsight, not quite as simple
as I thought it would be.
Naomi Simson
Chief Experience Officer (CEO)
RedBalloon Days
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along the
rocky road
Every entrepreneur I know has a story about things that have
gone horribly wrong with their businesses. When you think about it,
this is not an unreasonable thing to expect. Few people go through
their lives without a little bit of bad luck, hopefully balanced by some
good. Business is very similar. You know you are going to have some
bad luck and you hope you have more good than bad. My experience
has been no different from many others’, although I would say the
good luck, in the end, outweighed the bad by a considerable margin—
but I did have my moments.
Take for example the day our first business really became a reality.
This was the day in 1979 when my wife, myself and two of our partners
were each to hand over our money to fund our little venture. We had
all been working together on weekends and nights putting together
the business plan and finally we had decided to take the plunge.
My wife and I were to invest 10,000 pounds sterling and the others
were each to invest 2,500 pounds. We certainly did not expect that
our fourth partner would not only not show up for the meeting, but
would never be heard from again. So we started without him, found
a group of private investors and set sail into the unknown.
There were a few hiccups along the way; lost customers, failed
projects, some poor hiring decisions and distributors who failed
to work out. Even so, 12 years later we had grown to 160 staff and
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were well established. In 1987 we had started developing the world’s first ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning) system for process manufacturers built in a fourth
generation code and sitting on top of a relational database, a highly innovative,
world-first breakthrough product. This would be the product that would drive
the future growth of the company and take us global. But even with such great
possibilities we still had to get out there every day and sell our existing products
to pay expenses and fund new products. Unfortunately, the UK decided at that
moment to plunge itself into a recession. With declining sales, we predicted that
we would have to terminate about 25% of the employees. The bad luck had caught
up with us once again.
We decided to sell out while there was still potential in the business. I think the
recession sapped our spirit. There came a time when I simply lost my energy, when
I didn’t want to have to dig deep into myself to keep the boat afloat knowing it was
going to take five years to get back to where the business was prior to the recession.
Maybe I woke up one day to a cold English morning and missed the sun and blue
skies of Australia. What is clear now is that when I lost the motivation to go into
the office every day, that was a good time to let go.
I had been through a few setbacks with this business. Each time, I saw my
role as the person who had to be positive and the person who had to continually
convince everyone that we would pull out of it. You learn to keep your private fears
to yourself because others need you to be optimistic. However, once you decide to
sell, your psychology changes and you actually stop thinking about the future and
start thinking just about getting the deal done.
We canvassed several possible buyers in the UK only to discover that valuations
for our type of business had fallen significantly. A year earlier we could have sold
out for about 10 times EBIT (net profit before interest and taxes are deducted). By
the time we started seriously looking for a buyer, the valuations had fallen to two
times EBIT. At the same time the recession was driving us towards a loss situation.
A business that we had built up over 12 years had the very real possibility of being
worth very little. There we were, with offices in Northampton and London in
England and an office in San Diego, 160 employees and over 4,500 customers,
and we faced the possibility of seeing very little return for all that effort. Instead
of looking for a UK buyer, we decided to cast our net a little wider and looked for
a buyer in the USA.
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We were fortunate to find a US software business that was in the process
of undertaking a public listing through an Initial Public Offering (IPO). We
convinced them that we could assist them in expanding their business into the
manufacturing sector and could help them upgrade to a more modern database
and language technologies. Both parties agreed that a merger would make sense
but we had to wait until they completed their IPO to do the deal. In the middle
of 1991 they finally succeeded with their IPO and we agreed to an acquisition
for US$9.6 million. Given that the business was trading at a slight loss by that
stage, we were very fortunate. Even though we had quite a few more shareholders
involved as a result of VC injection and two acquisitions, we came out of it with
sufficient funds to retire and not to have to work again.
Now most people would say, ‘That’s it, we made it, time to put our feet up
and take it easy.’ Well, of course, that wouldn’t be an entrepreneur. Well at least
not at 42 years old which I was at the time. No, I had to go do it again. So, after
working with the acquirer for three years, which included relocating to Atlanta, I
started another software development business with a dozen people from my first
business.
Why do it? There was of course the fact that I had lost most of the money
from the first venture. While I had sold off enough shares to set up an education
trust for the children to cover their university expenses, the rest of my portion I
left in shares in the acquiring corporation, Ross Systems Inc. Unfortunately, Ross
shares were not a great investment. While they went up somewhat from their
IPO, within 18 months they had started to slide. Even though I tried to sell out,
I was prevented from doing so as I was an officer of the company and that would
have been deemed insider trading. In the end I lost more than 70% of the value I
received for my share of our first business.
The new business, Distinction Software, was set up to develop supply chain
optimisation software for process manufacturers. A little over a year later Red
Pepper, a production scheduling software developer, was bought by PeopleSoft
for approximately 25 times revenue and we found we were in the middle of a hot
market.
This is the stuff entrepreneurs dream about. Naturally we had a little celebration
to toast the success of our brothers-in-arms at Red Pepper. Then, of course, we
started to look for some venture capital. What else do you do when you are a tiny
business in a hot market? We raised US$2 million for 20% of the business and
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proceeded to ramp up the development and sales resources. Within a year we had
grown from 17 to 30 employees and had completed the development of our suite
of products. Everything looked very rosy.
But fame and fortune were not to be. SAP, the global gorilla application software
corporation decided that they wanted a piece of the action in our space and
announced a development program for this group of applications. Within months
their competitors, Oracle, PeopleSoft, Bann and JD Edwards, had all announced
development programs. Our prospects dried up and so did our revenue. Within
three months we were running at a US$1 million loss rate and were fast running
out of cash.
We had two choices, take the business back to about five employees and go back
to consulting while we built a new product or sell out. I predicted that it would
take about five years to build a new product and get back into the market with it.
However, there could be no guarantee of success even if we did that. Alternatively,
we might be able to recover something if we sold the business. Certainly I was
interested in getting enough to pay off my personal loan.
Once I had obtained the agreement of our venture capital investor to sell the
business, I made contact with a number of potential buyers and within a week had
an offer of US$8 million. A week later I had negotiated a price of US$12 million
from PeopleSoft and we subsequently signed a deal with them. This was a great
outcome for all of us but especially the employees, all of whom were shareholders.
You might ask whether my story is unique or unusual. Do all entrepreneurs
have the same roller-coaster ride? From what I have been able to learn over many
years working with and teaching entrepreneurs, it seems they all have their own
roller-coasters. Some end badly and others end well. The outcomes are not always
dependent on the skills and experience of the entrepreneur and the management
team. Sometimes it is simply timing and good luck or bad luck. The same incident
or event two years before or two years later may have had very different results.
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Abandoned
It seems that I was not the only one to have lost a founder, investor or strategic
alliance partner. There is a lot of hope in business. You can do all the due
diligence possible, but at the end of the day, you cannot see inside a person’s head.
It is amazing that we keep going when we are let down so often by employees,
customers, investors and partners, but underneath it all entrepreneurs are resilient
and optimistic. We pick ourselves up and keep on going. Andy and Joan Hegedus
are not alone in their experience.
ANDY WANTED US to start our own business because he was

frustrated with his large multinational employers who just didn’t
believe in committing the same attention to detail as he did. He
thought he could do it better than all of them.
We naively bought a 50% share of a going concern with the
idea of expanding the business. Six months later our partner
walked out with our one and only product! This was the catalyst
for the first of our many experiences of reinventing ourselves
to survive.
Joan Hegedus
If you are going to grow a business you will have to take on employees and you
will have to give them the freedom to do their job. You simply cannot grow by
micro managing. However, it can kick you in the teeth when they decide to take
their newfound knowledge which you have paid for and go off to the competition.
Adam had this experience with his consulting practice.
I HAD A consulting business, formed in 1997/1998, specialising

in IT-related organisational change and strategy. Business was
booming and we were doubling revenues annually. We saw the
writing on the wall for the burst of the IT bubble post Year
2000 and decided to diversify during 1999. Our logic was that
this would be the leading mid-market ERP software solution
post-2000 and the work would have very little to do with the
impact of Year 2000. I hired a manager to build a new practice
area, implementing Microsoft Great Plains software. I allowed
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him freedom to develop the area and lost about US$100K in
developing the practice to break even. Then he left to go to a
competitor and because he had all the relationships with our
clients, the clients followed him. An expensive lesson for me.
Adam Hodgson
Not everyone will stay the course. Start-ups by their very nature are going to be a
little unstable; they can’t guarantee results and they don’t come with the big offices
and big cars. Unfortunately, not everyone understands this when they join a startup. It is easy to get a mismatch, especially with individuals who have come from
large corporations. Some simply don’t fit in or can’t take the stress of wondering
how the next month’s payroll is going to be funded. Too often small firms employ
ex-corporate executives and find out that they simply can’t work in the culture and
uncertainty of an emerging business. Unfortunately, by the time they find out and
tell you, they have already cost you a great deal of your hard-earned money. Not
everyone will stay around to see if it will work out as Dawid found out.

Start-ups by their very nature
are going to be a little unstable.

WE FLEW TO Milan to exhibit at the Salone International

Furniture Fair. One of the pieces attracted a lot of attention and
as a result it was picked up by one of the heavyweights in the
industry. They sold well over a million pieces two years later. We
ended up folding. So what happened? We had the product, we
had the designers. Well, almost.
I learned that people are the most important part of a business
and relationships are worth more than gold. Our designers
negotiated clauses in their contracts that allowed them to sell
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to the heavyweights in our industry if they showed interest. Our
designers simply didn’t trust us and as a result fled as soon as
they could. If we had not been a fledgling start-up, we could
have kept the designers and designs. But as a start-up we did
not have a distribution channel strong enough to support such
large sales. Finally, manufacturing high-end products in Australia
is costly and even though we charged high prices, unfortunately
so did our manufacturers. We simply did not have enough sales
volume to be able to manufacture in China to get a competitive
cost.
Dawid Ostrowski					
Melbourne, Australia
A business can always get into trouble if you don’t manage it properly and then
you have no one else to blame but yourself. But it is very hard on the spirit when
you have done everything right and along comes something over which you have
no control and no influence. Then of course there are those situations that you
would not even dream about as Dave explains.
RPNJ BECAME DAVE Robinson Consultancy when the original

partners pulled out, one by one. First it was Nettles who
emigrated to Scandinavia, followed by Jepsen who took another
corporate position and resigned his dream of being his own
boss for the sake of a BMW, a reserved parking bay and two
secretaries. Finally, Panscott found out that being out there,
exposed, dependent on the next tender, was too risky and while
he was wondering what to do about it, his wife fell in love with
his mate and before he knew what had hit him, he was without
house or spouse. He decided, since he was going to start over
anyway, he may as well split. So off he went to Argentina.
Dave Robinson
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Of course, Dave should have done a risk analysis and a succession plan. But
who does one of those before you even start! Dave did not give up however. He
now has a new business in surfboard training on the Gold Coast in Australia and
he has his son working for him part-time. If we are to compare stories of being
abandoned, perhaps the prize should go to Sol.
WHAT WOULD YOU do if after you become CEO of a young

Internet start-up you discover that all your team, including the
inventor of the idea behind the company, are leaving for the
army in less than three months … for at least three years???
Sol Gradman							
Israel

When is it my turn?
There are times when you feel that you are never going to turn the business
around and get it to a point where it will pay a proper salary for the founders. Startups are hard to do. My personal experience says that it takes about five years before
a business starts to get traction where it has some reasonable chance of long-term
survival. When you look at business failure statistics, which are extremely difficult
to determine anyway and very unreliable, it seems that about 40% of all start-ups
never make it to year five. About half of all registered businesses in developed
economies employ only one person and 80% have fewer than five employees. It
simply takes a long time to get the business model working, stabilise new products
and services, get customers on board and work out how to manage whatever
risks are inherent in that specific sector. James found it a struggle, although he
eventually developed a very successful business.
I FELT THAT I was being shown the door by a bank once too

often. I felt like the kid that was always asked to leave the school
nicely to avoid imminent expulsion. This was around a time in
my life, four to five years into my business, when I was at an alltime low. I felt like giving up day after day. I would walk in daily
and not know where the slap in the face was going to come
from. Sometimes there were two to three slaps a day and this
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went on for two to three years. Try fitting in work-life balance
amongst all that. I think survival was the only thing on my mind
at that time.
James Stevens						
Roses Only							
Sydney, Australia
Starting up is frequently a long, hard climb. You have very few resources to
work with and a very high mountain to climb. Just look at what Max is enduring.
We don’t all have to do it this way. Max likes to do it the hard way!
I HAVE STARTED a business in the fashion arena called Latin

Athletic in NYC. I arrived with less than $2,000. To tell you the
truth, I was too scared to count it. For the first two months in
NYC I slept on the floor; I mean I literally used my designer fur
coat to create a mattress, but it was so cold I then used it as a
blanket depending which one was worse, the cold or the floor.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
Christine has done the hard yards, but she never gives up, just bounces around
for a while until she finds her feet again.
ONCE, APPLE COMPUTERS, USA, threatened to take my house

(my kids’ home at the time) and as a woman or home-based
business owner, or both, I never did qualify for a bank loan. Many
times I took jobs at weekends and nights to pay for my day job!
Before mobile phones, there were times I used phone booths
as offices to negotiate with creditors so as not to frighten
family, staff or associates. I remember sobbing uncontrollably in
a phone booth in Glen Waverley one time, sitting with my back
against the phone box door to jam it shut. As the spasm passed,
I made myself get up and, pretending to be much stronger than I
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actually felt, made the calls necessary to negotiate a way through
the problems.
In the really bad times—and they are as much a part of business
as the good ones—I remained solvent by doing deals, bartering
time and, on rare occasions, selling personal belongings. Twice,
after begging and scrounging to make sure everyone else got
paid, I was left searching my car for loose change so I could eat.
Christine Badawy						
Victoria, Australia

… Everything does seem to take twice as long as you
expected and … seem to cost twice as much as you estimated.

Not everything that could go wrong necessarily will, but everything does seem
to take twice as long as expected and everything does seem to cost twice as much
as you estimated. It is very normal for the founders to sacrifice salary for some
period of time, work long hours and give up their social life while the new venture
is settling in. Almost every entrepreneur I know can tell a story about how long
and hard it was to get going. Fortunately, most of them do make it. As you see can
from Jim’s story, it can make for amusing anecdotes.
AFTER ABOUT A year we had grown so quickly that the only way

to fund our new salespeople was to draw no income ourselves
and to keep working on other jobs every night. The worst day
for me was when one of our top salesmen demanded a car and
I had to part with my beloved Lancia sports car!
Jim Landau							
Victoria, Australia
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We all think it would be just great if we could only have a business without
customers or at least have customers who only needed to see you once, made quick
decisions and paid promptly. Unfortunately life is not that easy. Customers are
notorious for taking up endless amounts of time in pre-sales meetings, delaying
decisions and then changing their minds. Although, perhaps two years is a little
longer than most.
I HAD CARVED a niche for myself as an expert in card

technologies and was introduced to the opportunity by one of
the Australian manufacturers of plastic cards. Within a couple
of days I was able to detail the most cost-effective solution that
met all the specified criteria at the most compelling price.
When we presented this to the TAB they thought it was great.
I then started working up a business plan and negotiated a
distribution deal with the manufacturer of the technology so
that we could effectively supply and support the client.
Naively, I thought that it would be a matter of weeks (maybe a
month or two) before we had a deal.
Two years later I understood otherwise.
Doron Ben-Meir						
Venture Capitalist
Lots of people go into business quite unprepared for what they are about to
take on. Most entrepreneurs have no business training and learn the hard way.
Others take on a business in an area in which they have no prior experience and
wonder why it is so hard. It is a bit like the plumber who thinks he can start his
own business because he is a good plumber. However, despite all the odds, some
do survive and go on to develop very sound businesses. How many businesses start
in garages and dining rooms to go on to become substantial companies? Quite a
few. This story by James reminds me of a lot of start-up stories I have heard over
the years.
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THERE WERE CERTAINLY some scary times. I remember, the first

time I installed a router I practised all of the procedures that
I would need to get it set up. It was a fairly complex router
and after plugging it in and setting it up, it didn’t work. Luckily,
the customer had someone who knew exactly what was wrong
and I didn’t look completely useless. It was a good learning
experience.
The first three years were spent running the business from our
home. It was fine until we started selling a decent amount of
PCs. Working from home was great. I could get out of bed at
8:30, shower and eat breakfast and be ready by 8:50, just before
the first employee came to work! But it became unsustainable
as we grew. There were deliveries to the house of 20 PCs and
20 monitors. They were on the dinner table, coffee table, in the
spare room, everywhere.They dragged us kicking and screaming
from running the business at home because it was so cheap to
do. But we were able to build the business to the point were it
was large enough to support a much bigger facility. That helped
us to grow quicker.
Our first big break was when a friend recommended that we
try out for a government tender. I looked at it and thought that
we had no chance of getting it, but he knew the industry a
lot better and could read between the lines of the tender. We
applied and won a portion of the contract. That was our big
break and enabled us to build the company a lot more quickly.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
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Domenic now runs a public company which emerged out of his early trading
adventures, but you can see from this story that it was not an overnight success.
MY YOUNGER SISTER, Anna, was my business partner and

confidant; I don’t think I could have begun without her. Her
entrepreneurial spirit, drive and energy were key factors in my
determination to succeed. Anna and I started a small company
called Sprint and we bought and sold computer games. We set
up our first retail operation in Camberwell, an upper middleclass neighbourhood of Melbourne. It was so exciting when
we employed our first person in 1995—and what’s even more
exciting is that person still works for us today!
Sprint was very successful, but the cost of running the storefront
was killing our profitability. So when the lease ran out, we moved
our whole operation into my parents’ house. It was incredible;
my bedroom was turned into the storeroom—imagine walking
into a room with racks and racks full of computer game boxes,
and somewhere, hidden beneath it all, was my bed. This would
be the hub of our business for the next six years until we formed
Destra Corporation.
Anna and I did not draw a wage for nearly seven years. If we
needed to buy something, like clothes for example, we’d draw
a small amount of money to pay for what we needed and that
was it. This is the type of sacrifice that you have to make when
starting any new business. In the early days things are always
hard, but they definitely get better. Many times we had to pay
the staff using my credit card and we had nearly fifteen people
all crammed into a tiny Richmond single-storey terrace house! It
was truly a sight to see.
Domenic Carosa
Most of us expect some things to go wrong, but I don’t think we anticipate that
everything will go wrong. Ivan is one of my more creative graduates who decided
to set up a business in a developing country. While it is a long list, I have decided
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to include it because even I couldn’t believe just how much he had to endure to
get his business up and running. Here is the tale that Ivan sent me:
MY NAMBAWAN CAFÉ project has been plagued with many

issues not normally found in a western country:
• Custom-made roller doors not fitting and now useless,
• Duty exemption not honoured (once the items arrived in
the country),
• A builder threatening to punch me and walking out even
though it was his workers that stuffed up—he left fully paid
but the work not completed,
• The electrician doing such a bad job that I had to have the
whole complex rewired because it was burning out my
equipment and I had already replaced one main fuse after it
melted,
• Telecom Vanuatu (a monopoly) taking three months to
connect my phone line even though I am in the city and
supposed to be an Internet Café (and they charged me from
the day I applied!),
• Unelco (power supplier, also a monopoly) giving misleading
information about requiring an additional $A3,000 to put in
a three phase box,
• Shipping agents forgetting items or even sending the wrong
goods from Australia,
• Builders who quote for work but never show up to start,
• Brand new coffee grinder breaking down before the official
opening,
• Builders of our local thatched verandah walking off the job
after it leaks more than a sieve,
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• Staff disappearing to the islands for two to four weeks
without approval,
• A chef who doesn’t bring any food, and when he does it is
unfit to sell,
• Cyclones,
• Two motorbikes, one motor boat and a yacht that break
down,
• Mechanics that take your engines away and don’t fix them
and when they do they use the wrong parts or assemble
them incorrectly,
• Stolen items being ransomed back to you in the form of a
‘reward’,
• Not being able to buy wholesale goods,
• Suppliers that take orders but don’t have what you want in
stock, even though they tell you they do,
• Serious threats to my health ... (that was a goody).
The list goes on …
Ivan Oswald
So at the end of that story you are no doubt thinking that Ivan would have to
be eight feet tall with the patience of a saint. It should also suggest that maybe you
have it easy!
Then there are times when you wonder if you will make it, as Brian remembers.
FIRST COUPLE OF years of franchising, I had difficulty signing

partners (Toronto was the only successful one). I worried that I
had the incorrect growth model. I had the typical payroll horrors,
which cheques would bounce? Sometimes I had to choose
which cheques to bounce.
Brian Scudamore 						
1-800-GOT-JUNK?
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Another one bites the dust
Regrettably, not all new ventures survive. There are numerous reasons why a
business might fail and not all of them are the fault of the entrepreneur. You can
be in the wrong place at the wrong time. The legislation can change making your
venture obsolete. A major customer might go bankrupt leaving you with a large
unpaid debt you needed to collect in order to cover payroll and pay your suppliers.
You might wake up one morning and discover a major new competitor has just
moved into your neighbourhood.
On the other hand, you may have made incorrect assumptions about the nature
of your market. You may have overcommitted yourself to loan or lease payments
and not generated sales quickly enough to generate the cash. Sales may be slower
in coming than you predicted or your costs may have blown out due to unforeseen
development problems. The fact is there are simply hundreds of things that have
to go right to get a business to sustainable profitability and hundreds of things that
can go wrong which will stop that happening. Sometimes you only have to make
one small mistake and that can be your undoing, as this story from a technology
firm demonstrates.
IN 2000 I started a business that essentially interconnected a

number of voice carriers and call resellers with a PC-based IVR, or
voice switch, and allowed them to trade voice call traffic between
each other. We kept it anonymous between each party and simply
disclosed our margin.We created a voice marketplace where sellers
could simply make a small change in the sell price to a destination
and instantly they would pick up large amounts of traffic. Ideal for
the seller who had spare capacity to particular destinations.
Great business model! It didn’t take long before we had millions
of minutes going through our box, and as long as we kept it cool
and gave it electricity, everything was fine.
But things were going a little too smoothly. We stopped looking
at the data daily and started looking at it weekly, then monthly.
We generated regular reports that told us how many minutes
we had sold, but not how many we had bought. We were just
interested in sales and stopped looking at costs. We were 14
months into the business and every month had worked like
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clockwork—except this month. We had taken our eye off the
ball!! We knew roughly how much each bill would be—take out
the margin, and that was the bill, plus or minus a tenth of 1%—
until the day the bill was 10 times what it should have been. My
stomach sunk. I felt sick. It just didn’t make sense. How could
this be?
A customer had found a single error on our routing table
and was able to rout hundreds of thousands of minutes to a
destination at one-tenth the market price. By the time we found
out, he had made a bomb and he had sent us to the wall. At the
same time, two VCs were hovering. That was the end of that.
Within 60 days, the business was shut down.
Anon								
Sydney, Australia
I am sure there are endless stories from the dot-com era of firms that flew
to the sky and plunged to Earth. We all heard about business plans on napkins
that raised millions of dollars and business models that spent money but didn’t
generate revenue. Here is one of those adventure stories from Rob.

Lots of people go into business quite
unprepared for what they are about to take on.

THE DOT-COM BUST was well under way, there were train

wrecks everywhere. The VC board voted (five to seven) against
giving us US$5M in the existing environment. We were now
in trouble. One of our experienced investors wanted to shut
everything down so we could all move on. I thought they did not
understand as we (above all others) could make it work. A few
of us in the team were committed and we insisted on continuing.
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The investors relented and let us proceed with a restructure.
One experienced investor cautioned us that ‘life support is not
living’. We went searching for the magic bullet solution, the one
big deal that would change the game overnight. We got some
deals, waves of optimism rolled through, but still we were barely
surviving. We were so thick in it, we could not see what it was
doing to us or to our lives. Time flew by. Finally one day I woke
up and realised that they were right, life support is not living.
Rob

The buck stops here
Anyone who has had their own business will tell you that the hardest decision
they ever had to make was to terminate staff. Partly it is a feeling of guilt, knowing
that you are sending someone out into the cold where they have to fend for
themselves without the safety net that your business should have been able to
provide. You know they have bills to pay, mortgage payments to make and school
fees to find. If they don’t get a job for some time, they will have to make sacrifices
that they would not have made if they were still being employed by your business.

The fact is that there are simply hundreds
of things that have to go right to get a
business to sustainable profitability.

When things go wrong, many entrepreneurs experience a feeling of personal
failure. As the owner it is your responsibility to manage the business in such a way
that sufficient sales are made to cover expenses. If there is a shortfall, there is only
one person to blame—you. It matters little whether someone else in your employ
made a fatal mistake or that the market changed against you; it is your job to make
sure that such situations do not happen or can be catered for. There were several
times over 20 years in my own businesses where I had to terminate staff due to
lack of sales. It was the hardest and most stressful time that I have been through.
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Most entrepreneurs feel the same way. You can hear the pain and distress in these
comments by Justin.
I REMEMBER IN year three when we had about three extra

employees and we didn’t have enough cash in the bank for
payroll. We really hustled sales and our debtors and got through.
Those were the days when I used to work six, sometimes seven
days a week and 13 to 14 hour days. I was a machine—still can’t
believe I could do that.
In the days of the dot-com crash, around 2000, we resourced
too heavily and many of the big deals in our pipeline dissolved. A
year later I had to make ten people redundant. I played the part
well, as you do as a CEO. Two months later I cried my heart out
for doing it. It was one of the toughest things I’ve ever had to do.
Justin								
Victoria, Australia
Joan has a similar story. Note her comments about never forgetting the
experience and feeling responsible for the impact on those who were terminated.
I always accepted that such events were possible, but the reality of having to do it
is not the same as writing the words in a business plan.
AT THE END of 2001 our business took a downturn. To survive

we needed to retrench almost a third of our workforce. We
called in an HR consultant who guided us through the process
and made recommendations on the most appropriate approach
to achieve the lowest impact on our staff and our business.
On the designated day we called a staff meeting for all employees
and informed them of what was about to happen over the
coming week. Off his own back one of the staff members
organised drinks for everyone at the local pub the following
evening.Two days later we met with every employee individually
and told them whether they were to be retrenched or retained.
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This necessary path of action has left me somewhat scarred
and somewhat buoyed by the resilience of the human spirit.
Scarred because, to this day, I still feel responsible for the trauma
suffered by staff members who had to cope with professional
rejection. At the same time, I am still in awe of how some of
those retrenched staff members received the news with such
dignity and grace. I learned much that day.
Joan Hegedus
Richard had a slightly different experience, but one that was no less painful.
When you live in a small town as he does and you are a main employer, whatever
you do impacts your employees directly, but also affects the whole town as a
consequence. In his case, he still has to live in the same town after the event.
ONE OF THE most difficult days in my life was the day I had

to tell 100 employees that we were going to have to close
the plant. One woman had worked there for 52 years, and
50% of them had worked there for more than 20 years. (Our
company was the first industry in our town that offered fulltime employment to black women in the 1960s and many of
them were still employed at our company. My father hired black
women against the threats of the KKK ... talk about lonely). I also
remember, when I finalised the decision to stop production at
our facility and speaking with my father (the third generation), I
could see the despair on his face and I remember saying, ‘Dad,
making pants is our livelihood, not our life ... our family is strong,
and ya know Berkshire Hathaway no longer makes textiles.’
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
There are few established entrepreneurs who have not had the experience of
retrenching employees. I don’t think it ever gets easy even though you know it is
what you have to do and it is in the best interests of the remaining employees.
Domenic agrees but reconciles it with longer-term objectives.
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THE HARDEST PART of my job is firing people. No matter how

much you do it, it still remains the most difficult thing to do. Since
I am very much a ‘people person’, letting someone go is difficult
and often emotionally draining, but you have to keep in mind
that you need to do it for the success of the entire company. If
you think like that you know in your heart that it is what needs
to be done and you feel much better for it.
Domenic Carosa

There is light at the end of the tunnel
Most of us have experienced some bad days and maybe even bad years. Not
all ventures are destined to be successful and some certainly do fall over through
events outside our control. But entrepreneurs are resilient and persistent. They
will stay the course as long as they feel there is hope. Most of the time the business
does turn the corner, good things happen and they are moving forward again.
There is an old joke among entrepreneurs that says that your first and last
ventures need to be successful and it matters little what happens in between. The
first one has to be successful because that allows you to invest in the next. The last
needs to be successful so you can retire comfortably.
Entrepreneurs who have had several ventures will almost certainly have
experienced varying levels of success, if not the occasional outright failure. It
is simply the nature of the environment within which they work. There are no
guarantees and, no matter how hard they work or how smart they are, there will
be times when they will feel they are going backwards. Unfortunately, these are
also the times when they have to retrench employees and make personal sacrifices.
Then there are the good times when everything goes right, when the business
is growing and they are hitting home runs. This is what they dream about and this
is what keeps them going.
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Laughing at ourselves keeps us sane.
Alice Ganier
Tennessee
United States
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things you
don’t forget
Every journey has its unforgettable moments and mine is certainly
no exception. Over a period of 20 years in business there are numerous
things that happen which leave an impression. These are sometimes
funny, at other times sad. The more interesting ones from a business
perspective are those that give us wisdom.
My first lesson was that not everyone is up to taking the risk of
investing in a business and committing themselves to the venture.
In my very first foray into a start-up, the fourth person who was to
join us pulled out with no explanation and we never heard from
him again. We never learned what put him off or why he decided to
abandon us. Given that he had put many nights and weekends into
helping with the business plan, I found it very perplexing. Years later
it happened to me again.
We were at the point where the new business was stable, making a
profit and about to embark on a major product development project.
In order to fund the new development, I offered to sell shares to the
employees at cost, that is I placed no value on the goodwill. What
surprised me was that some individuals were not able to commit to
a few hundred dollars, even when I offered to lend them the money.
Even though they were all very well paid, some people simply could
not commit to the risk of a possible loss.
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A year later, after we had sold that business for a handsome profit, I offered
to help fund a start-up where one of my former senior executives would manage
the venture. Even though it was relatively risk-free, he was not able to make the
final commitment to put his money and time at risk and instead obtained a safe
corporate job.
My next memorable moments were with difficult customers. We had supplied
a distribution and financial software package to a business in Bedford, England.
The hardware we used was a US-sourced computer called Basic Four. After endless
complaints about what the software should do rather than what it was designed to
do and after we modified the software to satisfy the customer, we still weren’t being
paid. I visited the site to discover that we had completely satisfied the customer
and the applications software was now working correctly, but he now objected to
the fact that, on booting up the computer, it required the date to be entered in
mm/dd/yy format. I explained that the operating system was from the US and I
had no control over that function. He then stated that it was unacceptable and
refused to pay for everything until it was changed, which of course I couldn’t do.
After meeting with my senior staff, we decided to refund his deposit and terminate
the contract. It was very expensive to write off all the work we had done and give
back the money, but it was worth it. I decided then that I would only deal with
reasonable customers.
That leads directly to my next story. I was approached by a salesperson in our
San Diego office who said that he was having difficulty satisfying a condition of
the sales agreement for a customer in the Mid-west. The customer was concerned
about support for the software if there was a major earthquake along the San
Andreas Fault and our business was disrupted. I decided this was a bit extreme
and decided to deal with this myself. I basically told the customer that there were
two possible outcomes. I could go down with the ship in which case I wouldn’t
be concerned about the business anymore. Alternatively, San Diego could slip
into the ocean in which case I would be bankrupt and then I would also not
be concerned about the business anymore. I then asked him how he would like
to resolve the situation. When you put problems into that type of context you
normally get a more sensible response. In life I have found that there are deal
makers and there are deal breakers; he clearly belonged to the latter.
There were always funny things happening at the San Diego office. One time I
had to fly to Boise, Idaho, with a salesman. We arrived at the airport to discover
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there was only one car left to rent, a manual shift. Being foreign, I looked to
the local salesperson to organise everything. To my amazement, he stated that he
could only drive an automatic. Naturally I offered to drive but I did point out to
him that I normally drove on the left and used my left hand to change gears. I had
him severely worried for about five miles.
That story reminds me of the problems I had accepting the manner of doing
business in the USA. In England we had an office about an hour’s drive north of
London and customers would frequently drive to our office for demonstrations
and progress meetings. Our cost of sales was composed mostly of company car

… Providing education, training and experience
that make employees more employable means
you don’t lose them, but rather hold on to them.

expenses and infrequent hotel accommodation. Imagine my shock when one of
my US salesman came to me for permission to fly from San Diego to New York
for a one hour ‘get to know you’ meeting. The costs were staggering. After I had
settled in, I understood how to optimise such trips with multiple meetings. But
the first time was quite a culture shock.
By the time I was involved in my fourth venture, I had learned the importance
of sharing the rewards of success. In the first two years every person in the business
was offered shares in the venture. After we raised venture capital, we started a
share option scheme so that new employees participated in the success. When
the business was finally sold, all the early shareholders were able to at least pay off
their mortgages. There is immense satisfaction in being able to reward those who
contribute to the success.
I discovered along the way that loyalty is earned by offering a challenging work
environment, a great team culture and flexibility to allow urgent personal issues
to be dealt with during office hours. I also found that employees have a high
tolerance for potential failure of the business if they feel confident that they can
readily obtain a new job. Thus, providing education, training and experience that
make employees more employable means you don’t lose them, but rather hold on
to them.
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I also noted that employees were more supportive if they knew what was
happening in the business, the good news and the bad. The problem with not
releasing bad news officially is that it gets out anyway, but is often distorted and
then it can do more harm. My view is that employees can deal with bad news if
it is put into context and if it comes with information about what action is being
taken to correct the situation.

Sound advice
Most entrepreneurs have had an event in their careers that has substantially
shaped their approach to business. Mine would clearly be the sale of my business,
Distinction Software, to PeopleSoft for six times revenue when it was going
out of business and losing $1 million per annum. In developing their wisdom,
entrepreneurs will often refer to an event, conversation or book they read which
changed their approach to business. Often the advice comes from a hard-won
battle or a serious mistake. The story behind the advice is often as useful as the
advice itself. Other times they will laugh off a comment by someone who tells
them that they are crazy to pursue a specific venture. These impressions stay with
them for the rest of their lives and they will often refer to them when explaining
who they are and what they do. I have selected some of these to demonstrate this
point.
Many entrepreneurs are asked about the difference between a corporate
manager and an entrepreneur. My students in my entrepreneurship course express
it as ‘we employ MBAs’. Peter has another view.
THE FACT IS that entrepreneurs generally, while likable people,

are not team players.They are single-minded, they are the fighter
pilots rather than the bomber captains. MBAs, now they are
bomber captains, in some cases, aircraft carrier captains.
Peter Christo						
Melbourne, Australia
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Wisdom comes from being out and about. It is only by having a go and reflecting
on what worked and didn’t work that you gain an appreciation of how to do better
in business. While you can learn from others, there is no substitute for having a go
yourself. As a young adult, Rob took himself off to Silicon Valley with an idea. He
missed out on the funding but did learn a lot. His path to glory was finally brought
down by the dot-com crash. He tells great stories about his journey and here is one:
AUGUST 1999. SECOND day in Silicon Valley and I’m meeting

with two partners of a small but reputable VC firm. I thought:
great start, easy-to-get meetings, they will love it, etc. After the
presentation they spent the next 15 minutes ripping it to pieces
and telling me it would not work and why they didn’t believe
in it. One partner immediately thanked me and walked out. The
other, I think having noticed that my heart had actually stopped,
proceeded to tell me never to listen to the ‘bozos’. ‘What?’ I
asked. ‘Never listen to the bozos.’ He pointed to his chest and
said, ‘We are the bozos.’ He then listed all the big name, high
profile deals that they had said no to investing in. And told me
that just because they didn’t believe in it, didn’t mean it wouldn’t
work. Hope was back.
Rob
Domenic was successful in listing his company on the Australian Stock
Exchange the day before the stock market crash. Flush with cash and lots of ideas
about what he wanted to do with it, he started spending the money. Hindsight is
a wonderful thing as he shows in these comments.
MY FIRST MISTAKE was to spend $300,000 on a few large

outdoor billboards in major capital cities. In hindsight, it was
a complete waste of money. At the time, there was a certain
amount of ego involved in having our name in lights, but it did
little to generate bottom line sales for us. The lesson I learned
here is to look carefully at where you spend your money, if you
can’t see a return on your investment, don’t do it.
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My second major mistake was in the hiring of staff. We employed
a lot of people very quickly, and before we knew it, we had
nearly 60 people in our office. Sometimes we hired people
for the sake of it without really checking their credentials. Our
wage bill was hundreds of thousands of dollars per month, every
month, with very little cash coming in. From this I gained a new
mantra which I still follow today: Hire slow and fire fast. The
same goes for consultants and advisors. There were a few in
the early days who promised us the world, but only delivered a
‘road map’. I stuck with them for too long, when I should have
moved on sooner.
Domenic Carosa
Domenic is not the only person whose eyes glazed over with the size of the funds
generated from a public listing. It seems Jim had a similar experience although his
comments about the costs and obligations are very pertinent. In my experience,
the quality of advice that many entrepreneurs receive regarding the impact on
themselves and their companies of listing is very poor. It would seem that there
are a lot of advisors who want the fees for the IPO and are not overly bothered by
what happens afterwards.
WE WERE YOUNG and naïve and really thought that the day

when a broker approached us to do an IPO we had made it.
We didn’t understand the ongoing costs—in terms of cash and
scrutiny—or even how much we really needed to fund the
continuing growth of the business. We wanted the money and
the prestige but we were blind to our own lack of readiness to
list.
Jim Landau
Victoria
Australia
It is rather unfortunate that we have to learn our lessons through mistakes,
often ones that have a sting in them. I recall one such experience while I was
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renting an office with a small computer bureau in Northampton, England. The
bureau was in financial trouble but managing to stay afloat. Unfortunately for
them, they had a bank loan and the bank wasn’t keen on waiting for its money.
On the day they received a major payment from a customer, the bank took the
money from the account to pay off the loan without their knowledge. Without
the funds to pay payroll they were insolvent. The bank had sent them to the wall.
I was reminded of this experience by this comment from one of my contributors.
ONE THING I have learned is that no matter how bad business

may be, you never, ever share that news with your bank manager.
He/she may claim to be your business friend, mentor and/or
supporter but when the going gets tough, the bank gets going.
Anon
Both Domenic and Jim at least had the money from the public listing to make
mistakes. Here is a comment from Dave who clearly was looking to make money
on the exit only to discover that he had nothing to sell. The lesson here is that you
need to think about how you are going to exit a long time before you do.
IN MY CASE the decision to exit was made for me—I basically

woke up one day and decided to seek a brighter future in another
part of the world. That it involved exiting my business, my baby
that I had nurtured lovingly, passionately, all-encompassingly for
the past seven years, was incidental. It was a case of priorities.
And self-preservation suddenly occupied the top slot.
It was then that I came to the stark realisation that I had nothing
to sell! The business was me. And I was the business. Without my
personal involvement it had no worth. Wow!
All that effort, the late nights at the computer designing marketing
presentations, the weekend seminars, the evening meetings, the
sleepless nights, my hopes and my dreams would amount to
naught!
On reflection, there was plenty of value there, just not enough
planning. The business name had value, the products and
materials had sale or licence value, my access to long-term
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clients would have held value for many other training companies,
and the personal contacts of my staff and trusted associates
contained value. My mistake was not having the foresight to sit
down and plan an exit that could harvest that value. All I have
now is a steel filing cabinet full of stuff that made me a couple
of million dollars in a world located, in space, on the opposite
side of the globe and, in time, a decade ago. Plus the wisdom of
hindsight, which is the most valuable of all.
Dave Robinson
On a more positive note, there are lessons to be learned from things that go
right. Entrepreneurs are especially vocal about things they have done that came out
positively where they have gone against conventional wisdom, like this comment
from Eve.
DON’T LEAVE A safe secure job to set up a business. Why? We

only live once and better to try and fail and know you had a go
than stay safe all your life. When you are taking risks you are alive
and motivated and discover special parts of yourself that may
stay locked away when you choose safe and secure. And around
me most people say, ‘I never looked back once I left/changed/
stopped/started etc.’
Eve Ash							
Managing Director						
SEVEN DIMENSIONS Pty Ltd
Or consider this comment from Greg Loudoun. Greg facilitates an executive
education program for experienced entrepreneurs, entrepreneurial founders and
CEOs of high-growth SMEs. Greg combines established entrepreneurship theory
with his personal experience as an entrepreneur over several decades. You can see
from his comment how his experience has shaped his views and how this must be
useful to entrepreneurs who attend his training sessions.
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MY EXPERIENCE SUGGESTS it’s about the people—great

working colleagues, demanding customers and ever-challenging
competitors. It’s about families whose lives are influenced by the
challenge of entrepreneurship. I remember standing on a BBQ
one Christmas thanking my people and their families for their
enduring passion and commitment during what seemed, at the
time, a tough year. I was hit between the eyes and in my soul at
the extent of responsibility I had as an entrepreneurial leader.
150 employees and their families whose lives were impacted
every day by my leadership and vision. It made me realise that I
had better arm myself and my people with thought, leadership
and, most importantly, humility, because without our people our
dreams are impossible to achieve.
Greg Loudoun						
Founder and Managing Director				
Acumen International					
Brisbane, Australia

Perhaps the most important outcome …
is to be able to take the lessons of experience
and put them to good use.
Brian also acknowledges the people component of his business, without whom
his business would never have developed to the size it is today.
THINGS CAN FALL apart at any time if you’re not careful. We

have to hold on to the right people. I have a vision, and each year
we’ll accomplish certain things, but the disease of entrepreneurs
is the feeling that you’ve never really arrived. It becomes an
obsession of sorts.
Brian Scudamore						
1-800-GOT-JUNK?
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When things don’t go right, especially if they keep going wrong over a long
period of time, it can sap your confidence. Some mistakes come at a high price.
Fortunately entrepreneurs are optimistic by nature and only need a new ‘big idea’
to get them going again. When I met with this entrepreneur, he was on his way
back from the brink and excited by his new venture.
THE GOOD THING is that now I can write my war stories with

a smile on my face knowing I’ve learned. Learned to forgive
the people, situations and mistakes that ‘cost’ me. Most of all,
learned to forgive myself. It has allowed me to move forward.
This process only took three years.
Anon

On a lighter note
There are always incidents that defy logic or happen in a way that can only
lead you to wonder about the meaning of life. Fortunately, most of the time they
are only small incidents and life continues. Most of us can look back and see
something that is worth joking about. Dawid tells a good one.
MOO EXPORTS. AT one time I was in China, met a Chinese

bloke who ran a dairy farm and was after 5,000 head of cattle;
my luck had changed, finally. Flew home, organised prices and
sent them out to him ... only to find that he had changed his
business plan to open an abattoir!!!
Dawid Ostrowski					
Melbourne, Australia
In Andy Hegedus’ case it was trying to work out why he didn’t fit into a large
corporation and why he felt compelled to go off and start his own business. In his
case he is lucky; he just blames it on his ancestors!
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WHEN ARE YOU an entrepreneur and when are you an obstinate

bugger who wants to do things his own way? Or, did I start my
own business because my grandfather and father were ‘biggish’
type businessmen and were dispossessed by World War II and I
wanted to make up for that?
Andy Hegedus
Max was determined to take the world by storm with his new label, Maximiliano.
He had been talking about his ‘brand’ for years and had already used it for a sample
line of fur coats. Can you imagine how upset he must have been to discover that
he missed the boat?
HENCE MAXIMILIANO, THE fashion label, was born after

overcoming huge hurdles and spending around US$3,000 in
costs trying to secure the trademark. But it was all for nothing;
the fashion label was as dead as a dodo. Someone had a similar
trademark and made objections to mine. No trademark, no
label; no label, no business. My sample fur coat was destined to
be a blanket.
So it ended before I even started and it cost me US$3000.
Maximiliano Gacitua						
New York
You do need a sense of humour to survive. Some things are just hard on you.
Often the best way to deal with them is to be able to joke about it. Take this
comment from Richard. I wouldn’t want to be in his situation, but I guess he has
learned to take it in his stride.
THE BIG FISH in a Small Pond Syndrome ... when you own a

manufacturing company in a small town you carry with you
some perceptions that are sometimes flattering, but at other
times an inconvenience. Like the time one of my semi-skilled
employees conveniently had her car break down in front of my
house with herself and her 18-year-old daughter who happened
to be dressed up to the nines. They were just ‘driving around’
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and their car broke down. ‘Oh, have you met X (the daughter)?
Yeah, she graduates this May and doesn’t have a boyfriend ... blah,
blah.’ And don’t think this sort of thing didn’t happen when I was
with my girlfriend from out of town.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
What about missed opportunities?! We all have those. Those silly ideas that we
passed up on that we should have pursued. Maybe we really should have invested
in Bill Gates’ start-up venture when we had the opportunity. But who would ever
buy one of those little computers? Here is one from Ian Ritchie that meets the
criteria of the big one that got away.
IN DECEMBER 1990 I was approached by a chap called Tim

Berners-Lee who told me about his development—the ‘World
Wide Web’ which he had running at Cern in Geneva. The
name seemed to me to be a bit pretentious since the entire
WWW was running on a computer in the corner of his office.
At that time his WWW was text only and had no rich browser
with fonts, layout, graphics etc. Since at that time we in OWL
produced the world’s most successful hypertext browser
(driven by a markup language we had developed called ‘HML’)
he asked me if we might consider developing a browser for the
WWW. I didn’t give it a lot of consideration—he had no money
to offer and it seemed a relatively obscure technology to put
our efforts behind.
It’s a little bit like being at Decca and turning down the Beatles,
you know …
Ian Ritchie						
Coppertop 							
Green Lane, Lasswade, UK
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There is life outside business
It is the nature of the entrepreneur to be highly focused on business. It is allconsuming and always present. It is the reason why entrepreneurs are always talking
about their businesses, because they do not leave them at the office. However, the
rest of the world doesn’t have the same passion or fixation with business and they
would quite like it if you joined in occasionally. In some cases this fixation can be
fatal to a relationship as Rob describes.
I DID NOT want to have founder’s disease, so was always

looking for the right CEO to run the business. We found him,
youthful, full of energy, passionate about what we were doing,
experienced in all the areas we wanted, including him being an
ex-banker. He invested when he came on board. I did a twomonth handover and on 1 December 2000 I moved to NYC to
grow the business out there (where many of our target clients
were). Cash was tight but we had some runway. Three weeks
later he phoned me and said he’d made a mistake and we’d run
out of money. Then news came that the VCs voted against the
US$5M (with no runway, that VC money was our last hope).
Then, totally independently, my girlfriend (in Sydney), who was
meant to arrive in NYC that week (to live happily ever after
with me), sent me a one-line email saying she couldn’t do it and
that I should find a nice fireplace and have a great Christmas.
Point is, in addition to all the business issues, remember other life
things happen as well. That was an interesting month.
Rob
Most people misunderstand what an entrepreneur does and what problems
they deal with. Having a business is certainly no guarantee of wealth. In fact, it
probably works out on average against you, but this does not stop other people
from thinking you must be made of money as this comment demonstrates.
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NO MATTER HOW tough you might be doing it, the people

around you, like family, friends and staff, always seem to believe
that you are living in clover. Sometimes it’s not a bad thing that
they don’t see the stress that comes with running a business.
However, occasional enlightenment might make for a better
understanding.
For so long all profits were reinvested in the business. We really
didn’t start to take any of those profits out of the business until
about three years ago.
JH
Being an entrepreneur you are expected to be all-knowing to your staff. A bit
like being a professor, you should know everything. The reality is that you are only
marginally ahead in some areas. You just have to hope that they are in the areas
that count!
ANOTHER ISSUE WHICH is social in nature for people like me ...

my company is in a small town ... <5000 people ... and a majority
of the employees are semi-skilled ... as a result many, many more
people know me than I know them. Having 100 employees
yields tons of W-2’s annually; so many have worked for me, or
their relative has. Thus, I really need to have the memory of an
elephant to recall everyone on the street. I always remember
the face, but can’t go through my mental Rolodex fast enough
to recall the name ... this can lead to accusations of arrogance,
but it also leads to a personal horrible feeling.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
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Hindsight is a wonderful thing
I am sure that I would have been much more successful if I knew then what I
know now, as of course we all would. However, life is not like that and we all have
to take our knocks along the path of enlightenment. Perhaps the most important
outcome though, is to be able to take the lessons of experience and put them to
good use. Experienced entrepreneurs demonstrate this whenever I see them in
action. They are less concerned about esoteric theory than they are about getting
the basics right. They understand more about survival than the finer points of
free trade agreements, but then you need to survive to take advantage of the trade
treaties.
Entrepreneurs who are lucky enough to find themselves in a network of other
entrepreneurs often talk about the importance of sharing their experiences and
problems with others. An empathetic sounding board often helps to resolve
problems. With a support group you also have the benefit of combined experience.
Others find that having an older entrepreneur as mentor or coach is invaluable.
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events that
changed the future
Success is a journey not an end game.
Peter Farrell
ResMed
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events that
changed the future
We all have specific events that changed our lives forever.
For entrepreneurs this occurs when they start a business, when
something goes dreadfully wrong or fantastically right or when they
exit the business. These are stepping stones in the entrepreneurial
journey that shape lives. They often change how we look at the
world and the way we interpret what is going on around us.
My life changed dramatically when I parted from the life of an
academic to that of an entrepreneur. My life was turned upside
down. Instead of being a knowledgeable, confident teacher, I
became an individual scrambling to make sense of everything that
was happening to me. I had to learn a whole range of new skills in
rapid time as people were depending on me to lead them. However,
after I had finally worked out how to cope with being in business,
I began to enjoy the life of an entrepreneur and nothing has been
the same since.
From the stories that you have already read, you can see how
many of the entrepreneurs who contributed to this book started
in business. For many it was a dramatic switch of career, leaving
corporate executive jobs to lead a venture. None of them regret the
change, but all will admit that it changed their lives forever.
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For me, there are a number of events that had a significant impact on my life as
an entrepreneur: buying my first business, being involved in a US Federal Court
case for five years, selling out and finally retiring. Each was a dramatic change in
direction or had a lasting impact.
The first business I bought was a small software company in San Diego. They
had been in business for about 15 years, provided a local time share computer
service and, almost by accident, ended up developing a software development
productivity toolkit that took them global. I became involved with them when
we started using their toolkit for our software development. Two years into
the relationship I realised that we needed to take control over their product
development direction if we were to achieve our own long-term objectives. In 1985
the two owners accepted an offer of $2 million for us to acquire their business. In
order to meet the purchase price, I sold 20% of my business to a Venture Capital
firm.
My small software business of 34 employees located in Northampton in England
had now acquired a business in San Diego which employed 54 people. Life would
never be the same again! I appointed a general manager to manage the UK operations
and relocated my family to San Diego. My plan was to stay for six months and settle
the new ownership in, appoint a general manager for the US operations and then
return to the UK. Within six months I had so many problems on my hands that I
purchased a house in San Diego and then spent over 50% of my time there for the
next two years.
What happened? I found myself in the middle of a lawsuit against the prior
owners and the national accounting firm I had used for the pre-acquisition audit.
In the first audit after the acquisition, the accounting firm exposed an error in
the revenue recognition policy of the firm that substantially reduced the value
of the business. Because I now had a VC looking over my shoulder, we jointly
agreed to sue the prior owners for misrepresentation and the accounting firm
for incompetence. This action resulted in divided loyalties among the San Diego
employees, substantially disrupted the business, used up about a year of my time
over the next five years and cost us over $110,000 in expert witness fees. Fortunately
we were able to find a lawyer who took the case on a contingency basis otherwise
we also would have had to find more than $1 million in legal fees. After five years
and ten days in a US Federal Court before a judge, we lost on a technicality.
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However, we survived. By 1990 the business had grown to 160 employees and
we decided to sell. In the end we were lucky. We found a company that was about
to undertake a public listing (IPO) and we showed them how they could exploit
our technology and our process manufacturing ERP system in the US market. Six
months later they completed their IPO and we quickly secured a deal with them
where we sold the business for US$9.6 million. Even though there were many
more shareholders in the business by then, we came out very well.
Selling out had a very interesting psychological impact on me. I recall standing
in front of all our Northampton staff introducing the new owners and saying,
‘The good news is that I am no longer responsible for the payroll!’ Only someone
who has the day-to-day responsibility of managing a business with employees can
fully appreciate the relief you feel when that weight is taken off your shoulders.
In fact, I felt burnt-out. After spending years dealing with the litigation in the US
operations and then facing a recession in the UK, I had simply had enough. I
negotiated three-year management agreements for the top seven staff in order to
provide a stable period for all of us as we recovered from the stress of the prior
events.

Just because we are entrepreneurs
does not mean we do not have doubts.

Another major event was starting a new company. Not content to sit back
and simply work for a living, I threw myself back into a start-up venture. This
time we had an experienced management team and a very experienced product
development team, surely a great recipe for success. Two years later we raised $2
million in venture capital. In the end, however, events overtook us and we sold out
again. This time it was a very successful sale, six times revenue. In a strange twist
of fate, it was this experience that now forms the basis of most of my academic
work—selling a private company to a large corporate strategic buyer.
I now entered the next phase of my life—retirement. After 20 years in business,
across two continents, several cities and four different ventures, I decided that I
wanted out. Perhaps it was simply that I had made enough money and I didn’t
need to work again. More than likely it was that the prospect of undertaking
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another start-up business was just too much to contemplate. In any case I decided
that I just did not want to be responsible for any more employees.
After several months I was clearly not enjoying retirement. My wife urged me
to join a global consulting firm. She was of the opinion that my qualifications
and experience would enable me to easily secure a senior consulting position.
However, what I envisioned was long hours, lots of travel, little direct impact and
for what? More money? It didn’t make sense to me.
The event that changed my life and put me where I am today was a conversation
on a bus. On a boy scout event with my son, I sat next to one of the fathers and
talked about all the different experiences I had over my life. I then asked him what
his occupation was. He was a professor of international business at Georgia State
University in Atlanta where we were then living. I instantly realised that I should
go back to academic life where I could do interesting things, have flexibility with
my time and do something that I enjoyed which was teaching.
If not for that conversation, I would not be a professor of entrepreneurship,
would not have discovered my passion for helping others develop strategies to sell
their businesses and would not have started writing books.
Each one of us experiences such events and, possibly, similar conversations. I
have always been fascinated to hear such stories from entrepreneurs, many stranger
than fiction. Many entrepreneurs have sent me such stories, some of which I set
out in this chapter.

Moments in time
There are moments in time you can point to that had a dramatic impact on
your life. It might be something you heard or something you read. At other times
it can be a fork in the road. One direction might result in one life and the other
something vastly different. Often it is just a decision we take. Do I or don’t I?
Most entrepreneurs make such a decision when they decide to start a new venture.
Once started, it has a life of its own. For Sharyn, the moment came when she
gained confidence in herself.
AT THE BEGINNING of 2004 I was talking to a colleague at the

University of New South Wales and I was expressing my concern
over the venture I was working on. Four years of politics, research
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and discussions with others in the industry started to make me
think that maybe I got it wrong. However, there was evidence
of the potential success with what we had already achieved. But
there was that nagging feeling. What if I got it wrong? I asked my
colleague, ‘Why can’t they see what I see?’ My colleague advised
me not to be concerned, that there was research that proved I
wasn’t going crazy.
The research identified that only 2% of the world’s population
has the capability to be visionaries. She understood what I was
experiencing as she was one of the 2%. She could see my vision
and told me to hang in there, that it would work! That’s all I
needed to hear to give me the confidence to continue.
Since that day I changed the people within my environment. I
got rid of the non-believers who were pulling me down. It is
important to have people on your team to challenge your ideas
in order for you to think outside the square, but not destroy
them.
Recently, I was told there are three types of people:
1. Found a problem, better fix it,
2. There seems to be a problem, lets form a committee to
discuss it,
3. What happened? When did they fix that?
The people you want on your team are the ‘fix it’ people, but
you have to be careful who you choose as you only want one
captain on the ship.
Sharyn Grant
Just because we are entrepreneurs does not mean we do not have doubts, as
Sharyn’s comments demonstrate. When you are about to embark on the riskiest
change in your life it is not unreasonable to have doubts even if you are determined
to do it. I think Adam was very pleased to have confirmation that he was making
a move that was envied by others.
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I RESIGNED FROM my corporate employer. In the subsequent

obligatory ‘talk you out of it’ sessions, it was clear most people
thought I was crazy. However, at the end of one of the sessions,
the partner at the firm asked, ‘Are you sure that there is nothing
we can do to keep you?’ After my answer he let out an audible
sigh and said, ‘I had to do everything to keep you, but I want to
tell you that I started a business a long time ago and it was the
best time of my life. The business did not make it but I learned
so much and I would recommend it to anyone. I wish you every
success.’
Adam Hodgson						
Phigit.com
One of the things that allows entrepreneurs to cope with the risk of being in
business is having a fallback strategy. For example, I think that I found comfort in
the fact that I could always fall back on an academic career or find a corporate job.
I often tell my students the following story.
AN ENTREPRENEUR I know had been very successful in a

manufacturing business which he had sold for a significant sum.
His subsequent venture, however, was at risk and he was forced
to borrow against their home. His wife had become more riskaverse as they built their personal wealth and objected to her
comfort being put at risk. One day he said to her, ‘What is the
worst thing that can go wrong? We go bankrupt, we sell the
seven-bedroom house with the pool and tennis court, the
furniture and the artwork and rent out the children. Then you
get a job for $200,000 and I get a job for $200,000 and we will
have to learn to live on $400,000 like everyone else.’ She was
not amused!
Joan found a different way to handle the risk.
DURING ONE OF the hard times I was cleaning up at home

when I picked up a small book that had been given to Andy the
previous Christmas called Who Moved My Cheese? I remember
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spending 45 minutes sitting on the staircase reading this little
parable about dealing with change. All of a sudden I was
enlightened by a simple message that took up an entire page.
It read, ‘What would you do if you weren’t afraid?’ From that
moment on I pushed my fear aside and started looking at and
working on the big picture. The message had a profound effect
on the way I now handle any scary situations.
Joan Hegedus
Sometimes you simply have to make up your mind about who you are and what
you want to do with your life. Peter Farrell is now Chairman and CEO of ResMed,
one of Australia’s most successful medical device corporations.
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT thing in my entrepreneurial career was

attending MIT as a graduate student and observing how faculty
members were so focused on solving real-world problems. And
they consulted and made a difference and they were rewarded
with cash and equity. And then I worked at MIT in the Industrial
Liason Office and found out that I was more a doer than a
facilitator; I wanted to be the instigator or in the fray and make
a difference.
Peter Farrell							
ResMed
At other times you simply need a good reason to change your life and have a go.
FIFTY TIMES OR more I was knocked back, ridiculed or

mocked—they all added up to make me who I am. (Every time
I thought, ‘I’ll show them.’) Without them I never would have had
the privilege of creating RedBalloon Days. I never would have
discovered my purpose in life—to fundamentally change gift-
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giving in Australia and New Zealand forever, to simply give great
pleasure. So thanks to all those people who said ‘No’.
Naomi Simson						
Chief Experience Officer				
Red Balloon Days
Or maybe like Christine you need to take control over your own destiny.
LIKE MANY WOMEN business-owners, simple necessity. In the

1960s I was sacked from my permanent, full-time job when I
became pregnant. From this experience I decided that depending
on others for work was too risky so my home-based business
was born.
Christine Badawy						
Victoria, Australia
When you are getting knocked back time and time again, it is nice to be
reminded that you have a place in the great game of business.
ONE DAY, VERY early in the fundraising process, one of my

investors, a very wealthy, very experienced Silicon Valley CEO
and serial entrepreneur, said to me, ‘Remember people like me
need people like you.’
Rob
I hear many stories about businesses that were created by people coming
together at the time when they are needed. Synchronicity, maybe. But these are
events that change people’s lives forever. If it works, it is fantastic. If it doesn’t, you
get over it and move on to another venture. For Eve it clearly worked.
SAYING GOODBYE TO copyright you have created is exciting

and sad. You work for years creating, building and loving the
process, then all of a sudden a deal is in place and you decide
to sell. On the upside you get paid for a body of work. And you
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watch a new owner take it in as theirs, giving it a new home,
building it to a stronger position than you had it—after all that
was their intention in the first place, so why be sad? For me,
it’s like seeing it as your kids growing up and leaving home, and
making a new life. You don’t look back. You don’t regret and you
know when you close one door another opens.
I was a few years into my new company, and in the midst of
developing another series of comedy training films. Always very
enthusiastic, I asked my good friend Peter Quarry to give me
some feedback on the latest scripts. He wasn’t impressed, so
I moved them aside on my desk and asked, ‘What would you
produce instead?’ In the next hour we crafted a whole series on
one sheet of paper, and we were filming soon after. That was
the start of a very successful long-term partnership, resulting
in some 300 productions together, most with Peter presenting.
That relationship has lasted 20 years and is going strong. I
disagree with those who advise against working with friends!
Eve Ash							
Founder
SEVEN DIMENSIONS Pty Ltd
For most, it is an experience that shapes their lives. Al has built a number of
successful ventures and in each one he has found an underlying change to exploit.
TO PAY MY way through college I had a market research firm.

We specialised in regulated industries. From this perspective
I found my best customers were those going through some
unforeseen change which created an urgent need for my service:
a residential natural gas supply company dealing with shortages,
an association of state banks with a court ruling that capped
interest charges when rates were rising, etc. This experienced
research caused me to look for at least one of the following
three things to be in play before moving forward with that ’great’
idea:
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• A major technology change that upsets the status quo.
• A major price change in a core resource that changes all the
rules.
• A major regulatory change that causes a product, price and/
or delivery change.
Al Ganier

If you are lucky or successful as an entrepreneur
it can fundamentally change your life.

Moving on
Selling your business is a somewhat traumatic experience. On the one hand,
you may have made enough money to retire or set up the next venture; on the
other, you have to let go of something you created. Many people simply cannot let
go and often the business ends in a fire sale. I was elated, relieved and saddened
when I sold my first company. I had seen it from creation in our dining room to
160 people over three cites and two continents 13 years later. Many of the people
employed in the business had become personal friends, I knew almost all the
customers and I was involved in most of the development projects. But I knew it
was the right thing to do. I had almost all my wealth tied up in the business and I
wanted to see something come from all the years of long hours and personal risk.
We all come away from such an event differently and yet many of the underlying
feelings are the same: success, relief and the start of a new life are common. Here
is what one entrepreneur says.
MY EXPERIENCE AS a restauranteur in Adelaide for seven years

taught me that in the industry I was in at the time, colleagues
exited for many different reasons. As for me, I became physically
and mentally tired of the lifestyle and what it involved. I believe
you need to be young in this industry or have a young and
dedicated manager. I can still hear myself say, ‘Would you like
another cup of coffee?’ at 2am, thinking; ‘Please say no, I want
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to go to bed!’ The business was sold for a good enough price
and I returned to study, something I had wanted to do for a
long time. A fellow restauranteur I knew did the same. We both
believed that after a number of years studying food, carrying
plates, peering over menus and entertaining customers, it was
time for some different mental stimulation. He ended up doing
a degree in biology and I studied philosophy, but moved on to
found another business after that. Nothing to do with food.
Now, years later and after more study, I teach business. What
I did keep from those restauranteur years, however, is a good
wine cellar and a great love of cooking.
Anon
Not all deals end up well. Sometimes the business is simply not worth what you
would like to think it is. At other times, you might be forced to sell and get very
little for a business you have worked in for a long time. John was not happy with
his experience but is resigned to the outcome.
The sale was a bit of disappointment overall. Key points:
• The deal as struck was a good one.
• We didn’t get anywhere near their budget profit so the
earnout had a big shortfall.
• The buying company, of which I became a director, turned out
to be full of worms.
• Their share price fell dramatically. Luckily only 30% of the
consideration paid was their shares.
• As a result, they needed to raise capital so they sold the one
part of the business that was really performing—ours.
• I’ve resigned as a director and our lawyers are exchanging
letters.
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What can I say—older and wiser but still came out of it with
a good reward. It just hurts that it could have been significantly
better. C’est la vie.
John
What you discover when you examine many stories of businesses being sold is
that the more experienced entrepreneurs tend to achieve better results. Maybe it
is a case of learning from their mistakes or maybe from their luck. In my case, it
was simply that being better prepared, as a result of having sold out several times,
enabled me to sell my last business when it got into trouble. At other times, it is
simply being in the right place at the right time and knowing how to execute the
deal. In Ian’s case they happened to find themselves in the right place, although
not because they set out to sell the business.
LOOKING BACK ON it all, I think the key decision for me and

OWL was to assume that the USA was our ‘home’ market, even
though we were located in Edinburgh, Scotland.
I figured that since the UK was about 4% of the world market
(and Scotland would therefore be less than 0.4% of the world
market) that it was a dumb place to start. Also the UK has
a fairly conservative corporate culture and we existed on the
back of people who wanted to do documentation in novel ways.
We set up our sales and marketing in Bellevue, Washington and
our HQ in Edinburgh. The president of our US business became
the Sales and Marketing Director of the parent business. As
a result, around 80% of our sales were in the US. In fact, the
company was four years old before we made a sale in Scotland.
It was the visibility of our company as a US company that led to
our trade sale to Panasonic in December 1989.
Ian Ritchie						
Coppertop
Lasswade, UK
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Experience counts when it comes to preparing a business for sale and
understanding what might happen during the process. Adam is more than
prepared to share his experience of this process.
MOST BUSINESS PEOPLE know that ‘cash is king’ in business. You

discount to get your receivables in quickly; even if you really
don’t need the money, it cuts down on bad debts. I learned
this the hard way while operating my businesses. This is just as
important when selling the business. I sold one business that
allowed the purchaser to pay the purchase price out of cash
flow. I trusted the purchaser. Big mistake!! The purchaser sold
their business to another business that stopped all payments. I
received about 10% of what was owed.
I sold my next three businesses for cash, probably for less than I
could have received with a different sales strategy but was very
happy with the outcome.
Adam Hodgson						
Phigit.com
When I sold my last business I needed a break. I was worn down by the stress
of having to sell a business that was going out of business. I thought at the time
that whatever I made would be better than letting it go under. The fact that we
were able to sell it for $12 million in two weeks was certainly a miracle, although
not as much of one as I later found out. Understanding where strategic value can
be extracted from a business can make a staggering difference when selecting the
buyer. So the sale at such a good price was a great relief. Even so, I wanted to spend
some time just relaxing. I ended up not working for about 12 months and spent
much of that time travelling through South America. However, after six months I
was getting bored and so started the journey back into work. From this comment
by Jim Landau, it sounds like he had a similar reaction to selling his business.
ONCE THE DEAL was done and I had sold all my shareholdings,

I simply wanted to sit back and enjoy the world. I even thought
that I might work on a job. I soon learned that entrepreneurs
are simply unemployable because you can never stop acting as
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if you own the business. I couldn’t enjoy doing nothing and I
couldn’t work for anyone. So what can you do after being an
entrepreneur? Be an entrepreneur again!
Jim Landau
Victoria, Australia
When Maria sold out, she took time out to pamper herself and to find a new
direction. But look at how she sees life now—the freedom to choose how she
spends her time.
I BOOKED INTO a ten-day silent retreat where I didn’t speak,

look or communicate with anybody and sat still for ten hours
a day. Alignment I guess! Now. Living the dream. Doing what I
want, when I want and with whom I want. No longer earning a
living. Focus shifts to experience rather than survival.
Maria
Success in selling out can have an amazing effect on your attitude to life and
risk. Once I had squirrelled away enough to pay for my children’s education, I
felt a sense of freedom. I could now take on a new venture and, even if it all went
wrong, I’d still have the funds to provide my kids with the best education they
could get.
After I sold my second business I set up a retirement fund. Again I felt a great
sense of relief knowing that I could be adventurous and still have a fund for my
retirement. Very few people have that luxury. If you are lucky or successful as
an entrepreneur it can fundamentally change your life. According to data I have
reviewed on Angel investing in the USA, 80% of multi-millionaires made their
money by selling a business. Evan has found his freedom the same way.
I’M NOW ONTO my second success, and once again totally free

from the bindings of working for the man. Taking the learnings
of not letting it go to your head, I have used my freedom to
concentrate on my family and live life how I want.
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Being financially secure, I’m spending my time doing what I love
most, exploring, and developing further opportunities. I happen
to like bootstrapping opportunities from scratch, as I get a buzz
out of their success. I guess that’s ‘my thing’. Therefore I have
sought out two other fellow serial entrepreneurial addicts and
have kicked off two new ventures.
Evan Hopkins
The first time you sell out is quite an event. Partly it is letting go and the
other part is an incredible feeling of achievement that you have created something
which other people think is worth a great deal of money. It is an unforgettable
experience. Here is what Ryan remembers.
I REMEMBER THE board room table seemed 10 meters long

and five meters wide as their solicitor passed over the sale of
business documents for myself and my business partner to sign.
This is a day most entrepreneurs work towards—sale day.
Ryan Trainor
Adam had already sold one business when he started his food manufacturing
business. I suspect that once he got into it, he realised that it would not have great
potential. Even so, he saw how he could make it more valuable, he put the effort
in and came away with a nice bonus.
I BOUGHT A food manufacturing business that was a break-

even/small-loss business. I purchased the business with no
money down and the capital amount payable annually over five
years. After two weeks in the business it was clear that while
the staff were hard workers, there was absolutely no system to
the operation. Processes were ad hoc and manual and relied
heavily on the knowledge of a few staff. I did some very basic
things so that anyone could perform the work. I purchased some
equipment to address the needs of our customer base. The
business doubled revenues in five months with an expanded
customer base. I informally let people know that I was open to
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offers and within one week had four potential purchasers. I split
the business into three and achieved 12 times return on my
investment in the sale.
Adam Hodgson						
Phigit.com
Success means different things to different people but entrepreneurs who have
struggled to develop a business really appreciate the difference it makes to their
lives once they have some wealth behind them and some size to their business.
Gavin expresses it well in this comment.

If you are lucky or successful as an entrepreneur
it can fundamentally change your life.

IT IS NICE now to go to a bank and borrow money without

signing your grandkids away. It is even nicer being able to ring a
solicitor for help knowing I can pay him instead of ducking my
way through their bills. It is nice having an accountant to do my
figures instead of me fudging my way through and, even better, it
is nice to have employees.
Gavin Jones						
Director							
RCL Developments Pty Ltd
The fun and challenges don’t stop with success. If the business is constantly
pushing the envelope, then there will be new challenges along the way. This is
where many entrepreneurs find their satisfaction.
THE STRANGEST THING about growing so quickly is that while

you are growing so quickly, you don’t realise what is happening.
We tripled our revenue in 12 months, and it was only at the end
of the 12 months that I realised our little back room part-time
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job had grown into a real business employing eight people!
We knew that we were well on the way to success when we
were featured in the BRW Fast 100.That was extremely satisfying,
because it was the first time that an outside organisation actually
recognised that what we were doing was pretty good.
The good thing with growing a company is that there is always
another challenge, be it getting your first customer, employing
your first person, turning over your first million, training your first
manager, having your first four week break from the company,
opening your first branch office, managing a team of 50 people.
The challenges just keep getting bigger, which means that it is
always exciting coming to work.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
For Domenic, success meant listing his business. He is one of Australia’s most
successful young entrepreneurs.
I WAS 23 years old when I first seriously pursued the idea

of going public. I remember having one of our trusted team
members pull me aside and give me ‘a good talking to’. He was
convinced that I was crazy. He said, ‘Here we are operating out
of this small house and you are living in the storeroom! Are you
crazy? We are going to make big fools of ourselves when people
see where we are working from.’ I understood what he was
saying, but I also instinctively knew that he was wrong.
After Destra was listed we had approximately $13 million in
the bank after all the float expenses were paid. That was a
lot of money, especially when not too long before we were
struggling every month to pay the phone and electricity bills.The
temptation to spend the money was great. But we had a goal of
creating the biggest online music business in Australia. We had
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the largest independent music website in www.mp3.com.au and
now we had the money to make it happen.
Domenic Carosa
Moving on may mean moving up rather than out. For some, it is the first round
of venture capital that gives them the capacity to get the business moving. For
others, it is listing the company on a public exchange. For Rob it was all about
lucky timing.
WE RAISED OUR first round of seed capital in March 2000. The

.com collapse started two weeks later.We raised more money and
launched our ‘change the world’ dot-com business in September
2000. At this point in history everyone was broke, going broke
and no living business worth a cracker was spending money with
a start-up dot-com business, who, like the rest may go broke
tomorrow. An interesting launch period to say the least.
Rob
Sometimes it’s that first round of funding that sets the path for eventual success
as Ian Ritchie found.
WE RAISED OUR first funding in 1984 when there was a certain

appetite for venture capital. Venture capital was a new thing
in Britain in those days, and there was a certain appetite for
technology companies. In fact, there was a downturn in that kind
of appetite for investment later in the eighties, so it probably
wouldn’t have been possible to have started my business in
1988 with that level of funding. Of course, once we were up and
running it was easier to raise further funding and so forth, but
it was a relatively easy time to get a company started. Certainly,
today, there is no shortage of funding. I mean, people talk about
the shortage of funding; there is no shortage of funding for good
ideas, there’s plenty of money around for good ideas.
Ian Ritchie							
Coppertop
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Or could it be that one big deal changed your life. Sometimes that is all it
takes. I recall one such deal from my first business. We were 50% complete on
developing our process ERP system when we were asked to demonstrate to one of
the largest wholesale food manufacturers in Britain. I was reluctant to expose the
software at that point as so much more needed to be done to produce a workable
solution, however, I was persuaded to spend a day with the prospect. During the
day, we pointed out all the features that we still needed to add hoping they would
delay and come back a year later to see the completed product. Instead, they went
ahead and signed up as the prototype customer. That was the largest process ERP
deal signed in Europe that year and set us on the road to successfully sell our
business two years later. Justin has a similar story about his BIG deal.
WE SIGNED THIS overwhelmingly large international deal in

year six that changed our whole company. Who would have
ever thought they would choose this little software company
in Melbourne, Australia, out of the whole world? We catapulted
into 15 countries and gained a breadth of experience and made
a load of cash. Later I realised we could have negotiated a deal
20 times greater than what we made.
The cash was good though. We bought my first home and reinvested the rest back in the company, leveraged the client as a
global reference, and we used the cash to grow the company
from about 12 people to 30 people within the next two years.
Even though we could have made a lot more at the time, I am
deeply appreciative of the opportunity and the lessons learned.
Justin								
Victoria, Australia
Another friend of mine also had a giant deal that put him on a roller-coaster.
While the outcome was not as successful as mine, there is no question that he has
never regretted the experience.
MY FRIEND CALLED me with a business deal in another city in an

industry I knew nothing about, risking well over a million dollars
of other people’s money. I said to my friend that if we could buy
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the building at the right price then I would do it. He said that
if the deal went through he’d fax me through a message that
just said, ‘Thunderbirds are go.’ One afternoon the receptionist
dropped that fax on my desk. At that moment I knew my life
would change forever.
What a ride! I dominated the industry in three states for 15
years, produced $25 million dollars in revenues and then went
broke. Would I do it again? With the people I met and the things
I did—absolutely, without a minute’s hesitation. And I’ll do it
again in another industry, but just be quicker to take note of
changing trends in the public.
AJP

Life is what it turns out to be
I have always found entrepreneurs to be pragmatic. If one path is blocked they
will find another, or regroup and go after a different objective. I have found the
saying ‘if one door closes, another opens’ to be a good description of my life. In
fact, it seems to me to describe the lives of many entrepreneurs I know. I frequently
talk to serial entrepreneurs who could not have predicted the various ventures in
which they found themselves.
Not everything can be planned and, for sure, few of our projections and
predictions will turn out the way we expect. Life has a way of putting many twists
in the road. What I have found is that entrepreneurs are resilient and will go with
the turns in the road until they find something they can use and then they will
make something out of it. It is this resilience and ability to change direction which
makes them a special class of people.
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the view
from the sidelines
My children have always complained that they can
never quite be sure how to respond to the often asked
query of ‘What does your father do for a living?’
Jim Landau
Victoria, Australia

Other fathers were bankers or lawyers or dentists.
Those were things that you could see, spell and
understand. Our dad’s job couldn’t be summed up by
its title because what he did changed every day.
Alice Ganier
Tennessee, United States
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the view
from the sidelines
I don’t have to live with an entrepreneur, but, of course, others
have had to live with me. I was in start-up businesses for 20 years
with my ex-wife Anne and it was only after we sold our last business
that we divorced. So, no doubt, she had to put up with me for all
those years. Then there are my children, Andrew, Katie and James.
Andrew and Katie finish university in 2006 and James will finish
in 2007. Their early and mid years were spent at home with an
entrepreneur and a mother who also worked long hours.
Life in the household of an entrepreneur is one of positives
and negatives as I will show. Many entrepreneurs I have contacted
have provided comments from their spouses, partners and children
and some of those I repeat in this chapter. What emerges from the
comments of the entrepreneurs and of their family members is that
it is a mixed blessing. On the one hand, you have a person who is
obsessed by business. On the other, a person who sometimes has the
freedom that normal parents and partners don’t have.
This view would certainly reflect my recollections of what my
family experienced living with me, the entrepreneur. While there
are the long days, endless trips and problems that won’t go away,
there are also the long vacations and overseas trips that most families
probably couldn’t do because of the expenses or the time required.
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Our early days in business were stressful to say the least. We worked 15-hour
days, 364 days of the year on reduced salaries and were never free of the problems
of getting the business off the ground. However, we did have flexibility with our
time and could come and go from the office whenever we needed to undertake
domestic chores. When our first child, Andrew, was born, we set aside a room
in the office where Andrew and his nanny could be and have ready access to his
mother. Andrew and the nanny travelled with us on business trips whenever Anne
and I needed to go together. In fact, Andrew attended many of those overseas
meetings, crawling around under the table as we negotiated agreements. I was
always amazed that no one ever seemed to mind. I think they were pleased that we
still made the effort to visit even though we had personal and family issues that
had to be dealt with.

(Baby) Andrew attended many of those
overseas meetings, crawling around under
the table as we negotiated agreements.

When the other two children became part of the family, we could no longer
house them in the office and instead purchased a house about five minutes drive
from the office so either Anne or myself could run home if needed. The staff
understood that, with both of us working in the business, we would need the
flexibility of combining work with family. As the business became more stable
and larger, we were able to take good salaries and that certainly made life a little
easier. We had a live-in nanny for about 17 years which allowed us to cope with
the demands of the business.
Owning the business impacted the family in two major ways. The negatives
were the hours we had to put in and the travel I had to endure. The positives were
the salaries we could earn when it was successful and the flexibility we had with
our time.
There is no question that you cannot get away from the business as an
entrepreneur. The problems are forever with you. You are always working on a
deal, proofing agreements or manuals, on the phone at night to a customer or
dealer overseas or simply thinking about a problem which has to be solved. It just
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never leaves you. If you are the sort of person who stresses over issues, then this
is going to impact those around you. The lucky entrepreneurs can put aside the
business and enjoy their family and friends and then come back refreshed.
Success or failure is not always a matter of superb execution; there is a lot of luck
in business. Events outside your control can greatly impact your business just when
you thought you had everything under control. You are surrounded by potential
disasters such as a major customer defaulting, a distributor going bankrupt, your
key developer leaving or when the regulations governing your industry change.
In my case, I had several such disasters. The first happened just ten months into
our very first venture. We were building a product for an insurance broker who was
also going to invest in our business. Unfortunately for us he suddenly packed his
bags and emigrated. We were left with a lot of software code that was unfinished.
Numerous times over the years I lost a major customer that I was depending on
for future business. Often they were acquired and their parent company already
used a different supplier.
When disaster strikes, you simply cannot shelve the problem and leave it to be
dealt with at some future date. At the end of the day, you are responsible for the
salaries of all your employees, so if you have to cancel a family engagement or skip
out on a family vacation, that is what you have to do. You may not want to, but
you are really given little choice. Unfortunately, your loved ones don’t quite see it
the same way. They will be very quick to point out that you have managers who can
deal with issues while you take a break. However, there are very few entrepreneurs
I know who would allow their business to be put at risk without personally taking
charge in such circumstances.
The travel for me was the worst part. I would often be on an overseas trip for
several weeks visiting dealers and customers. I found over the years that I could
not delegate certain critical functions and one of those was dealer management
and development. These were relationships that took a long time to develop and
few managers were prepared to go the distance, or stay long enough in the firm to
see them through. So it came down to me. Several times a year, I would undertake
an international trip to a region of the world to assist current distributors and to
find new ones.
When we had a subsidiary in San Diego, I would have to visit there on a regular
basis. While the children were small, the whole family would move from England
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to San Diego for six to 12 weeks. We owned a house near the office that was kept
ready for us. I would use it myself if I was solo and the family would use it when
we travelled together. But after the oldest child came of school age, we had to
stop commuting. After that, I was the one doing the travelling. You are always
torn between doing what you need to do to develop the business and giving your
time to your family to ensure they don’t miss out. Unfortunately, business doesn’t
always develop in the manner conducive to family life and so the family often
suffers.
On a more positive note, being a business owner can allow you the flexibility
to take time out when business is going well. For years I was able to take my family
away for six-week Christmas vacations. We frequently left a cold and dreary English
winter to travel to New Zealand or Australia for Christmas. As I had distributors
and customers on the way in both New Zealand and Australia, we could catch up
with them for a few days and support them as well as have a vacation.

Being a business owner can allow
you the flexibility to take time
out when business is going well.
In 1995 we had started a business in Atlanta for supply chain optimisation
software. During the 1996 Olympics we decided to take the opportunity to rent
out our house and use the income to travel. We were successful in renting our
large house for 21 days over the games period. With the money, I refurbished
parts of the house to suit the renter, purchased a van and caravan and shipped it
to England and then spent seven weeks touring Europe. After I had sold off the
van and caravan, I still had money left over. If we had not both been in our own
business, I doubt we would have been able to take the time off.
When I was at home I did have a lot of flexibility to attend school events or
deal with personal affairs. The flexibility of being in business for yourself has a lot
of benefits when it comes to arranging business around your personal life … that
is providing business is going well at the time.
One of the downsides, however, is the risk that you take with a business. If the
business needs funds and you borrow on your savings and your assets, you might
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just be putting it all at risk. I can recall with our last business that we took out a
large second mortgage on our Atlanta house to cover payroll when we were having
problems bringing in sales. Not only were we putting more into the business, but
at the time we were not taking any salaries. Those situations can be very stressful
on a marriage. The children can see the hours you are working and the anxiety
you feel but can’t really appreciate the pressure and the responsibility. If your
spouse or partner is not involved in the business, it can be very difficult for them
to understand your feelings. They naturally also don’t want you to put their home
and comfort at risk.
When entrepreneurs get together, they frequently discuss their family and
personal issues as these are intimately tied up with their role in business. They
are constantly fighting a battle between what they need to do for the business and
their obligations to their family.

Partners in business
Most entrepreneurs will admit that life as an entrepreneur is hard on those
around them. The entrepreneur never leaves work mentally, even if they do
physically. According to many entrepreneurs I have talked to, they see their family
relationship very differently from others. So while other parents leave work and
take on the role of husband and father, or wife and mother, the entrepreneur stays
an entrepreneur and then fits in the roles of spouse and parent on the side. Those
who have their spouse in the business with them tend to feel more secure in their
dual roles.
In this comment, James expresses a view held by many entrepreneurs. They love
their business and will spend any spare time thinking about it.
DEEP DOWN, I am a failed lazy person. I dream of having a

weekend where I can do nothing, just sit down and watch TV,
surf the Internet and play with my kids, but whenever there is
the remotest chance of that happening, I think of something
to fill up the day. There is always something that can be done
to improve the way the company runs, to increase customer
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satisfaction, or something to excite the team to work on. The
work tends to expand to fill the amount of available time.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
But James is fortunate that his wife is part of the business and therefore can
understand what drives him and, especially, where the stress comes from.
FOR ENTREPRENEURS, FINDING the right partner is especially

difficult. My wife is the finance manager in our business. She plays
a key role in listening to all of my ideas and letting me know
which ones are crazy. I really have to do my homework and sell
the idea to her before we agree to run with it. She is the nutsand-bolts, dollars-and-cents person that the entrepreneur with
a thousand ideas desperately needs, otherwise I would have
expanded into twenty other directions, spreading us too thin
and not making money out of any of them.
Cash flow is a critical issue for us. All business owners say the
same thing. No one ever pays on time.You have to have an eagle
eye on the money, because it doesn’t take long for it to get away
from you and then, sometimes it can be too late. We decreased
the stress of it by ensuring that we have adequate reserves.
Having your wife running the business with you helps with the
stress because they understand and you get their viewpoint.
James Eling						
Networks

Extreme

His wife, Tina, sent her own comments and she admits that life with an
entrepreneur is not easy.
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YOU HAVE TO be flexible when dealing with an entrepreneur. It

is extremely difficult at times, because there are so many more
demands in our lives than in many of our friends’, but there is
always something new going on and it keeps life interesting. It
enables us to slowly realise our dreams.
Tina Eling							
Extreme Networks
Andy and Joan Hegedus have a successful computer hardware and networking
business. Andy had a background in hardware and computer sales and believed
he could do a better job than his current employer and so they started a business.
In looking back on those early days, Joan has an interesting view of how they got
started.
IN THE LATE 70s I never wanted to be an entrepreneur. We

were comfortable with Andy’s no-risk, well-remunerated
position where he enjoyed professional success, business junkets
and long lunches. I was working as a nurse. It was Andy who was
keen to go it alone. Three months after our business opened
its doors I was still nursing. One afternoon as I was returning
home from my shift at St Vincent’s Hospital I noticed Andy’s
car parked in front of an expensive restaurant and knew that
whatever money I had earned that day would go to pay for the
prospective customer’s lunch. It was time for Andy to realise that
it was us who now paid his expense account.
Joan Hegedus
Many businesses are started by entrepreneurs who later involve their spouse
in the business. While this may make it easier for the spouse to understand
the problems that the entrepreneur is dealing with, it doesn’t mean that the
entrepreneur stops being an entrepreneur. Some couples come to an arrangement
within the business that seems to work for them. Naomi has an arrangement with
her husband that is unique, but she knows how special it is.
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MY HUSBAND THINKS that I am a great marketer but totally

irresponsible financially. Both of us have had careers in corporate
life, but my husband has created and sold several other businesses.
At some point after he sold one and I was up to my neck in
contracts and compliance at RedBalloon Days, I asked him to
assist: could he review this, check that, what about trademarks?
Having a husband with a strong accounting/finance background
was invaluable. Then after a period of six months or so ... it
became obvious that I needed him full-time.
That was when the fun really started. I wanted to spend $15k
on a trade show ... My accountant husband pointed out that, at
current earnings, that was 15 months’ revenue and wasn’t I being
slightly foolish to spend that amount of money? ... Ooh, did we
have a huge fight over that one. He finally said to me, ‘Well it’s
your money, honey …’ Now, of course, with that sort of drama
there was no way that I was not going to make this event the
most successful in the history of marketing. I followed up every
detail, every lead, every idea for an opportunity. Ultimately we
won $500k worth of business over the 12 months following the
event—and we still get regular business from those that we first
met at that tradeshow.
What my husband does is challenge me, pushes me to
greatness, never lets me sit on my hands. Although now
he totally trusts my marketing judgment, marketing (or
any other) spend is never taken for granted. Now he
is the CEO of www.godo.com.au (sister company to
www.redballoondays.com.au), the real-time booking engine of
activities that takes our work through distribution channels to
the tourism market. I would have to say that there is plenty
of friendly rivalry between the two businesses which share
many resources ... we push each other to the next level. I never
knew our relationship could be so profound and fabulous. And
during the first ten years of our marriage I never ever, ever, ever
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thought that we could work together, let alone be a powerful
partnership, not in a million years.
Naomi Simson						
Chief Experience Officer (CEO)				
Red Balloon Days

Support is important
Most entrepreneurs are lucky to have spouses or partners who understand
what drives them and are able and willing to provide support to them even where
they would prefer a more normal family life. They understand that their partners
are driven by their need to be involved in business and accept that they won’t
change. Here is a lengthy explanation from Max’s former girlfriend, Teena, who
was learning what it was like to be involved with an entrepreneur.
AFTER EXPERIENCING THE start of one of Max’s business ideas

and going through the initial phase where expenses exceeded
income, I panicked! The fear of losing money took control of
me, but that didn’t shake Max. He was solid, secure. He was
committed. I had broken down and said, ‘I can’t cope. I need
you to get a job. We don’t have enough capital for this ... ‘ Even
though that didn’t surprise Max at all, it is only through these
experiences that I have built an understanding of starting a
business and what it takes.
This lifestyle is his dream; it is his life! ‘Go get a job,’ was my
request. The condemnation in that sentence seemed to take
away all of Max’s hope for success as an entrepreneur; how
could I?!
We moved in together into an outer-city apartment. How
exciting! Only until I found myself waking up early in the
morning to run off to work, while Max was getting up to go for
a workout and then starting his day of creativity (the source of
entrepreneurial flair) making something from nothing, creating or
uncovering value that didn’t exist before. I would be exhausted
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by the end of the day and Max would still be generating new
ideas, demanding attention with intense discussions about his
ideas. I wanted to think about nothing for once!
How about slowing down Max?! What happened to sticking to
one thing?! Max is a machine ... I don’t know how I manage to
keep up! Oh yes, how could I forget? Max is an entrepreneur.
That’s what he does; he creates!
So my journey as the partner of Max, the entrepreneur,
continued. Hard work? Yes, I would say so. Worth it? For me,
definitely. The creativity was fun, which made up for the rest
TENFOLD! Did I ever want to leave? Yes ... both parties give
up sometimes. I would say it’s tough for the entrepreneurs ...
they believe nobody understands them. As for the partner of an
entrepreneur ... I believe we are irreplaceable, we are what I call
‘full-time personal assistants’ to the entrepreneur!
Teena
Katalin and I have spent many hours with Max and Teena and greatly enjoyed
their company. We can clearly see how different they are and the chasm that Teena
lept over to accept Max for who he is. Katalin sees a parallel in our own lives.
I EMPATHISE WITH Teena’s comments about the stimulation of

living with an entrepreneur and observing the creative forces at
work. Tom is a highly creative thinker, whether it is a new idea or
finding a creative solution to a problem. One example:
Tom and I live in Melbourne, the coffee capital of Australia and
as such we enjoy our daily routine of a morning coffee while
reading the newspapers. On this occasion, Tom had to run an
errand and we met at our favourite café. By the time I arrived, I
found Tom writing notes rather than reading the paper. I asked
what he was writing. Well, surprise, surprise, Tom had an idea for
a new book (this one, in fact) and he was very excited about
sharing this new concept with me. I blurted out, ‘I leave you alone
for half an hour and you’ve got another idea!’ We didn’t read
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papers that morning but discussed the structure and content
of the new book.
Part of my supporting role as Tom’s partner is to be his sounding
board. He thinks through his ideas by having to articulate them
to me. We discuss each of them and together work out the
best way forward. The most frustrating aspect of my life with
an entrepreneur like Tom is when others who he works with
cannot share his vision, cannot understand his unique behaviour
or are so impeded by the bureaucracy they work within that
they are unable to exploit the many opportunities Tom identifies
for his institution.
Katalin Johnson					
Melbourne, Australia
Support from a partner is critical according to many entrepreneurs who
responded to my request for information. Jim, Glen and Evan all agree that the
positive and active support from their wives has been very important for them.
MY WIFE ASKED me why I couldn’t work at one job like other

people—but then she has been there with me through all the
ups and downs and has been an enormous source of love and
support for more than 30 years. She and our two daughters
inspire me as they each make the world a better place in their
own way and yet, all find time to share my rocky journey.
Jim
BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR is a family affair—it is almost

impossible to start up a business without the strong support
from your spouse. And a hard lesson I have learned is that if you
have partners involved in the business and their partners are
not fully supportive then your business partners will be highly
unlikely to provide the level of commitment required over the
long term to make the business successful.
Glen Rabie
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MY WIFE NOW understands what serial entrepreneurship is and

what a powerful and addictive drug it is. But it’s the lifestyle and
the freedom it brings that my wife adores. As long as she knows
I’m happy, she is happy. What more could I ask of her?
Evan Hopkins
However, it doesn’t always work out and divorce rates for entrepreneurs are
reasonably high. Many of them find the right partner later on and recognise just
how important that choice is and how important it is to find the right balance
between work and family, as Justin discovered.
IT’S EXTREMELY DIFFICULT for your partner and friends, you

need a lot of support and someone who is really going to be
there for you. After working extremely hard in the business with
my first wife for more than five years, the marriage unfortunately
dissolved two years after our twins were born. With kids and
work pressures it became immensely difficult, to the point where
we separated and then, ultimately, divorced.
To deal with it, I hired a personal trainer four days a week, started
going out every weekend, partied very hard and then after a few
more years, finally found a balance for what was important to
me and my future.
It was a very difficult time; it took that to really understand that
life is not just about work, it’s what you do with it that counts.
Now I’m married again to my second wife who is the most
wonderful girl in the world. I still get to spend lots of time with
my twins and with a work-life balance that is the most important
thing to me.
Luckily, I’m still in my late thirties, enough time to enjoy financial
freedom and have a second chance at a happy personal life.
Some people may never find or understand that.
Justin								
Victoria, Australia
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Barry has been lucky, his wife stayed with him and worked through the startup pain. Many are not able to take the stress and risks that emerging companies
impose on family relationships.
JUST BEFORE I started my business, I was actually offered a job

as CEO of a large financial services company in Australia, but
I woke up one day and said I had to go and do it or I never
would. The headhunter couldn’t believe it when I turned the
job down—money, prestige, etc—and swapped these for the
tenuous life of an entrepreneur.
My wife was a key part of my being able to do it. She could see
I was unhappy in my work and wanted me to ‘find myself ’—not
sure if she would still have had the same view if she knew what
the next seven years would bring! But fortunately we are still
very much married and she has been a rock. And I have got to
see my kids grow up, one of my other key goals. I work harder
than I ever did, but can take a morning off if needed and then
work the next 24 hours straight!
Barry Palte								
EQ Capital
Finding the right partner is critical. Some people are lucky and have the right
partner from the beginning, others might go through several relationships until
they find the person who can live with the roller-coaster life of the entrepreneur.
Peter sums it up in this comment.
IF THE RELATIONSHIP is sound, there are no problems. If the

relationship is not sound, it matters little, one way or the other.
Peter Farrell
I have always thought that it must be something of a challenge to live with an
entrepreneur. My personal experience certainly influenced my view and made me
reluctant to enter into another relationship after my divorce. However, I guess
there is someone out there for everyone.
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WHEN TOM AND I became serious about our relationship, he

thanked me for ‘putting up with him’. As an entrepreneur he had
come to believe that he was hard to live with. To me, however,
he was a stimulating, dynamic, intelligent and loving partner who
included me in all of his activities, ideas and visions.
Katalin Johnson					
Melbourne, Australia

Entrepreneurs are constantly fighting a
battle between … the business and their
obligations to their family.
Eve has had time to think about her relationship and provides her own insight
into what she believes can work for the entrepreneur.
I THINK THE best partner for an entrepreneur is someone who

is well-grounded in their own lives, is fit and healthy, and who
loves you intensely and doesn’t give a damn about success, fame
or achievement. There are three compelling reasons why:
1. You avoid competition and jealousy.
2.You spend quality time with your partner, and have fun, outside
of the intensity and demands of your work.
3. They provide the lead on life and well-being.
Eve Ash

Across the divide
Most entrepreneurs will admit they are difficult to live with and are not always
understood. I would have said ‘appreciated’, but that is perhaps a little biased.
In the end, the partnership has to work for both. Sometimes the differences are
amusing and other times sad. At times it works out and, for others, the partnership
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fails and they both move on. Tony has this interesting view of the difference
between the entrepreneur and the partner.
MY WIFE SAYS, ‘Tony can have the biggest crisis in his life. He

tells me, then drops immediately off to sleep. I don’t sleep all
night worrying about it. He wakes up in the morning with the
solution!’
Tony Falkenstein						
Red Eagle Group
Tony is lucky; he seems to have found a partner who is able to live with his
passion for business. Not everyone is as lucky as this next comment indicates.
MY GIRLFRIEND AT the time was a Ph.D. scientist, a researcher.

She was all about the search for facts, rational explanations,
reproducible results and soforth (almost enough said right
there). One day, like most, I blurted out some random new
idea based on nothing more than some insane thought that
appeared in my head. She looked at me like I was from another
planet and began to shake my head around while saying, ‘What
is in there???!!! How does this thing work??? I don’t understand!!!’
I think she genuinely wanted to crack my head open with a
hammer to see if she could find something to explain how my
mind worked. She was frustrated and I thought it was hilarious.
This did not help.
Anon
Sometimes it is difficult for a partner to come to grips with the excitement
that a new idea generates in the entrepreneur. There is a surge of adrenalin when
you suddenly think of how to do something and you cannot wait to get started.
However, this is somewhat off-putting to those who like structure and certainty in
their lives. This comment from Irene puts it very well.
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WHEN I SAY something like, ‘Ho ... look at this on TV. I would like

to do this and this but I have to buy this so that I can do that
and take two to three people for ...’ My partner says, ‘Hold on!
Don’t even think about it!’, knowing that the distance between
my ‘thinking’ and ‘doing’ is eliminated in a minute ...
Or waking up in the middle of the night with a new idea and he
says, ‘Go to sleep, It is just another dream’ ... But I am waiting for
the morning to come ...
Irene Morena Barsky						
Longterm Latin Productions					
Israel
There is no doubt that it is a challenge being the partner of an entrepreneur.
You are off having fun, doing deals with the family savings while the partner sits
at home worrying about bringing up the children or paying the mortgage. In our
more reflective moments we recognise this but it doesn’t mean we can stop.
BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR requires you to be selfish in some

way, to follow dreams and goals, chase success and risk failure.
My wife has been on board the roller-coaster with me and
sometimes I get the feeling she’d rather the ride had been five
minutes at Luna Park than the stresses and challenges of starting
up.
Anon								
Melbourne
My partner, Katalin, has had a lot to do with entrepreneurs over the past few
years as she has mixed in with my friends and students. Her insight comes from
her training in psychology and being a good judge of human nature.
FROM MY EXPERIENCE I believe it is important that entrepreneurs

socialise with each other and their partners. This helps the
partners to understand that their husband, wife, girlfriend or
boyfriend is not odd, unreliable or unstable. It helps them to
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understand what it means to be an entrepreneur. An example:
One of Tom’s students attended a dinner at our home with
his wife and a number of other entrepreneurs and their
partners. The conversation over dinner was typical of a group
of entrepreneurs together; everyone was talking at once, all
trying to express themselves while discussing business ideas. The
student’s wife, who until then was quiet, suddenly sat upright and
shouted to her husband, ‘I can’t believe there are other people
just like you.’ She suddenly allowed the floodgates of emotions to
open as she discussed her fears about her husband’s personality.
She feared that he was not reliable, that he couldn’t stick to one
business idea and see it through. The others began to laugh and
Tom declared, ‘If you think this is bad, you should come to my
class, I have a whole room full of entrepreneurs just like him
every semester, all demanding, talking over each other and full of
energy and passion.’
Her relief that there were others like him was palpable.
Katalin Johnson					
Melbourne, Australia
Relationships are fragile if there is a lack of appreciation for how an entrepreneur
sees life. In many ways, it is about risk and the ability to absorb ambiguity and
uncertainty. Entrepreneurs are not overly bothered by some level of risk as that
is what they deal with in their ventures, but this can be very unsettling to others.
Andres has many friends who are entrepreneurs and has seen how the differences
in attitude to risk have broken up relationships.
SOMETIMES PARTNERS AND spouses do not have the same

degree of risk-tolerance, although it is clear that uncertainty
and risk cannot always be shared in its full dimensions. For an
entrepreneur sometimes you need to develop a specific strategy
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for dealing with family in order to gain the degree of freedom
you need to develop your ideas/businesses.
Andres Caffaro Rossi						
Argentina
Entrepreneurs are often fixated on their business activities, sometimes to the
exclusion of those who are closest to them and need their attention and support.
Many entrepreneurs would acknowledge a similar feeling to Brian.
EVERYTHING WAS ABOUT my business ... my excitement

became a bit much. My business was my life.
Brian Scudamore						
1-800-GOT-JUNK?
The ultimate question that every entrepreneur asks is, ‘Do I have to stop being
who I am in order to have a spouse and family alongside me on my journey?’ How
much do you cover up or compromise in order to provide someone else with the
comfort and security they need? I know many entrepreneurs who have struggled
with this problem. For some, the compromise is too great and they end up being
miserable, terminate their relationship and move on. Here is an interesting insight
into this problem from a young entrepreneur.
I WOULD LIKE to stay anonymous, as my current partner would

kill me for spilling the beans on her. I have never had a full-time
job in my life and I am very proud of that fact. I did attempt it
but I could never make it work. So whenever I would go out
to meet the ladies they would always ask where I was from
and what I did. I had a new idea or opportunity every week,
so the weekends where fun for me, kind of practising my pitch
on anyone who had an ear. For example: ‘Oh me, well I am
working on bringing to market a non-invasive way of checking
for cancers, saving millions of women who are uncomfortable
with the current process. Why what do you do?’ And off it would
go ...
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Generally the ladies know that I am an entrepreneur at point
go. They find it very exciting, to say the least, and it really works
in my favour. For the first 12 months it’s all about support and
how much they believe in what I am doing, and that I truly will
be successful in going to market. But, and there is always a but,
the relationship then gets a bit more serious and they realise
that I am not dripping in cash, rather that entrepreneurship is all
about slave labour and they never get to see me. The stuff really
hits the fan. Every single time, without fail, they say, ‘You do know
that YOU WILL give up this dream and get a job.’ Some have
even given me a time limit to make entrepreneurship work, or
else. They just don’t understand that it is a life choice. They can’t
change who I am.
Anon
Sacrifice is not unusual in a start-up business and most entrepreneurs are
prepared to undertake whatever is necessary to make the business successful.
However, this comes at a price and often it is family who pays the price. Not all
relationships survive the experience. This comment from Justin is a good example
of the sort of sacrifice that many entrepreneurs make. In his case his wife supported
him through the process.
TO GET THIS international deal, we spent our own very limited

funds to fly to Japan, then to Israel, then to London then to
Brussels in the hope that we would see a return. Six months
later we got the deal on the condition that I was part of the
deal with three of my staff. I moved to Brussels (away from the
business and from my wife). Man, it was a tough year! I got so
disciplined; lived and breathed work; saw the world out of hotels,
taxis, airports; ate lots of junk food and most of all missed my
wife immensely. But we did it!
Justin
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Growing up with an entrepreneur
When I was in Washington, DC in 2005 I met up with a father and daughter
through one of my workshops. Both were delightful, with interesting stories about
their experiences. In compiling the material for this book I wrote to both. Al sent
me a few stories about his life as an entrepreneur. Alice wrote back to say that her
dad was the entrepreneur and she would remind him to write to me. In response,
I asked her to comment on what it was like to grow up with a dad who was an
entrepreneur. By complete coincidence they refer to the same business, Al as the
entrepreneur and Alice as the person being dragged along as dad does business.
First read Al’s view of the opportunity and the outcome.
AN EXAMPLE OF a business opportunity would be the deregulation

of trucking in the US combined with a spike in diesel fuel ($12
billion annual sales in truck fuel a year in 1985) and the advent
of the PC and modems. What had been a government set cost
plus priced business became an arena of cut-throat competition.
This led to our company’s service which bypassed the thirdparty billing companies and allowed fleets to be electronically
connected to 1400 truck stops. This cut out the middleman and
saved the fleets and truck stops significant money. The end of
government mandated freight rates and the price change of fuel
stirred in with the PC and modem made a perfect blend for a
new business. Three million lines of code later the exit strategy
was to sell the company to the largest billing company, which had
lost 70% of its fleets and its pricing leverage with the remaining
fleets. This large billing company found itself competing with new
billing companies that could start up overnight through our new
company. Confronted with truck stops and fleets working direct
in real time and the ending, their cash cow monopoly caused
them to purchase us. My third interest in this company helped
pay a lot of college tuition expenses.
Al Ganier
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Now read about Alice’s experience with the same business.
ON OUR ANNUAL childhood pilgrimage to Florida we never

stopped at gas stations. We stopped at truck stops. Dad
had started a company called Trendar which was an early
computerised tracking system for truck fleet fuel management.
At every stop he’d ask the cashier if she knew what that machine
was. What did it do? Did she use it? What did the truckers think?
We rolled our eyes as he charmed whoever it was into ‘learning’
about that machine. But it was his company and he couldn’t let
a moment pass to find out if what he was hearing from his sales
representatives was real. He wanted to see and touch those
customers himself.
Alice Ganier
We are, of course, delighted when our own children show the same
entrepreneurial talent although often they don’t appreciate our view of the world,
as this final comment from Alice indicates.
IT IS A blessing and a curse to grow up with a father as an

entrepreneur. It means that you can never feel settled doing a
job that someone had before you. You can never be satisfied
that a full day is enough. Their view of the world is so different.
For example, one Christmas I decorated envelopes to send
out thank you notes. Most dads would say, ‘Those are pretty
honey.’ Mine said, ‘Wow, you could start a business decorating
envelopes!’ An idea that could be transformed into a business
was the greatest form of praise.
Alice Ganier
Alice admitted that she inherited a lot of her dad’s traits and has already
had one business and is now thinking about the next one. Other entrepreneurs
sent me comments about their own family experiences. My favorite story is from
Christine who lives a 24/7 entrepreneurial life. I would think her children must
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wonder about their life when they visit their school friends’ homes. Here is her
view of what it was like for her children growing up with her.
MY CHILDREN GROANED a lot when they were young because

their mum wasn’t usual. Other mums worked or stayed at home
while I ran service businesses from home—unheard of then.
I work with my office door open so I had to teach everyone,
including kids, that on the rare times when a red card was hanging
from my office door, they had to be gushing blood before
daring to disturb me. These and similar arrangements didn’t go
down too well with some family members, acquaintances and
do-gooders.
Another area I took some hammering over, but make no
apologies for, was talking business in front of children. I think
it vital that children learn about business and home is a great
learning environment.
It was a sore point with my kids that I do not hold with the
concept of pocket money. However, I always paid them a fair
rate for good quality work and funded their enterprises ... for a
modest return.
The kids have grown up but nothing much has changed over
the years. I continually fail to separate home and work. I still
bore family, friends and acquaintances with my enthusiasm for
current and future schemes. I still work extraordinary hours and
read voraciously. I still have only two modes: on or off, and death
remains my retirement plan.
Christine Badawy						
Victoria, Australia
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However, it seems that there are benefits, as Amante relates. Her dad is a very
successful entrepreneur.
DINNER TABLE DISCUSSION was usually about business, but he

managed to make it interesting, almost like a soap opera. He was
always really busy, and often worked late, but always made a lot
of time for family as well! He never brought work stress home
with him, which was great! Perks are being able to go on business
trips with him! I wouldn’t say there are any disadvantages at all ...
I’ve never wished he did anything else!
Amante							
Auckland, New Zealand

I have always thought it must be
something of a challenge to live
with an entrepreneur.
Sometimes it helps to have a dad who is an entrepreneur as Amante explains.
EVERYTHING IS AN opportunity:

Last week I helped launch a radio station. Everything went well,
except for the fact that no one knew about us! Since I was in
charge of promotions, the fingers all pointed at me. It didn’t
help matters when five staff all got food poisoning after eating
food from a popular fast food chain and everything was held
up. I told my father this and, of course, he came up with the
most optimistic answer possible. He encouraged us to use it as a
press release: FIVE STAFF POISONED BY (COMPANY NAME)
IN FIRST WEEK OF GOING TO AIR. Only an entrepreneurial
father would think of an answer like this.
Amante							
Auckland, New Zealand
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Living with an entrepreneur
In the end, we are probably no different from any other dedicated, passionate
person. Whether you live with an artist, scientist or marathon runner, you are
dealing with an intensity of feeling for what they do. Living with an artist who
is forever composing the next painting or feeling depressed because they cannot
get the colour right is probably little different from living with the entrepreneur
who is worried about a deal. Perhaps the big difference is in the entrepreneur’s
willingness to take risks. Few professions require the individual to put personal
assets at risk as much as that of the entrepreneur. I had numerous occasions over
twenty years where I had to provide personal guarantees for a bank loan or take
out a second mortgage on my home. I can appreciate how stressful it must be for a
spouse to allow their security to be periodically threatened in that way. They must
feel that they can never get ahead.
Most entrepreneurs, however, seem to have found a way to balance their
business life with a family life, although at a price. Either the business activity has
to be scaled back or the family has to find a way to live with the activity.
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There is nothing more powerful than a family business if egos can be kept away.
James Stevens
Roses Only
Sydney, Australia
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Many entrepreneurs work in family businesses. They are often the
founder but I have talked to many who have had to take up where
one or both of their parents left off. Often they pick up a thriving
business that they can develop further; other times they have to clean
up a mess. Family businesses have their own dynamics and many are
dysfunctional as a result of the tension between family members.
My own experience of a family business was being in several
ventures with my ex-wife. We started our first business together and
grew it over 13 years before we sold it. A few years later we each started
small ventures and then merged them together after two years.
I very much doubt if either of the businesses we had together would
have been successful if it had not been for the partnership we had.
While I managed sales and marketing and the external relationships,
she managed the product development and the staff relations. We
were both very good at what we did, but not very successful at what
the other did. Most of the time it was a partnership that worked very
well.
There were times, however, when it didn’t work very well. These
were usually times of crisis with the business, where we disagreed
about what action to take. While she was almost always able to meet
product delivery deadlines, I could not always guarantee that my
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group of salespeople could make the revenue targets. The shortfall in cash flow
would put stress on the business, often resulting in the termination of staff. This
might also result in my wife and I delaying or foregoing our salaries. That, in turn,
affected our family life and thus created tension at home.
It also created tensions within the work environment. If we were in disagreement
over some issue, the employees were really caught in the middle. They wanted to
provide support for their manager but were sensitive to the fact that they really
could not resolve something that went deeper than a mere disagreement over a
business issue. They had to stay to one side and let it play out.
Of course, the other view was that an individual would be hard pressed to
get their way if we both agreed not to support a proposal. Not only did we have
a controlling interest in the business, but our united stand was difficult to argue
against. It was far easier to get something approved when we disagreed. In fact,
that was a technique used by nearly all of the employees: if they couldn’t get their
manager to agree, they would approach the other spouse to see if they could get
support there.

Being in business as a family can bring
great joy to parents and children alike.
I felt sorry for the employees at times, when I realised they were up against
personal issues between myself and my wife. In any normal business you would
hope that the line of authority was clear and that an issue could be resolved within
the chain of command. But in a family business the final decision may well be
taken in the dining room or the bedroom at the owner’s home rather than during
an objective discussion at work.
Then, of course, there was the image problem. No serious business is run by
a husband and wife; that is, at least, the prevailing view. Yet it is actually very
effective when it works. Some couples get around the problem by working under
different names so it is not as obvious. The only businesses which really appreciate
the advantage it can bring to the venture are other family businesses.
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I have had several entrepreneurs write to me about working in family businesses;
several, in fact, about picking up the pieces and having to make the business work
after it had been run down.

Thanks for the opportunity
We sold our last business while our children were still teenagers. I never really
thought about any of the children coming into the business, perhaps because
I believed they should follow their own destiny. Also, at that time, it was not
obvious how each would develop intellectually or where their interests might lie.
Today I know that my son, Andrew, is clearly an entrepreneur and is destined to
be involved in some entrepreneurial ventures. My daughter, Katie, has recently
voiced her interest in developing a business for educational aids. Who knows, they
might all yet end up in business for themselves. Of course my view might well be
the same as that of Fausto’s dad.
WHEN I TOLD my dad, who had run his own business for many

years, that I wanted to start up my own company and be my
own boss, he told me something that I dismissed at the time but
learned to be true later on, ‘You won’t be your own boss,’ he
said. ‘You’ll be your own slave.’
Fausto Marasco						
Premier Technologies Pty Ltd				
Melbourne, Australia
In some families there is an expectation that the children will come into the
business although the children don’t always see this as an advantage. I very much
enjoyed the story that Jody sent me about his entrance into the family business.
MY FATHER BUILT an empire. I was told that one day this empire

would be mine. After college I joined the family company. I
remember the first day I joined. I was not quite sure if I was an
employee or an heir learning my way up to the leadership position.
It was never made clear to me. Or was there a succession plan
at all? Was there really a clear statement officially stating that I
would one day own this company? What if I don’t want to run
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this company, do I still own it? It was all full of assumption. The
question was never raised.
I met a gentleman who told me how proud he was of running
a family business that had lasted for seven years and that he had
a succession plan. I shared this story with friends of my father’s
generation. One of them laughed and said, ‘I made enough
money to last for more than seven generations. What is the
big deal about a succession plan ... .’ A lot of businesses didn’t
weather the Asian Crisis, including his. I wonder what happened
to the wealth that could last for seven generations.
Jody Dharmawan						
Jakarta, Indonesia
It is not always an advantage to take over the family business, as Richard found
out.
I AM A real supporter of nepotism ... it got me my start in our

family’s 61-year-old business; I took over the helm in 1989.
Our family business was in apparel manufacturing, specifically
trousers. We employed about 100 sewers and we always had
great respect and admiration for our employees. I had worked
in the business most of my life so these women had much to do
with my upbringing. After college I avoided the business for a few
years, but in 1989 I returned knowing that I would regret having
never tried the business. Remember, this is a family business and
my father was still involved. Not until 1996 did Dad finally retire
and leave me to my own success or failure. What I recall most
was the $250,000.00 debt I inherited when that ‘silver spoon’
was raised to my lips. Did I really want this ‘gift’?
After searching for ways to become more profitable in a declining
industry, I finally put my finger on the primary cause of our
demise ... fixed costs and a shrinking customer base. Remember,
NAFTA had put a very tight squeeze on the US apparel industry
and new customers were not easy to find. My solution was
to sell more to my existing customers and to outsource the
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increased production with a view to expanding production. By
1998 I had paid off the debt and had accumulated seed money
to grow my business.
Next decision ... invest more in the declining family business or
diversify. I studied five or six business models and chose to open
an equipment rental company. On 8 March 2000 we opened
the doors of Rental Solutions, Inc. and operated two companies,
one manufacturing and one retail.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.
When we think of succession, our thoughts quickly think of sons and daughters
taking over the family business from their parents. We don’t normally think of
the parents taking over the business from the children. In this next situation, it
was tragedy that led to the parents inheriting the business. At the time they were
at retirement age and looking forward to reducing the stress in their lives and
relaxing. It was not meant to be.
WHEN LASER HAIR and tattoo removal was still a highly

confidential matter, our son David and a partner whom he later
bought out, began one of the first independent and non-medical
clinics in Auckland, on the North Shore.The costs of setup were
huge, but so, in the initial stages, were the profits. (This was in the
late 90s.) As the increasing variety of TV and magazine articles
removed the secretive aspects, competition increased and David
set about expanding the business, offering new treatments and
moving to larger premises. He had just completed the first stage
of expansion when he was killed in an air crash in mid-2003.
From being small shareholders and part-time workers in the
business, we were catapulted into becoming entrepreneurs. We
muddled through the first year and then found ourselves coping
with an increasingly unreliable laser machine, poor support and
service, and, as a consequence, greatly reduced income and
greatly increased stress levels. However, in late 2005, much to our
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relief, the agency changed and service and support took a huge
step forward. Our machine was virtually rebuilt in December
and since then has run perfectly. So, at last, we have a saleable
business! And having attended Tom’s seminar in early 2006, we
have set about finding a strategic purchaser. Without doubt, this
seminar did more to encourage lateral thinking than anything
we had previously encountered. The first positive step has been
made, the first clinic we approached was interested, and we are
extremely hopeful of a sale soon.
Joan and Ivan
Hopefully, their effort to sell the business will be well received and they can see
a positive outcome from their son’s vision.

Sibling support
When you work for your parents there is an implied hierarchy based on family
position. Children find it very difficult to disagree with a parent who has had
many more years in business than themselves and has probably taken many more
risks than they will in developing the business. Not so with siblings. Your brother
or sister is your equal so treating them as a boss is not easy. However there are
many examples of siblings going into business and many of these are successes.
Even so, it is not without its stress as Alex describes.
YOU CAN’T SEPARATE the family from the business, as they say.

So true! Started the business with my brother ... you just can’t
help but take domestic issues to work with you, and work issues
back home with you. When things are great, they’re great. When
things are sour, it’s very stressful!
But having said that, I think that trust is a rare and crucial
commodity—and in family I trust!
Alex Palmer
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One of our most successful graduates is Domenic Carosa, an entrepreneur
from childhood. Domenic was for many years in business with his sister Anna.
Domenic is very thankful for all those years of support.
MY YOUNGER SISTER, Anna, was my business partner and

confidant; I don’t think I could have begun without her. Her
entrepreneurial spirit, drive and energy were key factors in my
determination to succeed. Anna and I started a small company
called Sprint where we bought and sold computer games. We
set up our first retail operation in Camberwell, an upper-middleclass neighbourhood of Melbourne. It was so exciting when we
employed our first person in 1995—and what’s even more
exciting is that this person still works for us today!

There are many examples of
siblings going into business and
many of these are successes.
Anna was the co-founder of our current business, Destra, and
is still a major shareholder. She brought a lot of drive, vision and
ideas to Destra in the early days which helped us to achieve
the success we enjoy today. The best thing is that she is very
different to me. She is an entrepreneur, but she has her own
style. This is good because she brought a different energy to the
table and we were able to feed off each other.
I think that it is important to separate family from work and I
was fortunate that Anna and I have always had this relationship.
We don’t bring our work home (although that was very difficult
when we lived at our place of work!) and we manage to keep
our love and friendship separate from work. Anna has kept
me going and she is a great confidant. It is important to have
someone with whom you can share your thoughts, fears and
ideas. I don’t have a wife or serious girlfriend, so Anna played a
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very special role in my life as far as that was concerned—and I
love her.
She now has her own individual dreams and is creating her
own fashion company. As much as she was a great help in the
beginning, I am glad that we were able to separate and continue
following our individual dreams.
Domenic Carosa

In a family business the final decision may well be
taken in the dining room or the bedroom… rather than
during an objective discussion at work.

Entrepreneurial families
Being in business as a family can bring great joy to parents and children alike,
but it doesn’t work for everyone. I know of many families in businesses who are
into their third and fourth generation and have a very strong bond and a passion
for the business. There are of course issues of succession, remuneration, roles
and responsibilities and how non-family members and family members not in the
family business are dealt with. Those who can make it work are extremely lucky.
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Everybody wants a seat on the board and everybody
wants a share of the profit; not many of them want
a share of the risk and financial exposure on the
way.
Peter Taylor
Director
V-Patch Medical Systems P/L
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reflections

You can assume that after some time in business, most
entrepreneurs will have strong views about what to do and what not
to do to be successful. It is only to be expected that their personal
views will be coloured by their own successes and failures, good times
and bad times. All of us have experienced situations we wish we had
avoided, problems we should have anticipated and opportunities
we should have pursued but failed to act on quickly enough. Even
without having requested these insights into their entrepreneurial
journey, many of my respondents sent me their personal views on
how to be more successful. No doubt, you will agree with some
and disagree with others. However, they are windows into personal
journeys and for that reason are worth reading.
After 20 years in business, including many mistakes and some
great successes, I am also able to put my experiences into a framework
and reflect on them. In my new role as Professor of Entrepreneurship
I have now read widely the literature in this area and can see how
many of my business experiences can be better explained. Often
in the heat of the moment you simply react, either based on past
experience or from gut feel. Once I was able to reflect on those
experiences in the light of my newly acquired understanding of
entrepreneurship theory, so much of what happened to me was
more readily explained. My reflections have often been stimulated
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by my grapplings to provide real-world examples to support theory for my students.
In doing so, I have often surprised myself by discovering insights into events which
I clearly had not grasped at the time.
The best example I can give involves my research into selling a business. As I had
personally sold four businesses, this was an area in which I thought I could provide
some additional insight. However, when I examined the available literature in
the area, I discovered that all the research addressed the issue from the acquirer’s
viewpoint and not the seller’s. There was no substantive research or literature in
existence to assist the seller with selling a business.
In order to find out what information was publicly available, I purchased every
book I could on how to sell a business. There are numerous books available which
describe how to go through the steps to sell a small business, most of which have
been written by business brokers. I did not find any book that explained how to
sell a more substantial business, nor did any book set out a comprehensive strategy
for how a business might be prepared for sale or how potential buyers could be
sourced.
The most amazing surprise was to discover that there was absolutely nothing
available to show an entrepreneur how to structure the sale of a business based
on strategic value. Every text I read structured the sale of the business around
projected net profit. Since I had sold one business which had never traded for a
significant sum and one for 12 times revenue that was making $1 million loss, this
approach simply did not explain my personal experience.
It was by examining my own experience that I was able to develop the first
comprehensive process for selling a business to a strategic buyer based on, not profit
or revenue, but strategic value. This model has now been extensively validated.
At other times, I have found that a specific business experience can bring realworld clarity to a theory. This has enabled me to bring examples into the classroom
that demonstrate clearly how a specific theoretical model or theory would work in
practice. This insight into how theory and practice co-exist has enabled me to help
my students focus on how a specific theory would work in their own businesses.
You need to take care when relying on other people’s advice. Personal
reflections of themselves are not as valid as proven theory. They may provide
insights but would need to be scientifically tested before they could be said to have
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general applicability. We are all influenced by our own experiences. Thus, my
interpretation of an issue may be different from yours depending on my personal
experience. What may have worked for me in a specific context may not work in
yours. However, that being said, there is great value in simply reading what others
have to say about their life experiences.
In this chapter, I am going to take the opportunity to show some of the lessons
and insights entrepreneurs have gained from their entrepreneurial journeys.
I didn’t specifically ask for these; they have been sent to me unsolicited. Many
entrepreneurs I contacted wanted to tell me what they had learned over their time
in business.

How to be successful
After you have had several ventures, whether successful or not, you begin to
see patterns from this experience. If, however, you ask most entrepreneurs for a
list of the ten things you need to do to be successful, you will probably receive lots
of different items, but there will also be some common ones. If however you ask
them to nominate the most important, it is likely that this will have been critical
to their success. Sharyn gives her list below. She is a passionate, highly energetic
entrepreneur who has recently built a nationwide education business in record
time. A truly remarkable feat.
THESE ARE MY thoughts on how to become a successful

entrepreneur:
• Commitment and discipline (stay focused on one project at
a time).
• Don’t be afraid to think big (you are only limited by your own
vision).
• Experience and business knowledge (know what you are
getting involved in).
• Ability to network strategically (have a network plan; don’t
leave it to chance).
• Have a detailed business plan (when an opportunity presents
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itself you know exactly how to use it in your business plan).
• Understand the psychology of influence and how to persuade
people to see your vision (don’t be afraid to ask; they can
only say no, but they usually say yes!).
• Reciprocity, learn how to give before you receive (this is
called banking a favour).
• Have wise mentors and advisors who you trust (they will
guide you through the minefields, listen to their advice and
act upon it).
• Be passionate about your venture (if you don’t believe, no
one else will).
• Be a strong leader (don’t let others pull you down, you’re the
one with the vision).
Sharyn Grant
Successful entrepreneurs are frequently asked by journalists to give a quick
summary of what it takes to be successful. As the CEO of a successful high-growth
listed company, Domenic is often asked this question. His insights come from 20
years in business and he is now only in his 30s!
MY TIPS FOR how to become a great entrepreneur are:

1. Be passionate about your business.
2. Give your business 150 per cent of your time.
3. Determination, passion and persistence are vital.
4. Remain focused at all times.
5. Networking is the key to making your business strong.
6. Employ the best people.
7. Have faith in yourself and trust your instincts.
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The traps that many start-up entrepreneurs are in danger of
falling into are:
1. Losing sight of the bigger picture.
2. Not employing the right staff.
3. Not being able to grow as a person.
Domenic Carosa
Understanding where you have come from and what you have learned along
the way is how we, hopefully, improve our chances of success. Thus, the mistakes
should be seen as learning experiences rather than failures and the successes are
lessons to be repeated in the next venture. Young entrepreneurs could avoid many
mistakes by being mentored by the likes of serial entrepreneur Mark Avery.
OVER THE 30 years of working in businesses that I have created,

my record is four sold (night club, balloon retailer, marketing
agency and event production), two dropped (photography studio
and Internet supplier), two collapsed (UK event production
and a dinosaur project (literally)), and one under way (global
entertainment IP owner and distributor). I can say that the
successes are due to enough capital, persistence, uncommon
boldness and good people. The failures are due to not enough
capital, persisting when I should have bailed, over-ambitious and
poor people. So with one under way hopefully I’ve learned ... I’ll
let you know in three years.
Mark Avery
Mark is really quite a remarkable person when you consider how much
experience he has packed into a lifetime of entrepreneurial activities, many of
which have taken him around the world …. and he is only in his 40s. He is the first
to admit that he hasn’t always made the best decisions or undertaken the most
effective strategy. He is, however, a person of energy and enthusiasm who is always
willing to give back. He is incredibly creative and you just know that he will strike
gold sooner or later. Perhaps this current venture will be his grand exit.
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Some mistakes can be rather devastating. Rob is a recovering entrepreneur.
From the dizzy heights of the dot-com era with a high potential business in the US,
Rob’s business was decimated by the dot-com crash. He returned to Australia to
rest and recuperate and is now back in the saddle with his new business.
IT HAS TAKEN several years for me to realise and truly understand

that there is a shortcut to success in your new endeavour. And
that shortcut is to realise that there is no shortcut. The more
shortcuts you take or even look for, the more wheel spinning
you do, the less success you see and you create nothing but more
work for yourself. I believe it takes nothing less than disciplined
thoughts, disciplined words and disciplined actions.
Rob
But what about the fundamentals? We all know that if there is only one rule, it
is ‘cash is king’. For some reason this is always a hard lesson to learn. I was lucky
in that, in my first business, our chairman insisted on a worst-case cash scenario
report every month. Being able to forecast cash problems well in advance saved
my bacon many times. In fact, the only time I really got into cash trouble was
when a new CFO misinterpreted the requirement and put average revenue in as
guaranteed recurring revenue. I interpreted that number to mean only contracted
revenue but he interpreted it to be average revenue from current customers—a very
big mistake as I based my decisions on those reports.
Patrick has also learned the lesson of cash management. Patrick Thean is a serial
entrepreneur who has developed and sold two medium-sized software businesses
and now operates a business advisory service while he develops his next venture.
RUNNING A START-UP is like playing Monopoly in that you have

to pass Go, collect your $200 and not land on any of the wrong
properties, especially the ones with the huge hotels. I learned
a long time ago that if you run out of cash, the game is over. In
the early days, a focus on cash is more important than a focus
on profit. You can be profitable and still run out of cash if you
do not focus on collecting what is owed to you. You will be
surprised how many problems go away if you focus on having
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enough cash to pass go and collect more cash before you have
to land on ‘payroll’!
Patrick Thean
NC, USA
Al Ganier is a highly experienced and wise entrepreneur. Al has had many
ventures with some considerable success and is certainly in a position to have
learned some valuable lessons from his experience. He, too, has some interesting
insights into cash.
ACCOUNTING SHOULD BE reduced to a simple equation: CIF

IS GREATER THAN COP.
I have a great time with this one with MBAs. Many have told me
they studied this and understand it. When I explain that it means
‘Cash in First is greater than Cash out of Pocket’ they realise they
had no clue.
Al Ganier
USA

I have found that a specific
business experience can bring
real-world clarity to a theory.
Domenic has been on an acquisition path every since he listed his business.
But the early days after listing were littered with mistakes that he took time to
recognise. With his business now smaller and wiser, it is obvious that Domenic
took stock of the business, learned to focus and began the long task of building a
real business, not just spending money. His dedication to that task is now paying
off and his business is regarded as one of Australia’s great young entrepreneurial
success stories.
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I KNOW THAT there is a wrong time to diversify your business

and that is when you are building it. Building your business
requires a specific focus. It requires getting your systems in place
and making them better. This is the time to test what works
and what doesn’t and to really fix how the company functions.
You need to learn how to improve your customer relations as
well as get your marketing and PR right. Every business has a
basic core function; get that right before you march off in new
directions.
Domenic Carosa
David Dobson grew up alongside a family business but ventured out on his
own. With several ventures under his belt he continues an interest in the family
business but is now active with two new start-up businesses. He clearly learned
some hard lessons along the way.
WHEN STARTING A venture I learned to partner with other

entrepreneurs. Investors who have funds but don’t share the
vision or have the same tolerance of risk will cause major issues;
bring on these investors once the business model is proven.
Best advice I’ve had: ‘Don’t give away the farm!’ Ensure you retain
control of your business! Trying to raise capital too early will
force you to part with too big a stake. Entrepreneurs are driven
by vision; by not retaining control, you end up working for your
investors.
Never compromise on ethics or morals. Even if the venture is
unsuccessful, new opportunities will arise for someone who has
demonstrated good character.
David Dobson						
Victoria, Australia
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Peter Taylor is a serial entrepreneur. He has been in and out of ventures all his
life and now has a thriving medical device business that might become his pot of
gold.
EMPLOYEES ARE THE backbone of any company and should

be entitled to share in its profits if they have contributed to
the prosperity of the company. If they want a share based on
fairness, they should be prepared to share the losses as well;
that’s only fair.
Don’t let anybody run your business who has never been in
business. It is only when someone has had to mortgage the
house to pay the wages that they are fully committed to their
business concept and have the full buy-in of all the family.
Peter Taylor							
Director							
V-Patch Medical Systems Pty Ltd
Peter Terrett has some similar advice to Peter Taylor. They both touch on one
of the most difficult issues all entrepreneurs face—the balance between risk and
reward. That is, who is taking the risk and who should share in the reward!
I HAVE FOUND in business that everyone has a good idea for

your (hard-earned) money that offers no risk and only reward
to them. You bear the risk and they have no skin in the game so
are not as motivated to ensure success.
Peter Terrett							
RapidMap
Domenic Carosa’s is a story that film producers would die for. An entrepreneur
from childhood, Domenic struggled for many years to put his business on a sound
footing and eventually was able to take it public the day before the stock market
crashed. However, the cash raised in the public floatation was enough to set the
business up so that it now has a significant market share in the music download
business in Australia.
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ONE OF MY very good business mentors, Brett Blundy (who

is the founder and CEO of Sanity Music), said to me that costs
are the enemy; not your competitors, not your staff, but your
costs. The reason for this is that businesses, after all, are set up
to make a profit; they can’t survive without it. I have a very
clear understanding of all the costs at Destra and am constantly
looking at ways to minimise costs while maintaining excellent
quality. Hence, we are now a profitable company.
Domenic Carosa
Ian Ritchie is a Scottish Business Angel these days. His experience stems from
technology ventures.
THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE for an entrepreneur is always to

create a product and then find customers. You know, all the
problems of giving birth to a business. In a large organisation
there are so many things that are there already; you already have
offices around the world, you already have salesmen, a company
image, a brand name, all those sorts of things.
With a small company you’ve got to create all that.You’ve got to
create your image, your brand name and build awareness.You’ve
got to, somehow or other, find a product that the big guys can’t
think up. I mean, make a product attractive and take it into the
market, so it’s got to be a niche product. It’s got to be something
that only a small company can do.
Because a small company is moving fast, or maybe is putting
out a product that as yet is too small for the big companies to
do, it can grow very quickly. Then you’ve got to make sure you
look like a big operation. The only way to succeed in technology
these days is to be a global player. It doesn’t matter who you
are or where you are located on the planet because there are
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no local markets anymore. There are only global markets, so the
only way to succeed is to be a global player.
Ian Ritchie
Coppertop
Richard grew up in a family business in a rural town in the southern states of
the USA. The business failed and he had to find a different path to success which
he has now achieved.
This world owes me nothin’.
Understand this first if you wish to even have a fighting chance.
Plan the work, work the plan.
How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time.
When you take care of the customer you take care of yourself.
And there’s always a customer.
Work as if you’ll live forever, live as if you’ll die tomorrow.
The perennial ‘balance’ issue.
All I have is my reputation/soul.
Make the right decisions ... financial success is no fun if you can’t
walk down the street and look people in the face.
Richard Kapiloff						
Rental Solutions, Inc.

Which opportunity?
Every entrepreneurial venture is opportunity-focused; after all, that is what
entrepreneurs do—chase business opportunities. So it should come as no surprise
that many entrepreneurs talk about opportunities in their reflections. My history
as an entrepreneur demonstrates this as well. My first venture was spawned out of
a desire to take advantage of the introduction of the PC. The second was initiated
to take advantage of the lack of supply of experienced project managers for large
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software implementations. The third was a management buyout of a business
that had some software for scheduling liquid chemical processing. The last was
aimed at providing a supply chain optimisation solution into a market which was
previously unable to find an appropriate solution.
Tony Falkenstein is a highly successful New Zealand serial entrepreneur who
has had time to reflect on the importance of finding the right opportunity to
underpin business success.
OPPORTUNITIES PASS BY us every day—success as an

entrepreneur is knowing when and which opportunities to take.
No-one has breached this rule more than me. Focus on the
business you are in, and let those opportunities go by you, or
you will drown in the confusion.
Spend time by yourself. There is a reason why most great ideas
are dreamt in the toilet or shower—it is the only time (most!)
people spend by themselves. Imagine if you walked by yourself
for two hours—that is probably 24 times a toilet-sitting, so 24
times as many chances of coming up with the ‘wow’ idea, or
solving your current business challenges and opportunities. The
Tony Guarantee—it works!!
Tony Falkenstein						
Red Eagle Group
Even though James has a successful business, he still has an eye for opportunities.
But now he takes it a little slower, thinks through the idea carefully and invests
where it will not disrupt his core business. It just shows you cannot take the
entrepreneur out of the man!
RUNNING A BUSINESS is a bit like cricket. A lot of people spend

most of their time blocking or just taking the easy singles. Some
of our best growth opportunities have been no balls that I have
slogged at.You can’t be caught out and you may hit a six. I always
look for the opportunity that has a big pay-off, but little risk.
New ventures are attempted that will not kill the company if
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they fail.That way we get exposed to exciting new opportunities,
but without the risk normally associated with setting up new
ventures or expanding into other territories. The growth rate is
slower, but you can sleep a little easier at night.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks

…The mistakes should be seen as learning
experiences rather than failures and the successes are
lessons to be repeated in the next venture.
Doron has had a very successful career in technology ventures and has been
involved in managing venture capital projects for a number of years. When you
are investing your own money as well as other investors’ money, you tend to have
a sharper focus on what it takes to make a successful venture.
HAVING BUILT FIVE technology-based businesses from the

ground up, one comes to learn the real meaning of ‘value
proposition’. Most business people understand that to convert
a sale, the most important factor to understand is what the
customer wants rather than what the customer needs. In my
experience of commercialising new technologies and investing
in similarly aspiring entrepreneurs, it is also crucial to understand
why the customer wants it.The combination of ‘what?’ and ‘why?’
often gets lost in the entrepreneurial perception of customer
need rather than the reality of customer rationale/motivation.
The difference can be subtle and profound. Ignoring this in
deference to passionate enthusiasm is at the root of historically
high start-up failure rates and arguably far more significant than
traditional complaints of financing difficulties.
Doron Ben-Meir						
Venture Capitalist
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There are lots of people with ideas as every entrepreneur knows. However,
the best ideas that create new businesses have something special about them.
Katherine and Al have their own view on what a great idea is, but can you also see
how much they have in common?
THERE IS A huge difference between a good idea and an idea

that’s right for you. Ideas that are right for you are aligned with
your values and your vision of the world. Coming up with an
idea that will make money is easy. Coming up with an idea that
gets your heart pumping and gets you waking up in the middle
of the night with excitement is harder ... but those are the ones
that really take you places.
Katherine O’Keefe
Katherine was one of my best students. She entered my program at the grand
old age of 21, by far the youngest person to have done the program since most are
in their 30s and 40s. However, by 21, Katherine already had started, raised venture
capital and sold two overseas businesses. She exhibits the same positive enthusiasm
for life and business as many of the other entrepreneurs I have mentioned. Despite
her youth, Katherine approaches business with a level of maturity and experience
that few business people can match.
SO THE EXAMINATION of a great idea should find something of

macro importance that creates the opening for a serious new
idea or new solution that is supported by some destabilising
element. The great thing about these types of changes is that
most managers, with their processes in industries that have just
been turned upside down, do not like being out of their comfort
zone. Hence, the opportunity. Demanding pull from people who
are not used to change or crisis is a great thing for a new risktaking entrepreneur.
Al Ganier
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Entrepreneurs are dreamers. They love to come up with ‘the big idea’, the next
Microsoft. There is absolutely nothing wrong with that, just that you still have
to make it work. The fact is that some do and that keeps the dream alive. Dawid
continues to chase the dream. Hopefully, one day, he will catch it.
I HEARD OF a few blokes in Silicon Valley setting up wireless

metropolitan area networks, where you can have wireless
anywhere in the city. Over time I sourced a few different
technologies that could do it, only to find that competition
in Australia had grown by the time I had it all together. So I
flew to India and pitched to TATA, a large, local, wealthy family
conglomerate. I pitched to middle management and they loved
it. Solved all their problems in terms of communication around
India. No more laying expensive cable.
Only problem, they were not the decision-makers and they did
not have their cheque books on the table. Unfortunately for me,
Intel was in town at the same time. Consequently, Intel managed
to cut into the dollars allocated for the infrastructure project.
So, what were my lessons? Good to think big, but don’t be too
big for your own boots. It’s one thing to have a successful pitch,
another to have a successful business. Within each industry there
are many opportunities, stick to one and see it through before
you reach for the next one.
Dawid Ostrowski					
Melbourne, Australia
Many entrepreneurs will urge you to think big. Sometimes it is only by stretching
the boundaries that you discover something no one else has thought of and then
you have the stuff that makes dreams come true. After all, where would we be
if everyone gave in at the first hurdle? Few innovations would make it into the
market and certainly radical changes would never happen. TimC., AJP and David
all want us to take off the blinkers and dare to step out into the unknown and
have a go!
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‘DARE TO THINK big’ is advice taken only by ‘wannabees’ and the

reckless. If you want to do it and you know you can do it then
you will think as big as you need to! You will then look back and
wonder how you did it.
TimC
Victoria, Australia
GOOD OR BAD though, we need entrepreneurs, because

without that simple attitude of ‘let’s go for it’, there would be
no new industries, no new frontiers, no fantastic highs or even
devastating lows that make us know we’re alive and we’re into
life, not just watching.
AJP

We all know that if there is
only one rule, it is ‘cash is king’.

WE LIVE IN a dynamic, integrated world that spawns innovation.

Technology and communications have opened the floodgates
for business ideas and solutions from everyday people. However,
it’s people who believe in themselves and create their own
opportunities who turn their ideas into a successful reality.
David Broomhead
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Words of wisdom
If you have been there and done it, hopefully you have discovered something
about yourself and about business that you can share. The next set of observations
is exactly that—individuals setting out an observation on some issue of business
that they have a passion about. Maria has a lot of hard-earned lessons which she
would like to see passed onto others and she urges other entrepreneurs to do the
same.
YOU RETIRE AND a big part of you dies. Keep dreaming. Keep

evolving. And pass on your knowledge, contacts and wisdom to
those who are at the beginning of their journey. It’s what makes
the world go around.
Maria
Domenic became an overnight success after about 15 years of struggle. He
highlights an important element of the entrepreneurial journey that many have
come to understand themselves—what is the worst that can happen to me? I guess
I was one of the lucky ones; I always had a Ph.D. to fall back on and a position in
a university to go to. Others are not so fortunate and yet we are all able to make a
judgment about how much we are prepared to risk and, if that is acceptable, have
a go.
I recall one of my students saying that his venture, which wasn’t a certainty,
would only cost him $20,000 and a year of his life. At age 30 he thought that it
was worth the time and money even if all he achieved was a year of experience in
a start-up. I think his attitude was a sane one. He could lose a year and the money,
but on the other hand he may succeed. The experience alone would be worth the
time and money. Just think how much wiser he would be in his next venture.
IN THE EARLY days at Sprint, when I was in my 20s, I was flying

all over the world buying and selling computer game rights and
dealing with men and women two or three times my age. When
you are young you have very little fear; in the back of your mind
you think, ‘What have I got to lose?’ I think that attitude helped
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me to get over the issue of dealing with people who are older
than me.
Domenic Carosa
Well, you might fail! But the smart entrepreneur takes something away from
the experience and applies it to the next venture. David has an interesting insight
into eventual success.
A RECENT BUSINESS venture was not as successful as planned

... at least I still have my shirt. However, now I have my shirt and,
through the development of the business, have gained a great
network of HR people, accountants, lawyers and investors etc.
I get invited to luncheons, breakfasts and events that further
improve my networks. This may give some insight as to how
entrepreneurs who failed numerous times are eventually
successful.
David Dobson						
Victoria, Australia
Wisdom comes from experience. If you are like Katherine and pack in a few
ventures before you are 21, you have certainly earned the right to voice your
opinion. When she first told me her story even I was impressed. Imagine how
much experience she gained by the age of 21. You can see that determination is
part of her makeup.
THERE’S A VC out there to suit almost every idea. It seems to me

that people struggle with their pitch for venture capital because
they haven’t taken the time to find the firm that’s looking for
their idea ... and when they do, they haven’t thought hard enough
about what that VC wants to hear. I was a teenager when a VC
bought the business I was pitching. If I’d given them the same
pitch I’d given to another firm earlier that morning, I’d have got
no interest at all. If I hadn’t searched for weeks for the kind of
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firm who would want to do a deal with someone like me ... I’m
sure I wouldn’t have even got an appointment.
Katherine O’Keefe

Follow the dream
There is nothing wrong with having a go even though others will give you lots
of reasons why you shouldn’t. There is something invigorating in chasing a dream
that energises you, gets you up in the morning, gives you the determination to
succeed and keeps you on the edge. But it will consume you, keep you awake at
night and stress you out. There really is no balance. Once you start a new venture,
it takes up all your time and energy. If it works, it is fantastic. If it fails, it will knock
you over to the point where you don’t want to get up.
However, if you really are an entrepreneur, you can’t help yourself. Sooner or
later you will come up with another idea and you will be searching around to find
a way to do it. You will once again be putting a team together, finding the money,
building a new product and searching for customers. Without the dream, it would
never happen and we wouldn’t have all the products and services we take for
granted. Maybe it is best summed up in this advice from Dave Robinson.

Where would we be if everyone
gave in at the first hurdle?

IF YOU’RE GOING to spend your whole life doing something you

don’t enjoy for someone who doesn’t appreciate it, what’s the
point? In other words if you want to do it for yourself—jump!
Dave Robinson						
Queensland, Australia
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Let me finish with a reflection from my friend Greg Loudoun who sums it up
nicely.
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IS A team sport. It involves engaging people

in a dream, a challenge and the opportunity to test the potential
of all resources including knowledge, experience, street smarts
against the guile of the enemy—competitors who now come in
many forms and increasingly from places outside your reach of
response.
I have learned that success only comes with the brightest and
best people. It’s not the number in the team that predicates
success, it’s the capability of the team and their passion and
cohesiveness. It’s the collective willingness to grasp what seems
impossible and find a way, a simple breakthrough or the courage
to retreat, regroup and try another approach.
There is nothing better that going to somewhere where no one
has been before; to think what hasn’t been thought of before; to
achieve what others saw as impossible.
Greg Loudoun						
Founder and Managing Director				
Acumen International					
Brisbane, Australia
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chapter ten:

this is who I am
We suffer a crisis of identity until we
discover who we are. We are confronted by opportunities to have a normal profession but we know it is
not for us. Even though we know it is not going to be
an easy path, finally we recognise that it is the only
thing that will work for us.
Aki Baravalle
Innovity SRL
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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Young entrepreneurs don’t get it easy. They are out of place in a
society that values education, stability and a job. When they decide
to drop out of school, as many entrepreneurs do because they don’t
feel it is teaching them anything useful or because they dislike the
bureaucratic way education works and they want to determine their
own path, society is not going to look favourably upon them. If
they achieve high grades in high school and shun moving into an
established profession, this is not going to sit well with parents and
relatives. If they decide to give up a well-paid job and throw their
money at a fledgling venture, serious concern is going to be expressed
about their sanity.
The fact is that we as a society have yet to accept entrepreneurs
as valued members of our community, that is, unless they are
successful. We willingly champion those entrepreneurs who lead
large corporations but forget that they also started out in a high-risk
venture struggling to make ends meet. Few reach the dizzy heights of
a Bill Gates, Michael Dell, Richard Branson or Richard Pratt. Many
have failed ventures or businesses that achieve only mediocre results.
But for all that, this misunderstood group creates a large portion of
new jobs, produces the majority of radical innovations and greatly
assists our nation’s wealth creation and international competitiveness.
Unfortunately, they have to do this in an environment that does not
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value their struggle or understand their motivations or work ethics. They feel
marginalised by society and only feel understood when they can find like-minded
individuals.
It is therefore not unexpected that the average entrepreneur has difficulty
settling into their own skin because it is hard to find acceptable role models. It is
hard to think of oneself as another Bill Gates or Richard Pratt. These individuals
are megastar entrepreneurs; one may as well think of oneself as the CEO of Ford
or the President of the United States. At the level at which they work and socialise,
local entrepreneurs are thin on the ground and generally are busy just managing
their own ventures. They don’t naturally organise themselves into associations or
social groups. So, emerging entrepreneurs have little to pattern their behavior on
and have problems finding experienced entrepreneurs who they can reach out to
as mentors and coaches. Often all they want is help to explain why they are the
way they are.
It is only with experience that they finally accept themselves as entrepreneurs,
understand the meaning of the term and work out how to live with the rest of the
community, the non-entrepreneurs. The lucky ones find themselves a group of likeminded individuals where they can be themselves. It is a lonely journey for most of
them. However, if they do accept themselves for who they are, this awakening can
provide them with a sense of self-identity and pride. As a demonstration of this,
Christine reflects on her journey as follows:
PEOPLE TELL ME that I’m exciting and that they love to hang

onto my coat-tails for the ride. Some of the same people tell
me I’m exhausting and irritating in equal measure. On my 40th
birthday my mother told me that I’d never grow up. My children
continue to exchange glances, when they think I’m not looking,
that I interpret as: There she goes again.
Over the years I found it helped to educate those around me to
appreciate creative people or, at least, to accept that people like
me will never get it: whatever that happened to be at the time.
This saved others so much angst and reduced the number of
times I got to hear people wondering how such a smart person
(me) could possibly be so dumb (quite easy really).
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At the same time I fortified myself by scouring libraries for
copies of the journals, letters and notes of other creative people.
There I found examples of many of my traits that so infuriated
my parents and teachers.
Being around like-minded people is the greatest help. Not only
is there safety in numbers, but family members, friends and
acquaintances get a naturally occurring support group.
It makes it easier too, that there are now many good quality
texts about creative people available, e.g. Jane Piirto’s work
Understanding Those Who Create (she hasn’t quite got the hang
of entrepreneurs) and Teresa Amabile’s Growing Up Creative
(yes, she’s the professor who now advises the business world).
Christine Badawy						
Victoria, Australia
It is a journey which many describe as a roller-coaster. There are ups and
downs and failures and successes. The lucky entrepreneurs reap the rewards of
success and get to enjoy a level of freedom over their lives that few others achieve.
However, many don’t make it and end their careers in disappointment. It is a life
of financial risk and, as such, there are going to be winners and losers. According
to some US data I reviewed, 80% of US millionaires made their money through
selling their business. So clearly enough entrepreneurs do make it to make the
journey worthwhile. Even though there obviously is a reasonable probability of
failure, it is a path through life that is addictive. Once tasted, few actually give up
as Brian shows.
IT DOES BECOME easier, I’m able to devote more time to things

I love. I can specialise in my unique abilities. I don’t have to work
on the books, or hire employees anymore … I don’t like doing
those things!
I’ll scale back, but I’ll never retire. Even if someone runs the
business and I’m sitting on the board, I’m sure I’ll be coaching,
and offering guidance and mentorship. Entrepreneurs have a
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business that’s also their hobby. I love it; it’s how some people
feel about fishing or painting.
Brian Scudamore						
1-800-GOT-JUNK?
I was one of the lucky ones and now have the freedom to choose what I do with
my time. The fact that I work hard even now and have a full-time job is my choice.
I enjoy teaching entrepreneurs. I enjoy writing about topics that interest me but
also enjoy helping other entrepreneurs to be more successful. My work brings me
into contact with hundreds of entrepreneurs from around the world each year and
therefore I am more successful than most entrepreneurs in finding like-minded
individuals with whom to share my passion and my time.
We all dream that one day we will be successful. Some make it and some don’t
but they keep trying. But the dream itself is important, as James shows in his
vision of the future.

I know what it is like to put in
the years to make something
successful and to wear the stress.
I DO THINK that one day I would like to be able to cut down

to working two to three days per week so that I could run fun
businesses in my spare time. Not to make money, just to have
fun. And it would be nice to have a weekend off every now and
then, without having to do any work.
James Eling							
Extreme Networks
I really like to hear about people who have made it. I know what it is like to
put in the years to make something successful and to wear the stress. Taking it easy
after such an experience should be a right, but not everyone is successful. After
many years Joan and Andy are able to take it a little easier, but watch for the sting
in the tale.
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THESE DAYS WE can take a step back from the business and

feel good about it. That means time for activities that we find
challenging but carry no risk—bridge and golf. Andy is currently
in the top 50 improving bridge players in Australia and number
five in his grade, according to the Australian Bridge Federation;
and I have plans to drop my unacceptably high golf handicap this
year.
We can’t help ourselves sometimes. I’m not sure that it is
because of our background. We have both taken on further

… This misunderstood group creates a large portion of new jobs,
produces the majority of radical innovations and greatly assists our
nation’s wealth creation and international competitiveness.
commitments in our chosen pastimes. Andy has recently
attended a course and sat an exam to become an accredited
bridge director and I have passed the Victorian Golf Association’s
Rules of Golf Accreditation Exam.
I think our risk-taking years are behind us—no more developing
good ideas. Well, not at least till a good one comes along.
Joan Hegedus							
Victoria, Australia
Some successful entrepreneurs retire and then find that they can’t let go. Like
Jim, they end up actively investing in new ventures and providing coaching and
mentoring for young entrepreneurs.
I LOVE TECHNOLOGY and I love business.

What better
retirement than to be paid to mentor young technology
entrepreneurs.
Jim Landau							
Victoria, Australia
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I hope this book has taken you on a journey into the world of the entrepreneur
where you have gained an appreciation of who they are and what they do. If you
know someone who is a budding entrepreneur, I hope you now recognise what
drives them and can give them assistance on their life journey.
If you are an entrepreneur, I hope you have gained comfort from the stories of
others who share your passion.
It has been my pleasure to bring these stories out into the open to allow others
to appreciate how entrepreneurs live their lives.
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